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Editor’s letter
April 2014 / Issue 227

While the tech world is, by its very nature, 
constantly in a state of flux, 2014 is already 
seeing an intriguing changing of the guard, 
as celebrity gadget brands repent and 
refocus in the shadow of their year-end 
spreadsheets and try to throw their ideas 
at the right cash-lined coconuts.

We’ve seen Google sell Motorola – but keep all its 
mobile patents – just as it signed a car alliance with Nvidia 
and Audi. Sony flogged its PC arm, but came out all guns 
blazing with new portable Xperia and PlayStation efforts, 
and Microsoft found itself with a new CEO just as its full 
buyout of Nokia’s phone business went through. These 
are big changes for even bigger brands, and a mobile, 
connected future shines at the heart of it all.

That’s why we’ve made this the ‘Connect Your Life’ 
issue. From phones that pay bills and glasses that record 
your runs to fridges controlled from afar and cars that 
crack open the 4G, never before has there been such a 
push for total contact, all of the time. We thought it only 
right to help you through this over-sharing overload.

First, we’ve taken care of the hardware starting blocks 
for your new mobile life. If you’re in search of a stellar 

{ C o n t r i b u t o r s }

To subscribe to T3, point your browser at myfavouritemagazines.co.uk, or flick to p98. The next T3 is on sale March 27…

phone, we’ve tested LG’s 4K-shooting G Flex that leads 
the curved-screen revolution (p103), the Sony Xperia Z1 
Compact and Moto X (p107). Tablet fans can check out 
our exclusive on the thinnest slate in the world, Sony’s 
new Xperia Z2 (p15), plus our specialist tablets for all 
tastes supertest (p66). Even laptop die-hards are catered 
for, whatever your price point or persuasion (p111). 

Then there’s the new age of apps upon us, one that 
extends the control, convenience and wanton distraction 
of our pocket pals to the broader world; less Clash of Clans, 
more connect your castle. We need never touch, or even 
be in the same room as, our worldly possessions again, 
as our mobiles are granted entry into an interconnected 
wonderland of gadgets that talk each other’s language.

It’s been a long time coming. The “internet of things” 
has been a buzz phrase to describe the growing chinwags 
between connected devices for nearly 15 years and we’ve 
had Apple’s App Store for the past six, yet only now are the 
world’s tech brands truly embracing them in unison, and 
handing the results back to us as purchase incentives.

To help you decode it all, we asked some expert pals to 
pick the truly indispensable, pro-grade apps in amongst 
the herd; those that genuinely up our collective game in 
all areas, from work success to focused fitness, DIY to DJ 
sets. The full ‘app yourself better’ list starts on p54.

But the ride doesn’t stop there. With the iCar class of 
connected autos on the rise, apps are belting up and taking 
to the road; within the next decade they’ll be driving 
themselves and grassing you up to insurers as they do. The 
future of automobile advancement is on p69. Where we’re 
going we will need roads – and, preferably, 5G coverage.

Matt Hill, Editor
Twitter: @gethill / Email: matt.hill@futurenet.com
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1
Andrew ridgwAy

The editor of Science 
Uncovered, the mag 
where the world’s  
top experts explain  
the planet’s biggest 
breakthroughs, gives his 
view on space tourism 
and takes on Virgin 
Galactic haters on p51.

2
eboy

Kai Vermehr, Steffen 
Sauerteig and Svend 
Smital are eBoy. They 
create “re-usable pixel 
objects”, using them 
to populate intricate 
illustrations, such as 
our technology-filled 
battlefield on p93.

3
juliAn prokAzA

Freelance tech writer 
and enthusiast Julian 
has spent this month 
testing the best laptops 
for every variety of 
consumer. Gamers, 
video editors, penny 
pinchers: he’s got your 
back. Results on p109.
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{ s o n y  X p e r i A  Z 2 }

A biggEr 
SplASh
Sony’s back and looking to jam  
all its strengths in gaming, music, 
movies and, erm, waterproofing 
into the thinnest tablet ever



IT’S FAIR TO SAY THAT THe PAST 12 
months were not the greatest for Sony. The 
Japanese firm is delivering a $1 billion net loss 
for the financial year to 31 March, has flogged 
off its Vaio PC business and is “restucturing” 
its Bravia TV arm in a way that suggests that it 
might not be around indefinitely either.

But like a tech phoenix, Sony is immolating 
older-fashioned parts of it business in declining 
markets – you can’t give away PCs these days 
and TV sales are in a slump as punters wait for 
a reason more compelling than 3D and Netflix 
streaming to shell out – so it can rise anew 
with its cutting-edge PlayStation and Xperia 
brands. Now the latter line has been bolstered 
by the arrival of the Xperia Z2, a slick, light 
Android tablet unveiled at Barcelona’s Mobile 
World Congress industry expo.

This month’s Thinnest Tablet in the World 
at a mere 6.4mm deep and from 426g, the 
Z2 is Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 quadcore-
powered, with a substantial 3GB of RAM, 
16GB of storage plus a microSD card slot to 
add more. It also continues the firm’s slightly 
idiosyncratic obsession with water-resistance. 
This time, a full IP58 waterproof rating has 
been achieved, letting you dunk the Z2 for up 
to 30 minutes in 1.5m of water, which in our 
recent weather is pretty bloody handy. 

Gaming is another Ace in Sony’s tablet pack 
and the Xperia Z2 not only has an Adreno 
330 GPU to boost gaming performance, it 
also offers compatibility with PS3 Six-axis 
controllers, with PS4 pad support to follow. 
Ten games from PlayStation Mobile form 
a further enticement to gamers, and Sony’s 
also throwing in a 30-day free trial of Music 
Unlimited, its Spotify rival, as well as five 
movie downloads from Video Unlimited. 

The firm’s Bravia expertise has been mined 
well for the Z2’s display. The scratch-resistant 
tempered glass has a fingerprint-resistant 
coating and Live Colour LeD tech to increase 
the colour range, giving, Sony says, the widest 
colour spectrum of any current tablet.

Despite shaving 0.5mm off the chassis, the 
Z2 carries the same 600mAh lithium polymer 
battery as its predecessor, giving around ten 
hours of multimedia use on a full charge or 100 
hours of music listening. Audio performance 
has been improved, too, we’re assured, while 
accessories in the pipeline include a Bluetooth 
keyboard-cum-cover, a wireless charging pad 
and a noise-cancelling headset. 

There’s no doubting Sony has turned a 
corner over the last year when it comes to 
tablets, but it still hasn’t pose much of a sales 
threat to Apple so far. But with its attention now 
laser-focused on mobile devices, the next 12 
months could see one of tech’s most enduring 
brands blooming in its newest markets.
£TBC, sony.Co.uk, ouT MarCh
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1 ShiElDS up!

Accident-prone denizen of 
Somerset? The Z2 is water 

resistant and fronted by 
scratch-proof glass

2 SpAcE TO livE

It launches with only  
16GB of storage, but Sony 
has added a microSD slot 

for content-bingers

3 ScrEEN DrEAM

By adding in-plane 
switching to the super- 
colourful LCD display, 

viewing angles are widened

4 SliM ShADy

Even more has been shaved 
off last year’s already-thin 
Xperia Z tab, making this 
the world’s thinnest and 

lightest 10.1-incher

{ D e t A i l s }

Specification

ProCessor/raM
2.3GHz quadcore Qualcomm 

Snapdragon 800/3GB
sCreen 10.1-inch, 
1980x1200, 443ppi

rear CaM 8.1-meg/1080p
FronT CaM 2.2-meg/1080p

sTorage 16GB
ConneCTiviTy N Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth 4.0, 3.5mm audio, 
4G LTE option available 

QuoTed BaTTery  
10 hours multimedia use

size/weighT  
172x266x6.4mm

439g (4G)
426g (Wi-Fi only)

4

1
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When Sony launched  
its Xperia Z tablet last 
year, it was the world’s 
thinnest 10.1-inch tablet 
and its successor retakes 
that crown. it’s not just 
more svelte than the 

ipad Air, either, it’s even 
thinner than any seven- 
inch tab around, too. 

The lightweight build 
and slenderness of the 
Z2 is a real joy and it’s 
the first tablet i’ve been 
able to hold comfortably 
in one hand. Even in 
landscape orientation, 
gripping the bottom of 

{ s p e A k }

T3 reviews editor Libby Plummer got hands-on with  
the Xperia Z2 ahead of its launch. Here’s her verdict…

the screen in the centre 
feels little different to 
holding a book. The 
ipS-toting screen widens 
the viewing angle, while 
moving the built-in 
speakers to the front, 
from the back, is another 
subtle but neat tweak. 

Sony has brought 
together the best tech 

from its product buffet 
– TV, audio, gaming, 
cameras – and has 
squeezed them into one 
light gadget that you can 
carry all day. We’ll need 
to get a full review model 
in our mitts before we 
can tell you if this is the 
best Android tab yet, but 
initial signs are strong.

{ f o c u s }

Splash down! 
Fluid-baiting is 
so this year…

SONy SMArTbAND

Takes note of your fitness 
regime, sleep patterns, 

pictures you take, who you 
speak to and what games or 
videos you play. Then plays it 
all back to you via the Lifelog 
app, all while resisting water.
£TBC, sony.Co.uk, ouT auTuMn

STrEET by 50 ON-EAr 
SpOrT cOllEcTiON

These sporty cans have an 
IPX4 waterproof rating, 

saving you from the dangers 
of light treadmill sweat, if not 

the pool. Pro-tuned 40mm 
drivers hone the sound.

$160, sMsBy50.CoM, ouT suMMer

ricOh Wg4-gpS

Not content with a digitally 
stabilised, 16-meg, back- 
illuminated CMOS sensor 

and GPS tagging, this cam is 
also proofed against water, 
shock, crushing and cold. 
£310, riCoh-iMaging.Co.uk,  

ouT MarCh

2
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Need 
lisT
This month’s elite  
tech crop, grown in  
the fields of the future

{ 3 }

bRIng youR  
‘A’ gAme
AOC G-Sync Monitor
Are you a gamer who demands 
the finest visuals from your PC 
titles, devoid of all lag, tearing 
and stuttering? Well, stick AOC’s 
new monitor into your high-end 
Steam Machine and smoke it. 
The full-HD image is backed by 
Nvidia’s new G-Sync tech, which 
synchronises with the firm’s 
GeForce graphics cards. This 
means your screen and GPU are in 
direct conversation, removing the 
middleman with a 144Hz refresh 
rate and 2ms pixel response. Play 
online? That extra speed could  
be the difference between success 
and a shot to the head.
£tbc, aoc-europe.com, out summer{ 2 }

sonic boon
Naim Statement amplifier
Worship at the feet of this monument to no-
cost-is-too great, no-design-is-too-over-the-top 
audio. The Naim Statement amplifier comprises 
the NAC S1 preamp and NAP S1 mono power 
amps, all engineered precisely to deliver the 
best sound possible, while looking a bit like  
the monolith from 2001. The weighty power 
supply is housed at the base and delicate 
electronics at the top, all separated by a layer 
of acrylic that prevents any interference or 
unwanted vibration. Yet it’s not all about 
precision, it also makes hella noise, with two 
4000VA transformers pumping out 746 watts.  
A contingency fund for soundproofing, then?
£125,000, Naimaudio.com, out July

{ 1 }

hey, good 
LookIn’
Google Glass with 
prescription lenses
While the minimalist, nose-
perching Glass 1.0 may have 
looked like the design of 
tomorrow, if you needed actual 
glasses it was far from practical. 
Now, thanks to Google’s hipster-
looking titanium frames, the 
smart specs can now be viewed 
by those without 20/20 vision. 
Glass’s tiny heads-up display 
simply screws into the frames, 
with sunglasses available and  
in-ear buds for those not sold  
on bone conduction audio.
£tbc, google.co.uk/glass, sigN up Now

{ 4 }

the megamix
Pioneer DDJ-SZ
OK, Mr Party Starter, this club-standard 
mixing deck is built to work with the 
latest Serato software and aimed at laptop 
DJs of all styles. Featuring two full-size jog 
pads with clever conduction technology, it 
ensures that the track reacts the moment 
your finger touches the metal, while jog 
feedback settings let you adjust the level 
of resistance for more precise scratching, 
if that’s your bag. The central display 
syncs with your laptop, showing cue 
points, while dual USB soundcards make 
for seamless, high-fiving DJ handovers.
£1,749, pioNeer.eu, out march

M o s T  w a N T e d  pa r T  2
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News blip TwiTTer’s share price falls by 24% iN oNe day Radar

{ 7 }

sLow stAmPede
RYNO microcycle
You don’t often see a unicycle in these 
pages, but this electric number promises 
a utopian one-wheeled future of urban 
transportation, letting you zip through the 
streets like a castrated Hells Angel. Hitting 
a fairly reserved top speed of 10mph, it’s 
controlled like a Segway: lean forward to 
accelerate, turn into corners, and try to 
keep your balance. The engine and battery 
are all stored in the wheel and it produces 
zero emissions, charging swiftly via a 
standard AC outlet for 10 miles of wheelin’.
$5,295 (uk price tbc), ryNomotors.com, out 2015

WWW  FOr MOre NeWS GO TO T3.COM

{ 8 }

totAL 
contRoL
Archos Smart Home
Turn your house into 
an automated fortress, 
with cameras, humidity 
detectors, smart plugs 
and motion sensors all 
streaming regular reports 
to the Archos Smart 
Home tablet wirelessly. 
Each sensor can be 
controlled remotely or 
pre-programmed via 
the “scenarios editor” 
to react to a given set of 
circumstances. Motion 
detected while you’re out? 
Unleash the hounds…
£tbc, archos.com, out march

{ 6 }

heAds uP
Mad Catz Tritton Kama
Want a gaming headset for your PlayStation 4,  
but frittered away all your money 
on next-gen games? The Tritton 
Kama is here to help. Compatible 
with Sony’s main machine (and 
its little PS Vita brother), it plugs 
into the DualShock 4 controller 
via 3.5mm headphone jack. The 
positional microphone allows 
online gaming chat with up to 
seven mates via the PS4’s Party 
function and the high-fidelity 
audio means you’ll hear every 
curse and command. The in-line 
remote makes shutting them  
up super easy, too.
£25, madcatz.com, out Now

{ 5 }

an icon reborn
Korg Keytar RK-100S
Gifting keyboardists slightly undeserved 
rockstar status since 1984, the Keytar 
has skirted the fine line between kitsch 
and cool. Now it’s back, with a few, 
ahem, key tweaks. For one, there’s 
no longer any need for an external 
sound module and you get an added 
arpeggiator, MIDI output  
and vocoder, as well as 
that 37-note keyboard 
and 200 built-in 
analogue-moulded 
sound programs. Twin 
ribbons let you mould 
the sounds to your 
choosing and the 
reduced overall 
weight will allow 
you to strike even 
more rad shapes. 
Now… synth solo!
£695, korg.com/uk, out Jul

{ 1 0 }

shoot LIke A snIPeR
Olympus Stylus SP-100EE
Equipping a camera with an assault rifle-esque laser-dot sight and viewfinder 
crosshair is one way to stand out from the crowd – and cause security alerts in 
public places. The SP-100EE (the initials stand for Eagle Eye) helps you line up snaps 
while using the maximum 50x zoom or recording 1080p video. With a 16-megapixel 
CMOS sensor and TruePic VII image processing engine, the results are killer.
£349, olympus.co.uk, out march 

{ 9 }

 desirable dUo
HTC Desire 610 and 810
The Mobile World Congress expo brought 
two new blowers from HTC, serving up slick, 
One-esque smartphonery to those watching 
their wallets. Rocking a 4.7-inch screen, the 
610 (left) has the same BoomSound speakers 
as the One, as well as the Blinkfeed news 
aggregator, with a Snapdragon 400 CPU 
and eight-meg rear cam. The Desire 810, 
meanwhile, boasts a 5.5-inch screen and a 
five-meg front cam for the selfie brigade.  
£tbc, htc.com/uk, out april
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 Radar news blip Apple hAs puT bACk The delivery of The MAC pro Till April 

The spec – a quadcore 
Atom processor running 
Windows 8, up to 4GB of 
RAM, N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
and up to 128GB of 
solid-state storage – is 
decent enough, and with 
BYOD (“bring your own 
device”) the hottest  

A phone-sized slab  
of pocketable computing 
muscle, the xPC plugs 
into a tablet or laptop 
chassis for use on the go, 
or into a keyboard and 
monitor at home. Ice also 
promises a smartphone 
with screen and 3G.

Remember the Motorola 
Atrix? The phone that 
was also a laptop and 
desktop PC, sort of? 
Well, we had a bit of a 
soft spot for it, and the 
Ice xPC (left) is the latest 
twist on its modular  
take-anywhere idea. 

buzz phrase in business 
computing right now, 
there could be a niche to 
fill. If the xPC took off,  
it could also become a 
cheaper way to upgrade 
your tech – just keep your 
laptop or tablet’s chassis 
and screen, but plug in a 

new “brain”. That, 
however, will require 
third-party support.

Alas, Ice narrowly 
missed its Indiegogo 
funding target by 
$289,266… but the idea 
remains interesting, eh? 
From $259, icecomputer.us

{ E x t r a }

pC in your poCkeT

If you’re wanting to upgrade your computer’s 
graphics, processor or RAM you’ll typically need a 
screwdriver, some condensed air for cleaning and the 
patience of Saint Kevin, the patron saint of patience. 
Project Christine, the latest concept from US gaming 
PC specialist Razer, aims to end all of that hassle. 

Instead of components packed within a cramped 
case, it consists of one central stalk that acts as a 
liquid-cooling system, with glowing, 
empty bays into which new 
parts slot smoothly, from 
multiple graphics cards to 
extra solid-state and 
hard-drive storage. 

Each module is free 
of cables to maintain 
the clean look. The only 
issue we can see is 
they’ll presumably need 
to be proprietary drives  
if they’re to be hugged to 
Christine’s bosom. Simple? 
Yes. Low cost? Not a chance. 
razerzone.com

deMi-God 
of Mod
Future-proof PC lets you slot in 
upgrades with ease, looks awesome

The PC is the most 
open platform there  
is, but only the most 
hardcore enthusiasts 
have been able to  
take advantage of its 
benefits; performing 
open-heart surgery on 
your hardware is not 
for everyone. Project 
Christine will allow 

users to build and 
customise easily and is 
the first PC able to keep 
pace with technology.

PC design hasn’t 
changed since the 
’80s, with the same 
chips plugging into the 
same kinds of board. 
Someone had to come 
up with something 
new. We are a company 
for gamers by gamers; 
if we somehow end up 
revolutionising the PC 
market, that’s a plus.

{ S P E a K }

Razer CEO Min-Liang Tan 
introduces us to Christine
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 Radar news blip microsofT’s skydrive has been renamed onedrive afTer bskyb legal acTion

4k-ing 
brillianT
While 3D failed to win tech hearts, 
Ultra HD’s ever-increasing 
resolutions are here to give telly 
addicts something to lust after

LG 105-inch 
Curved  

Ultra HD TV
The South Korean tech 
one-up war continues, 

with LG matching 
Samsung’s 105-inch, 
immersively curved 
telly with its own; a 
more manageable 

65-inch version is on 
the way. This OLED 

has a 5120x2160 
resolution, 21:9 aspect 
ratio and a proprietary 

CPU that improves 
picture by smoothing 

out movement. 
Sounds pretty ultra, 

too, with Harman 
Kardon speakers.

$70,000, lg.com, out 2014 

Panasonic 
Life+Screen 

AX800 4K TV
Boasting “Beyond 

Smart” functionality 
and Kinect-like facial 

and voice recognition, 
this affordable LED  

4K set will learn your 
viewing patterns and 
suggest new content 
as you approach (cue  
“I dunno what it’s on 
about, I don’t watch 

TOWIE”). The 58- and 
65-inch screens claim 
colour reproduction 

nearing plasma quality. 
$4,500, panasonic.com, 

out may  

Sony 4K 
Short Throw 

Projector
This blasts out a clear, 
4096x2160 image at 
up to 147 inches from 

just twenty inches 
away. It’s no bigger 

than some soundbars, 
either, with a clean 

design and four HDMI 
inputs round the back. 

Get this and you’ll  
never have to rearrange 

your room to find the 
perfect projection spot 

again; it does cost 
$40,000, though, so 
you may have had to 

pawn all of your 
furniture just to buy it.  
$40,000, sony.com, out tbc

Blackmagic 
Production 
Camera 4K
This is the world’s 

smallest 4K camera, 
producing lossless 

CinemaDNG RAW files 
from its Super 35 size 

sensor. For holiday 
videos that boast the 
production values of 
high-end advertising 

campaigns, at a 
3840x2160 resolution, 

this is your guy.  
It’s body only, but 

there’s compatibility 
with EF lenses.

£2,589, blackmagic 

design.com, out now 

{ e x t r a }

The smarT Tv sysTems wiTh a higher iq
philips android Tv

This has gaming on its 
mind, putting the new 

Ambilight TVs’ quadcore 
processors to work with 

apps from Philips and 
Google Play alike. 

philips.co.uk, out 2014  

samsung smarT hub

A new smart remote isn’t 
all that’s fresh. Second 
screen is a focus, with 

apps running on multiple 
devices, and an improved 

suggestion system.
samsung.com, out 2014   

lg webos

A card interface lets you 
flick between apps, 

devices and live telly. 
Multitasking is key, too,  

so you can check Twitter 
and watch TV at once.

lg.com, out 2014 

{ t h e  k i t }
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 Radar news blip google’s purchased ai gaming sTarTup deepmind Technologies for $500m

a world of impossible to 
beat ’bots and snipers.

They say
“The inspiration came 
after I observed my 
brother getting frustrated 
during a game of Call  
of Duty on Xbox Live,” 

What does it do?
It track yours heart rate 
using an optical pulse 
sensor; the faster it 
beats, the harder the 
game. Learn to control 
your rage and the game 
becomes more playable, 
but lose it and you’ll enter 

What is it?
Immersion is a gaming 
headset that adjusts 
gameplay depending on 
your heart rate. It’s the 
brainchild of Samuel 
Matson, a visual designer 
who’s worked at Nike, 
Samsung and IBM.

Matson tells us. “I had 
been researching 
biometrics and saw an 
opportunity to put what 
I’d learnt to good use. 
Hopefully the Immersion 
headset can address the 
growing phenomenon  
of gamer rage.”

We say
Combine this with a 
virtual reality headset like 
the Oculus Rift and you 
get an interactive virtual 
world that reacts to your 
emotions. Ace, but not 
very calm-sounding to us.
SammatSon.net/immerSion

{ U n e a r t h e d }

immersion gaming

deep space mine
Rosetta spacecraft online after 10-year trip to seek out new frontiers (and fuel sources)

the europeaN SpaCe ageNCy’S roBot 
spacecraft rosetta has finally been woken up 
by remote control this month, having travelled 
6.2 billion kilometres since its launch ten years 
ago – the equivalent of orbiting earth 154,709 
times – and having “slept” for the past three.

When rosetta reaches its destination, 
Comet 67p/Churyumov-gerasimenko, in 
august, it will investigate how this titanic ball 

of ice exists so close to the Sun and, inevitably, 
whether we can use it as fuel. the 100kg philae 
landing craft (inset) will then drill into the 
surface, Armageddon-style, to study the results. 

gaia (left), another equally ambitious project 
from the eSa, also launches soon, aiming to 
create the first 3D map of the milky Way, which 
is sure to be very handy for future comet miners.
eSa.int/roSetta

The Rosetta 
spacecraft and 
Philae landing 

module/drill/lab
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 Radar news blip pebble’s smarTwaTch app sTore is now on ios and android

{ R u m o u R s }

Tech chaTTer wired To T3’s bull-o-meTer

Two new iphones, sir?

Chinese tech site Weibo 
claims the iPhone 6 will 
come in two sizes. Well, Apple 
made two in 2013, so what’s 
to stop them doing it again, 
oh speculative web chaps?

nokia To downsize?

Reports of a smaller Lumia 
1520 phablet on the way. 
Surely that’s just a phone? 
But if the mini and compact 
sequel craze continues it 
will at least pack an ace cam.

GTa v cominG To pc?

Game Informer reckons 
leaked bug docs reference 
a PC version, while several 
retailers have put it up for 
pre-order. Better upgrade 
your RAM just in case.

iwaTch on The way?

9to5Mac.com reckons 
Apple’s hired two medical 
tech experts, cue “iWatch 
will be a health monitor” 
noise. We still reckon it will 
be more of a fitness bangle.

siri rival has a voice?

MSFTnerd.com says Jen 
Taylor, aka Cortana from 
Halo, is to provide the 
vocals for Microsoft’s Siri 
rival. Its beta is alleged to  
hit Lumia devices in April.

sky for XboX one?

While Murdoch’s media 
king has said it’s readying  
a version of the on-demand 
Now TV for the next-gen 
console, fully fledged Sky 
remains a way off it seems.
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ACtUALLY, thAt’S A bit oF A Fib, AS 
there’s no physical monitor on these cans, but 
the headband of the successfully Kickstartered 
glyph uses a Virtual retina Display, which 
flips down to form a geordi La Forge-style 
visor. A low-power LeD converts the signal of 
your chosen film, game or trash telly into light, 
which is then bounced off a micro-mirror array 
made up of two million tiny looking glasses, 
bending the beam into a whole image and firing 
it straight into the back of your retinas. Sounds 
painful, but the folk behind it claim it feels just 
like looking through a window – a full-hD 
window with a 120hz refresh rate, that is. 

Noise-cancelling is built-in to complete the 
detachment from your surroundings, while 
hDmi hooks it up to games consoles, laptops 
and most smartphones, and there’s a quoted 
battery life of 48 hours for audio and three 
hours for video. Sure, to the uninitiated, you 
may look like a simpleton with his headphones 
on wrong, but with almost a million dollars 
in funding at the time of press and Netflix 
showing support, you’ll be in good company.
£332, AVegANT.CoM, ouT DeCeMBeR

 sensory
 overload
Meet Avegant’s Glyph, the cinephile 
’phones with a built-in screen…





2
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formulas for success
F1 and FE square off on the grid and the atmosphere’s electric…

A NEW BREED OF FORMULA 1 CAR
is set to be unveiled for the new season at 
Melbourne this March. It packs a smaller 
engine and an entirely new design, yet weighs 
more on the scales. Despite this, it’s faster than 
last year’s model, because the KERS kinectic 
nitro button has been replaced with ERS 
(Energy Recovery Systems), a new 30-second 
boost fuelled by two motors: one collects energy 
from the brakes, one converts exhaust heat. 

But it’s not just F1 getting an electrical surge 
this year. The first ever Formula E will kick off 
in Beijing in September, giving fully electric 
cars the chance to prove themselves. Each 
e-car has over 180kW of power, with a Press-
to-Pass button increasing that to 200kW, and 
the ability to hit 62mph in under three seconds 
with a deafening 80 decibel roar. Two races, 
one electric dream: take your pick.
formula1.com, fiaformulae.com

{ t h e  k i t }

formula 1: INfINITI red Bull racINg rB10

1. eNergy recovery sysTem

This KERS replacement is potentially ten 
times more powerful, drawing a massive 

120KW of extra oomph from brake 
regeneration and converting exhaust heat 
into electricity. Expect Wacky Races-style 

overtaking and starts this season.

2. eNgINe

The Formula 1 engine, a 2.4-litre V8, has 
been in service since 2006. This year it’s  

all change, though. New regulations require 
a smaller 1.6-litre V6, delivering around 

600bhp. The shortfall in grunt will be made 
up by ERS’s 160bhp bolt of power.

3. gearBox

A new eighth forward gear has been added, 
with gearbox ratios fixed before the season 
begins. The emphasis has to be on quality 

and durability because, as of the 2014 
season, every car must use the same 

gearbox for at least six consecutive races.

4. weIghT

Everything is heavier – 22 per cent heavier 
to be exact. The minimum weight of the 
combined power unit is now 145kg and 
each car will also carry around 140kg of 
fuel, which is like having England fly half 

Billy Twelvetrees stashed in the boot.

1



4

1. Tyres

No mid-race tyre changes here. No tyre 
changes at all, in fact, including practice 
and qualifying. All sessions are held over 

one day and at the end of the race the  
tyres will be donated to charity.

2. eNgINe

The 200kWh engine in all Formula E cars  
is roughly equivalent to a 270bhp 

fuel-guzzling race motor, meaning the gulf 
in power between F1 and FE is vast. In fact, 
there’s not enough juice to get it through 

the whole race, so drivers will have to switch 
into a new car during pit stops.

3. Push-To-Pass

This is Formula E’s version of ERS or KERS, 
boosting power by 67kWh for overtaking. 

Just like Formula 1, the extra energy will be 
recovered through regenerative braking. 

The organisers are also flirting with the idea 
of awarding boosts to drivers via real-time 

social media voting next season.

4. chargINg

Formula E’s backer Qualcomm, a name 
more synonymous with smartphone chips 

than racing cars, plans to introduce its Halo 
wireless charging system to the track for 

coming seasons. These pads would be 
placed on to the course for mid-race 

top-ups, with drivers forced to choose 
between the racing or the charging line.

A P RI L 2 014 T3 2 9

RadarNews BlIP samsuNg has overTakeN aPPle To Become The mosT Traded-IN smarTPhoNe BraNd of 2014 so far 

formula 1 2014 
calendar

All the circuit and race 
date details for F1 2014. 
Plan those late nights/ 
early wake-ups for GPs  
in far-flung time zones.
free, android

mms 2014 News 
and Info Pro

A round-up of blogs,  
from team sites to the 
personal likes of James 
Allen. It’s your one-stop 
shop for F1 pub ammo.
£1.19, android, £1.49, ioS

autosport

While the photo galleries 
are exciting, it’s the 
minute-by-minute 
updates on practice, 
qualifying and races that 
make this a must view.
£2.99, android, ioS

red Bull f1 spy

Offers insider access to 
King Vettel’s team. The 
anonymous agent offers 
brilliant insights and you 
can even challenge him 
to unearth extra gossip.
free, android, ioS

{ e x t r a }

aPPs wITh The INsIde Track oN all The races

{ t h e  k i t }
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Design Museum 
curator Alex 
Newson ogles Ive
Since moving to  
apple back in 1992,  
Sir Jonathan ive has 
masterminded many 

designs that have transformed 
the computer and consumer 
electronics market. it’s not just 
about citrus coloured plastic 
casings, nor is it about sleek milled, 
aluminium covers or precisely 
radiused corners suggestive of 
high-tech performance. The real 
innovation and legacy in ive’s work 
lies in the creation of a series of 
new typologies for products that 
didn’t previously exist. 

Designs like the ipod, iphone 
and ipad became archetypes for 
new, revolutionary products. 
Whether you are a fan of ive’s 
products or not, it’s a fact that 
every Mp3 player, smartphone and 
tablet produced since has been  
a development of, or a reaction 
against, something he designed.

the moderN gadget muSt FulFil maNy Criteria;  
it needs to be functional, reliable and generally improve our lives, 
but the very best manage to be style statements in themselves. 
every month we want to celebrate the designers creating and 
influencing this most drool-worthy of tech. they’re t3’s design 
dons, and with the london design museum’s expert help we’ll be 
compiling their greatest hits. Kicking off this roll of honour is one 
of the most recognisable faces in tech, with an aesthetic to match: 
apple’s essex-born senior vice president of design, Sir Jonathan 
ive, whose new mac Pro overhaul is from impeccable stock… 

Mac Pro 2013 the most 
recent apple product to 
come under ive’s eyes is a 
redesign of the traditional 
computer tower. this slick 
black aluminium cylinder not 
only looks otherworldly,  
the build also aids cooling, 
with fans pushing thermals 
up through the chimney-like 
centre, keeping its high-spec 
innards free of heat. a triumph 
of style and substance.

iMac G3 1998 the first 
cupertino creation following 
the return of steve Jobs was a 
huge success, largely thanks 

to its unique shape and bright 
translucent colour scheme 
that was a far cry from the  
pc army of beige boxes. 

iMac G4 2002 a slim lcd 
screen perched atop a 
hemispherical base, this was 
nicknamed the ilamp due to 
its anglepoise-esque looks.  
a design classic that still 
sits on many an art gallery 
reception desk to this day. 

iPod (First Gen) 2001 the 
device that kickstarted the 
digital music revolution only 
had a 5gb hard drive capable 

of storing 1,000 songs. but 
while the black and white lcd 
screen was basic, a simple, 
user-friendly ui and that 
clean, iconic white design 
(with matching earbuds) 
helped it become a bestseller.

iPhone (First Gen) 2007  
ive’s first handset banished 
keypads in favour of a 3.5-inch 
touchscreen with virtual 
keyboard and set the trend 
for the modern smartphone. 
it would later grow up to be 
an ipad and introduce the 
world to apps, which casually 
took over the world (see p54).

 desigN
 doNs
sir JoNathaN ive

The man behind Apple’s 
look has won a Blue 
Peter badge, now this…

#1
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 Radar News blip cloud pioNeer satya Nadella is microsoft’s New ceo
 

From £7,979.79, yoyotech.co.uk, out now

 power up!

the Aurum packs Intel’s 
new i7 Ivy Bridge e4960X 
processor, overclocked to  

a rather nippy 4.4Ghz

cool uNder pressure

An intricate liquid-cooling 
system with hand-bent, 

individually unique tubes 
keeps overheating in check

beyoNd Next-geN

two of nvidia’s flagship 6GB 
GtX tItAn graphics chips, 
as used in supercomputers 
the world over, are on board

4k’s ok

this rig has enough power 
to render 4k graphics in 
real-time, meaning 4k 

gaming is a real possibility

 fast aNd furious

rAm is key to performance 
gaming and this has 64GB, 

running at 2133mhz; an 
average Pc has 2GB

built to last

everything from the 
motherboard to drive bays 
is protected by laser-cut 

6mm acrylic plating

 all of the software

A 2tB 7,200rpm SShD 
hybrid drive means both 
plenty of storage space 

and speedier bootup

the ‘persoNal’ iN pc

each model is designed to 
your spec then hand-built 
in the uk. name engraving 
is an option, too, if you must

lots of bits

windows 8.1 Pro 64-bit  
oS is ideal for running the 

world’s best-looking games 
(and ugliest spreadsheets)

the precious!

As well as using gold in its 
finish, the £7,979.79 price 

is “inspired by 79, the 
atomic number of gold”

wrath of the titaN
Next-gen consoles? Meh. Steam Machines? Whatevs. YoYoTech  
has joined forces with Asus to make a gold-accented PC to own  
them all: the eye-wateringly powerful XDNA Aurum
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STuff 
It’s time for a tech 
spring clean. Out with 
the old, in with a new 
wave of novelty gear…

u n d e r  T h e  r a d a r

PhiliPs BR-1X Bluetooth sPeakeR rugged 
weatherproof speaker with sound that can 
be adjusted for indoor or outdoor arenas.
£99, PhiliPs.com, out now 

PoweRuP 3.0 turn your self-made paper 
plane into an electric flying machine  
with this ios-controlled kit. $1 million in 
kickstarter funding can’t be wrong…
£36, PoweRuPtoys.com, out may 

lego adult watch sod the kids, wear your 
allegiance to the iconic blocks on your 
own  wrist. features  a grown-up swiss 
movement, plus you don’t have to build it.
£85, adult.legowatches.com, out now 

JBl J46Bt in-ear audio buds that connect 
wirelessly via bluetooth 4.0 to deliver up 
to five hours of untethered listening.
£89, uk.JBl.com, out now 

moPhie sPace Pack don’t just double your 
battery life, double your storage, too. this 
iphone 5/5s case handles both. £140 (16gB) 
£170 (32gB), moPhie.com, out maRch

tuRtle Beach Ps4 talkBack caBle
upgrade your current bluetooth or 
playstation 3 gaming headset to work with 
your shiny, new ps4. simply pair, then chat.
£tBc, tuRtleBeach.com, out aPRil

ik multimedia iRing table drummer? air 
guitarist? now you can create tunes out of 
thin air, with this wearable ios controller 
that turns your movements into music. 
£16.50, ikmultimedia.com, out sPRing

newS blip SouTh korea inveSTing £900 million To build 5g neTwork by 2020
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THE BUZZ
Hype, heroes and general hysteria in the tech mainframe

what we’ve 
learned 

this month

SEnd mail, win THiS
The Powerskin PoP’n 
case attaches, limpet-like, 
to the back of your 
smartphone for a 100  
per cent battery boost.
£52, Powerskin.co.uk

 Radar

wHaT HaPPEnEd nEXT?
Updates on the tech stories that do not go gentle

moBilE PaymEnTS

Sure, it’s been tried before with 
contactless apps like QuickTap, 
but now Apple chief Tim Cook 

has hinted that Apple is getting 
involved, interest has soared

inTErnET SPEEdS

Alcatel-Lucent and BT research 
has resulted in 1.4Tbps test data 
speeds. Dubbed “Flexigrid”, the 

new method layers signals on top 
of each other along one cable

ninTEndo

Delayed GTA-does-hacking game 
Watch Dogs is definitely coming 

to Wii U despite a GameStop 
glitch saying it had been canned

ninTEndo

Recent poor sales of the Wii U 
have prompted execs to take 

temporary pay cuts, with 
President Iwata voluntarily 

losing 50% of his take-home

UBEr

The car-sharing app is facing 
legal proceedings after 

six-year-old pedestrian Sofia Lui 
was hit by one of its drivers

PrincE

The purple technophobe and 
music legend is beginning a 

$22m legal action against fans 
that posted videos of his live 
shows online. The bastards…

yoUr mailS, TwEETS and PoSTS

star letter

Mario’s next move?
Nintendo should do a Sega and 
create software only. They’d 
make a fortune if they didn’t 
have to build their consoles, as 
all those people out there with 
PlayStations would love to play 
Mario and Zelda games. Wisen 
up, Nintendo – we want your 
clothes and your boots but 
f*ck your motorcycle.
STUarT mcqUilkiE via facEBook

hmm, sega filed for bankruptcy 

recently, stu, so maybe that plan 
isn’t as air-tight as you thought. 
For what it’s worth, we believe 
rumours of nintendo’s demise 
have been greatly exaggerated.

iWant something new
tim Cook says to expect “great 
things” from apple in 2014 and 
all you can come up with is a 
watch and a tv? we really are 
scraping the bottom of the tech 
barrel now, aren’t we?
alEX EvanS via facEBook

Tech’s terminators
Google + the acquisition of  
ai and robotics companies  
= “hasta la vista, baby”
HaiTcH aSTBUry via facEBook

THE T3 
windEX
What’s going up and  

down in the land of tech

{ w i n n i n g }

{ f a i l i n g }

{ t v }

Ultra HD is already 
getting more ultra
Then: 2014 is set up 
to be all about 4K TV, 
with a slew of products 
making use of the 
eye-blazing 3840x2160 
resolution (see p20).
Now: NHK’s Science  
& Technology Research 
Lab based in Japan is 
already broadcasting an 
8K, 7680x4320 digital 
TV signal. Want one…

{ s o c i a l }

Facebook not on 
way out just yet
Then: Researchers at 
US uni Princeton map 
Facebook’s spread 
against the growth 
curve of viral epidemics 
and predict an 80 per 
cent dip in users by 2017.
Now: The Zuck and co 
have retaliated, noting 
that by the same metrics 
Princeton would lose  
all students by 2021.

{ o n l i n e }

Mail Online ups  
US takeover plans
Then: The Daily Mail 
web wing’s click-baiting 
stories and huge, SEO-
packed headlines made 
it the most read website 
in the world in 2013.
Now: With more than 
70% of traffic coming 
from outside the UK, the 
Mail’s estimated to have 
spent a cool £1 million  
on a new .com domain.

i n B oX

WikiPeDia TO aDD 
vOice cliPS

the wikipedia 
voice into Project 

(wikiviP) will kick 
off with stephen 

fry’s dulcet tones 
added to his page

TexTiNg & WalkiNg iS 
baD FOr yOUr HealTH

it’s been scientifically 
proven, at last: a 
study found that 

the main symptoms 
are swerving, loss 

of balance and poor 
spatial awarenes.

NOT eveN aNgry birDS 
iS SaFe FrOM THe SPieS

the nsa and gcHQ 
admit harvesting 
location data and 
browser histories 
from major apps, 

but promises it’s not 
spying on “everyday 

americans”. How, 
erm, reassuring.

easy upgrades
i guarantee any experienced PC 
gaming enthusiast will pass on 
razer’s Project Christine concept. 
it’s not meant for us, it’s meant 
for someone who likes the idea of 
a modular, upgradable system 
but is put off by the apparent 
complexity currently involved.
aliSTair Hardy via facEBook

that may be, ali, but it sure does 
look cool. to make your own mind 
up, head to p26.
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 Radar S TAT S

The monTh in numberS
We feel the need… the need… for big, impressive numerals

newS blip Virgin mediA offerS unlimiTed 08 cAllS on Vip pluS Sim, £18 per monTh
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SpAce, 
The finAl 

TrASh cAn

(PoPuLAR ScIence)

 (ThInkbRoAdbAnd.com)

(emAAR)

Th
e 

number of pieces of large

14,838

de
br

is orbiting the earth

2,449of which are disused satellit
es

(nASA)

Book Clubbed

(ALLIAnz uk)

TeSlA lefT The engine on…

15 gigawatt-hours
The amount of electricity Tesla Model S cars have wasted in  

total while switched off, due to a software glitch. That adds up to 
roughly a day’s output from a mid-sized nuclear power plant, 

or enough to drive your Tesla Model S for a total of…

50 million miles
(PoPuLAR ScIence)

36%

£1.5
Billion

The sales increase of ebooks  
across Western Europe last year

The combined value of tech that 
UK kids lug to school every day

(FuTuReSouRce conSuLTIng)

(FuTuReSouRce conSuLTIng)

School’s Out

1100
ToTAl number of hourS ASTronAuTS  

hAVe SpenT SpAcewAlking on  
The inTernATionAl SpAce STATion

50% 
of British people 

regularly work from 
home, but…

37%
 aren’t happy with their 

home internet speed

your wi-fi’S nSfw

2014

400,000
The number of fireworks launched 

from the Burj Khalifa during the 
world’s biggest ever display

2014

99 minutes 
of Grand Theft Auto V-style rampaging  

in the real world would amass

 £8 million
 worth of damage

Public 
     Enemy 

 No.1

Out of 1,000 UK adults polled, only seven 
per cent owned 4G-connected phones or 

tablets, despite falling contract prices
(IPSoS medIA)

7%

4g uptake

m a n y  s m a l l  s t e p s 
f o r  m a n k i n d





Months away Months away Months away 

The tech fairy dust settles on Europe’s first 
two innovation super-shows of the year, 
Mobile World Congress in Barcelona and 
CeBit in Hannover. Spied that new phone you 
want? We’ve got apps to work it hard on p54…

The annual MacWorld/iWorld Apple fanboy 
double-header in San Francisco kick-starts 
the year’s iLove. Halls full of all-new iPhone 
and iPad cases and creative accessories?  
Get thee to T3.com for the very best in show

It’s St Patrick’s Day and tis the season to be 
drinking. Guinness has been encouraging 
stout lovers to put their smartphones down 
when glugging in its new ad, but we’d prefer  
a green novelty gadget amnesty, thanks…

news blip playstation now’s uk launch pencilled in for early 2015

3 6 9
tech
Pebble 3 smartwatch

We’ve only just welcomed 
the new Pebble Steel on to 
our overladen wrists, but 
the crowdfunded hit is 
planning its 2015 update 
already. Got suggestions 
about what you want to  
be added? Email “more 
battery life” to Pebble now. 

film
Cyber

An unlikely action movie 
premise: the American and 
Chinese militaries playing 
nice to stop a computer 
hacking ring. Surely they’re 
too busy hacking each 
other? Due in cinemas 
January 2015 starring Chris 
‘James Hunt’ Hemsworth.

film
Interstellar

Christopher ‘Dark Knight’ 
Nolan turns to outer space 
for his next thinking man’s 
blockbuster, as a team of 
astronauts head through a 
wormhole. Starring Golden 
Globe winner Matthew 
McConaughey, we expect 
big things on November 7.  

tech
Android 5.0

Google’s year of Nestlé 
promotion is almost at an 
end, as KitKat makes way 
for the as-yet-unnamed 
Android 5.0. The next 12 
months will then see the 
likes of Lollipop or Lemon 
Sorbet slowly rolled out on 
to handsets the world over.

tech
Intel Edison 

Making Raspberry Pi look 
thoroughly porky, this new 
microcomputer is no larger 
than a standard SD Card. 
Yet it’s a full PC with a 
dualcore Quark processor, 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth LE, 
designed to power the next 
wave of wearable tech.

event
Detroit Motor Show 

The world’s car kings 
descend on Motor City  
next January to show off 
the newest auto concepts 
and latest in-car tech 
developments. Can’t wait 
that long? Head to p69 for 
the lowdown on the future 
of connected cars, now.

event
Tour de France 2014

British riders have made 
off with the hallowed 
yellow jersey for the past 
two years. Can it be third 
time lucky? Well, they start 
on home turf in Leeds on 
July 5, riding through the 
UK down to London before 
crossing the Channel.

event
Tough Mudder: 
London South

Are you a member of what 
rugby star James Haskell 
named the “Tough Mudder 
Generation”? Time to join. 
This 13-mile run in mud, 
water and live wires was 
designed by the SAS and 
hits Winchester in October.

Game
Star Wars: Battlefront

Under development by 
DICE, the folk responsible 
for Battlefield, the next 
entrant in the Force-fuelled 
shooter series is planned  
as a modern reboot. Early 
teaser footage shows an 
epic battle on ice planet 
Hoth, expected spring 2015.

Game
Mario Kart 8

Nintendo’s sales woes have 
been well documented (see 
p34), but it still continues 
to chuck out top-quality 
fun. The plumber-in-chief’s 
latest romp will be racing 
on to Wii U GamePads in 
May. We’ve played it and it’s 
embarassingly good.

Game
Kingdom Under Fire II

Fighting its way out of 
development hell, this 
RPG/RTS fantasy looks set 
to make a next-generation 
appearance at last on the 
PlayStation 4. Expect 
further epic throwdowns 
between humans, orcs and 
‘Dark Elves’ in late 2014.

film 
Transcendence

Terminally ill computer 
genius Johnny Depp has his 
consciousness uploaded  
to the ‘Net, which of course 
goes sentient and terrifies 
a strangely all-star cast. 
Hopefully more Matrix than 
Johnny Mneumonic. Taking 
over cinemas from April 25.

what’s on your radar?
A better tomorrow flashing before your very eyes…

 Radar

{ T h e  h i g h s  a n d  l o w s  o f  T 3 ’ s  c o m i n g  m o n T h }
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yeah!

meh!
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Play
This month… Thief steals attention / Nine Inch Nails go darker / 
Gravity gives 3D a purpose / Sherlock enlists your app skills

t H E  E S S E n t i A L

t h e  c o n t e n t  f o r  y o u r  K i t 

tHE mEcHS HAvE LAndEd
Roll up: Titanfall, the Xbox One’s star attraction, is open for business

when EA’s online-only shooter 
Titanfall was first opened to the 
public at Gamescom in Cologne 

last year, it caused a bit of a stir. Queues for 
hands-ons were so gargantuan, in fact, that 
wads of 100-euro bills exchanged hands 
for a bit of cheeky line-jumping.  

Microsoft has made no bones about its 
importance, slapping Titanfall’s high-
tech face on all Xbox One ads from day 
one, four months ahead of release, as the 
primary reason to bag its new console. 

This faith hasn’t been unwarranted, 
either. Created by Respawn, the developer 

formed by former Call of Duty head 
honchos Vince Zampella and Jason West, 
Titanfall is a tour de force, dividing up 
combatants into two teams on a battlefield 
where pint-sized, jet pack-wearing 
soldiers battle giant “Titan” battle mechs. 

Much has been made of the slim number 
of simultaneous online players – 12 vs 64 on 
EA’s other big run-and-gun, Battlefield 4 – 
but this and the tight maps are what makes 
it unique, an intimate rollercoaster teeming 
with possibilities and bolstered by the cloud. 

“We’re using dualcore servers to run 
all our matches, so there’s a significant 
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amount of CPU power available,” Respawn 
programmer Jon Shiring tells our sister mag 
OXM, “while the extra bandwidth lets us fill 
the world with moving things. It’s not just 
bullets flying through the air that’s using 
network data, it’s the physics of the Titans and 
the actual AI that’s making decisions.”

Once you’ve racked up a number of kills 
as infantry, you get to summon these Titans, 
pulling them out of the sky like a portable 
Robot Jox, setting them up as defence turrets 
or jumping in for a ride around town. Titans 
are powerful but cumbersome; you can’t 
jump and are stuck to the main streets, but 
your weaponry is strong. The best plan of 
attack is to give other mechs the runaround 
as you target bunched infantry groups before 

cornering the big guys to be pulverised later.
If your mech suit is damaged beyond repair, 

a quick eject sees you fly into the air before it 
explodes, showering your enemies with return 
fire if you so wish (we very much did).

Pilots are less powerful yet agile and able 
to hang out in any of the map’s three tiers, be 
it firefighting ground troops, sniping from 
windows or scaling roofs to fight from above. 
Indeed, the verticality of the space is something 
to behold, the double-jump and free-running 
combo letting you scale buildings in seconds. 

While FPS players will feel at home, with 
setup familiar and head shots instinctive, it’s 
the dynamic between Titan and Pilot that 
makes for an expertly balanced high-tech cat 
and mouse game, with neither team able to 
get the upper hand easily. Industry shows are 
often a difficult barometer to read, but the 
buzz around Titanfall has been impossible  
to ignore. It’s already the people’s champion, 
but the people, it seems, have great taste.
From £39, titanFall.com, out march 14 on XboX one, X360, Pc

PERFECT yOUR kIll 
SkIllS AnD yOU’ll  
bE GIVEn ThE kEyS 
TO A MASSIVE TITAn 

➜

Robot Jox gets a 
gaming reboot

dArk SouLS ii
Only the strongest will survive…

So, you’re a big fan, then?
I am. I actually advertised 
the original Dark Souls free 
of charge for over a year  
on Twitter and in person.

How did you get involved 
in making the sequel?
Twitter again. I got in touch 
with Namco and told them  
I loved their game, and they 
asked me to voice one of the 

characters. I also do all the exertion noises. I was 
playing it last night and died of what I think was an 
axe-wound haemorrhage. I was surprised because 
I then heard myself shout, “Aaaaaarrrrrgh!”

Don’t people in the house assume you’re hurt?
They might just think I’m in the loo.

People develop a real addiction to Dark Souls.
I suppose it’s like playing Candy Crush, where you 

know it’s wrong but you carry on anyway. Except 
with Dark Souls it’s so right. On the surface, it’s  
not a unique-looking game. You have knights, a 
medieval fantasy world filled with monsters and 
blah blah, lots of games are like that, but the 
gameplay is just so compelling, so satisfying. 

Given your love of the original, were you 
concerned about a sequel?
There was a big fear it would be ruined. You know 
what the Internet is like – it’s human nature to 
jump on some negative bandwagon. You have 
people who watched Breaking Bad from the start 
and then when a lot of people jumped on it they 
went off it. But there’s so much average stuff out 
there, when I like something I get really enthusiastic.

Do you feel like that about any tech you own?
I’ve got a little Nespresso machine – one of the first 
of its kind and not like the fancy ones you see today, 
you have to stop it manually. But every morning I 
think, “Wow, what an amazing invention this is.”

{ S P e a K }

Peter Serafinowicz 
Actor, comedian, Dark Souls survivor

Abandon social life all ye who enter here. From Software’s 
dungeon-crawling combat RPGs have become the poster 
series for a growing trend in gaming that takes difficulty 

levels to self-flagellating extremes, revelling in their unflinching 
toughness. but while hard, they are never unfair, and this sequel 
continues in the same vein, with monsters that can kill you with one 
blow, sending you back to an extremely infrequent save point, but 
whose attacks can be mastered if you’re up to the challenge. Practice 
battles are a small concession to casual gamers, but this is for the 
hardcore. Those that do manage to cheat death will be hooked.
£40, darksoulsii.com/uk, out march 14 on Pc, Ps3, X360
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Play

v ideo games have a way of warping 
our morality at the best of times 
(“Aim for the heads, guys”), but we 

have to confess to being a little bowled over 
by this one. We’re no angels, but Square 
Enix’s reboot of PC classic Thief turns us 
into borderline kleptomaniacs. Players are 
never very far away from some shiny bauble 
and the harder they are to obtain, the more 
satisfying they are to steal. It’s rare to find 
time in an adventure to break into someone’s 
house and help yourself to the contents of a 
wall safe, but here you’ll make the time.

Set in a city that seems mostly composed 

of rainstorms, Gothic spires and shadows, 
this tells the tale of Garrett, a skilled 
cutpurse on the look out for a big score. 
The only things standing in his way are the 
tyrannical baron, who controls the city’s 
guards, and a plague that’s turning the local 
population into cadavers. While Garrett’s 
surroundings may sound like hell on earth, 
with his preternatural agility and bag filled 
with weapons and gadgets, they’re tons of 
fun to tool about in – and there’s nothing 
like the promise of shiny trinkets to make a 
steampunk nightmare worth exploring.
From £29, thieFgame.com, out Feb 28 on Pc, Ps4, X1, Ps3, X360

South Park: The  
Stick of Truth
PS3, X360
much-delayed but very 
funny rPg that plays like 
an episode of the show 
with you as the new kid. 
the battle tutorial from 
cartman is a hoot in itself.
£35, ubisoFt.com, out march 7

inFamous: Second Son
PS4
sony’s next-gen exclusive 
puts you in the pants of a 
super-powered anti-hero 
on the run from the man. 
Parkour skills and energy 
tosses give you edge. 
£50, suckerPunch.com, out 

march 21

OlliOlli
PS vitA
chain together skate 
tricks on a series of 
obstacle-filled levels, like 
a cross between canabalt 
and skate or die! an 
instantly addictive must.
£8, r7games.webs.com, 

out now

Donkey Kong Country: 
Tropical Freeze
wii u
Fun and varied return from 
gaming’s most famous 
platforming ape. Viking 
walruses are your foes, hd 
graphics are your friend.
£33, nintendo.co.uk,  

out February 28

{ B e S t  o f  t h e  r e S t }

Joypad jollies from the tropics to the half-pipe

“You’ve got to pick  
a pocket or two”

{ f o c u S }

The open-ended structure invites you to 
play it your own way, a la Dishonored, 
although the direct approach often proves 
fatal. Our advice? Stick to the shadows and 
carefully pick your light-fingered moments

1/ Demon’s Souls
dArk SouLS’ rPg grAndAddy. StiLL rock
£13 on Ps3

2/ Flappy Bird
APP PHEnomEnon fLiES on fruStrAtion
Free on ios 6.0+, android 2.2+

3/ Spelunky
mArio rEborn AS A PErmA-dEAtH indy 
From £10  on Pc, mac, Ps Vita, Ps3, X360

4/ DayZ
wALk, wALk, wALk, gEt SHot, rEPEAt
£20 on Pc

5/ Super Hexagon
Strobing SPEEd mAzES fuEL AnXiEty
From £2 on ios 4.3+, android 2.2+

Walking Dead, the 
medieval years

g A m E S

tHiEf 
Do you have questionable morals and light fingers? 
Stick this steampunk steal-’em-up in your swag bag

{ e x t r a }

The T3 challenge: are you  
steeled enough for the 
world’s toughest games?

A P RI L 2 014 t3 4 5
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g A m E S

 r ecorded in the very studio you see 
above, with its Matrix-like tangles of 
patch cables linking forbidding, alien 

instruments, nine Inch nails’ mid-’90s output 
was already dense and suffocating. Full marks, 
then, to nIn man Trent Reznor for handing 
the tapes to british sound alchemists Coil for 
them to make it sound even more dark. how 
dark? Their version of Closer ended up on  
the opening credits to Se7en. Enjoy…
£11 cd only, out now

 rEcoiLEd
Rare Nine Inch Nails remix EP 
hauled from the darkest of vaults

{ B e S t  o f  t h e  r e S t }

more mind-improving musics

miLES dAviS
miles at the Fillmore
Four gigs from 1970, when davis was 
making the most psychedelic “jazz” 
imaginable. don your kaftan, sit on 
the floor and prepare for heaviness.
£18 cd only, out march 24

tHE wAr on drugS
Lost in the Dream
reminiscent of the hold steady  
or bruce springsteen heard through 
a gauze of radio static, this lot  
are rockers in shoegaze trousers. 
£10 cd, £8 mP3, out march 17

ELbow
The Take Off and Landing  
of everything
elbow are the uk’s top chart-friendly, 
weepy-epic prog band. they do 
sound like gabriel-era genesis, mind.
£11 cd, £9 mP3, out march 10

mEtronomy
Love Letters
the follow-up to the mercury 
Prize-nominated english riviera 
flexes a more synthetic, funky take 
on ’70s prog than elbow. tasty.
£9 cd, £8 mP3, out march 10

m u S i c

 the most nausea-inducing movie of 2013 – except Grown-Ups 2, 
maybe – Alfonso Cuarón’s space spectacle took a simple, two-
actor disaster movie and pumped it up into a stomach-turning 

barrage of vertiginous drops, unfathomably massive vistas and 
literally unearthly beauty. no film has captured the vast, lonesome 
emptiness of space like Gravity, and that includes kubrick’s 2001: 
A Space Odyssey, Tarkovsky’s Solaris or even Smith’s Morons From 
Outer Space. Unlike Life of Pi, which was 2012’s pre-eminent 
3D-spectacle-movie-for-people-who-aren’t-drooling-idiots, the 
paradoxical intimacy of the story at Gravity’s heart – space newbie 
Sandra bullock trying to make her way home, abetted by charming 
space-vet big mouth George Clooney – means you can live with the 
scaling down of the visuals from the local IMAX to your 50-incher.
£17 3d bd, £15 bd, £14 hd download, out march 3

{ h D  m o m e n t }

The only bits 
that aren’t a 

hi-def tour de 
force are the 
anti-piracy 

warning and 
the screen 

that says, “Not 
for playback 
on oil rigs”

dEAd of nigHt 
bLu-rAy
ealing horror compendium 
pits the supernatural 
against exceedingly posh 
englishmen. the stories 
range from quaint to full-on 
disturbing – just check 
out that creepy dummy.
£14 bd, out now

wE ArE wHAt wE ArE 
dvd, Hd downLoAd
excellently acted, eerie 
and oft disturbing horror 
uses cannibalism as an 
analogy for religious 
fundamentalism. Features 
one of the squickiest 
endings in recent memory.
£9 dVd, £14 dl, out march 3

EScAPE PLAn 
bLu-rAy, Hd downLoAd
arnie and sly unite to 
break out of a prison – 
perhaps they can escape 
through one of the many 
glaring plot holes? you’re 
never too old to fire an 
m60 one-handed, it seems.
£13 bd, £14 dl, out march 17

{ B e S t  o f  t h e  r e S t }

Ghosts, fights, cannibals, cucumbers down trousers

in space, nobody can 
hear you go, “Oooh, 
nice use of CGi and 

very long takes”

tHiS iS SPinAL tAP 
bLu-rAy Hd downLoAd
thirty years on from their 
movie’s release, the tap 
are back. dubious stage 
props, “jazz explorations” 
and drummers killed  
in “bizarre gardening 
accidents” can only follow.
£21 bd, out march 3

f i L m S

grAvity
Can this IMAX 3D white-knuckle space ride 
survive small-screen re-entry? Turns out it can…





App of the month

Sherlock: The NeTwork
Join Holmes’ iArmy of do-gooders and help the  
high-functioning sociopath solve new mysteries

recent Sherlock series three finale left 
your mystery-solving diet a little on 
the light side? This innovative new 

app should sate your appetite for the time 
being, courtesy of The Project Factory and 
Sherlock producers Hartswood Films.

It lets you become part of the detective’s 
Homeless Network, a new high-tech legion 
of eyes on the street that’s there to help 
Holmes and John Watson solve ten new 
intriguing mysteries. How, you ask? Well, 
you’ll start off with light work, making your 
way around a virtual London by foot, cab 
and Tube to sift through evidence, pass on 

messages and solve clues through a mixture 
of puzzles and brain teasers, eventually 
moving on to working directly with the 
great man himself. There’s a lot to do here. 

Made to directly complement the 
show, Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin 
Freeman are in on the act, reprising their 
roles by getting in touch via video messages 
and voicemails to tip you off with locations 
and clues along the way. True to the show, 
the scripting and pacing of the adventure 
is brilliant. Check your mind palace, we bet 
it’s telling you to download this right now…
£2.99 on iPad, iPhone, Touch ( ioS 6.0+), SherlockTheneTwork.com

{ I o s }

Apple’s little crop of crackers

Remo More
ioS 7.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
One app to rule them all… well, manage 
all your phone housekeeping. Erase 
duplicate contacts, clear out storage, 
curate files and monitor usage.
Free, remoSoFTware.com

Battle Supremacy
ioS 6.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
Superb-looking World of Tanks-a-like 
that sends you off on historically 
accurate multiplayer campaigns 
across open-world Europe and Russia. 
£299, baTTleSuPremacy.com 

Heads Up!
ioS 5.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
This classic parlour game made digital 
is a real family pleaser. Hold phone 
screen to head, ask questions to 
guess what’s on it against the clock. 
£0.69, ellenTv.com

République
ioS 7.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
Stylish sci-fi adventure that melds a 
sprawling dystopia with a novel take 
on stealth ideal for iScreens. Episode 
one is unmissable, two is in the works. 
£2.99, camouFlaj.com

LittleBit
ioS 6.1+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
It supposedly takes 21 days to adopt  
a good habit. This egging-on app 
speeds that up with a reward system 
that dishes out “bits” when you do well.
£1.99, liTTleb.iT

Interviewy
ioS 7.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
A dictator’s new best friend: record 
audio clips, tagging interesting parts 
so that they’re easy to skip to later. It 
syncs everything across iCloud, too.
Free, inTerviewy.co.uk

Freesat
ioS 6.0+: iPad, iPhoNe, Touch
As well as weekly listings for all your 
Freesat channels, this also syncs your 
phone to your set-top to act as both 
channel switcher and remote recorder.
Free, FreeSaT.co.uk

WWW  For More NeWS go To T3.CoM

beSPoke, 
crowdfuNded 

ShoPPiNg 
webSiTeS

Outgrow.me
for iNNovaTioNS
Not got the time to trawl 
through Kickstarter and 
Indiegogo, or worried about 
investing in a could-be 
failure? This site handpicks 
successful crowdfunded 
projects that you can 
pre-order or buy now.

Fab.com
for furNiShiNgS
What used to be the place 
to find miscellaneous 
design curios is now a  
hub for designing your  
own furniture. Upload 
measurements, choose the 
materials and they’ll build it 
for you, too – for a fee.

Betabrand.com
for faShioN
This site describes itself  
as “a fan-fuelled fashion 
machine”. It’s actually a 
wardrobe Kickstarter. Fund 
fresh new designers and 
receive unique threads, 
with free worldwide shipping 
on orders over $150.

The advert-bothering 
musician Moby has 
made a bundle of new 
tracks available on 
sharing site BitTorrent 
and remix hub Blend.io, 
totally free of charge.

The complimentary 
pack, which has been 
downloaded 8.9 million 
times so far, includes 
four songs, three videos  
and a series of stems, 

instrumental snippets 
used for remixing.

“In the digital 
present we live in, you 
can’t control things, 
can’t lock them down,” 
Moby explained to The 
Verge. Although the 
pack does include an 
iTunes link, where you 
can buy the Innocents 
album, if you like. 
biTTorrenT.com, blend.io

{ U p d a t e }

Moby gives away new 
music free on BitTorrent
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Play

Those of you with music collections that could fill the 
server space of a small european state, pay attention. not 
only does habu grab songs from iTunes, social sites and 
even those old mP3s lurking on your desktop and collates 
them all via Gracenote, it also generates playlists based 
on your mood. whether you want something peaceful, 
energetic or angst-ridden, habu can make it happen. over 
time it aims to learn your habits and recommend new 
music, though Spotify integration would help immensely.
Free, habumuSic.com

App in-depth 

Habu Music
aNdroid 2.3.3+

{ a n d r o I d }

Google’s great and good 

Cleanmaster Security
aNdroid 2.2+
Solid antivirus app that’s constantly 
and comprehensively updated to 
detect new threats. Schedule scans 
and perform real-time checks, too.
Free, kSmobile.com

Cover
aNdroid 4.1+
Still only in beta, this very cleverly 
learns when and where you use 
certain apps, pushing them to your 
home screen when  you need them.
Free, coverScreen.com

iTube Radio
aNdroid 2.2+
Thousands of online radio stations 
and live info on what’s currently 
playing. will save songs you listen  
to automatically for later browsing. 
Free, 247aPPS.neT

Jelly
aNdroid 4.0+
Take a picture, ask a related question  
and spread it through your social 
networks and jelly to connect with 
people that may know the answer.
Free, jelly.co

Sonic The Hedgehog 2
aNdroid 2.3+
rediscover Tails’ first mega drive turn 
in this classic platformer. rather 
sacrilegiously it adds new levels, plus 
remastered graphics and audio. 
£1.99, SeGa.co.uk

1 3
42

four
ebookS  
To read

Bad Teeth
duSTiN loNg
Four young, pretentious 
literary wannabes are all in 
search of “the Tibetan David 
Foster Wallace” who may,  
or may not, be a plagiarist. 
£3.99, ouT march 25

The Improbability 
Principle
david haNd
Why do unlikely things 
happen? Using statistics 
this explains why Shuffle is 
anything but random, and 
why lightning strikes twice.
£11.99, ouT now

Shotgun Lovesongs
NickolaS buTler
The theme is not new – old 
estranged friends reunite in 
their home town – but the 
musical tone and Midwest 
setting are captivating.
£8.64, ouT march 13

Look Who’s Back
Timur vermeS
Yes, that’s Mr Hitler on  
the cover. Here he’s alive,  
well and making a bid for 
YouTube and TV talk-show 
stardom in a dark satire  
on popular culture.
£11.15, ouT march 27

{ W I n d o W s  p h o n e }

Feeling the live tile love
{ B l a c k B e r r y }

BB kings and queens

Blur Overdrive
blackberry 10.0.0+
if you loved the action-packed thrill 
of micro machines, this mini racer is 
definitely your cup of tea. weapons, 
power-ups, drifts and general chaos.
Free, madewiThmarmalade.com

Cold Space
wiNdowS PhoNe 8+
Reminiscent of arcade coin-snatcher 
Ikaruga, this leaderboard-bothering, 
power up-laden space shooter will eat 
up your day. Download at your peril.
Free, GameForGe.com

Fast Browser
blackberry Playbook 2.0+
upgrade your Playbook browsing 
with multiple homepages and 
ad-blocking. The best way to search 
for the few remaining bb tab owners.
£1.50, aPPworld.blackberry.com

Photogrid
wiNdowS PhoNe 7.5+
Image collage apps are the new retro 
cam filters, and with streamlined 
menus and a bright interface, this is 
as simple and fun to use as they come.
Free, windowSPhone.com

Copia eBook Reader
blackberry 10.0.0+
Stuck for a good read? check our 
top choices, below, or find out what 
your friends are currently reading via 
this digital book club community. 
Free, ThecoPia.com

Myonix
wiNdowS PhoNe 8+
Plan your workout week, then look 
back to track your progression with 
useful tips along the way. Great for 
gradual fitness improvements.
Free, myonix.com

GPS Tracker: Retrace
blackberry 10.0.0+
monitors your hiking, biking and 
running, logging distance, speed and 
elevation changes. can exports all 
info to Strava, GPx and more.
£2.00, aPPworld.blackberry.com

Snake 8
wiNdowS PhoNe 8+
The original mobile game reborn, with 
two-tone visuals and plastic button- 
enduced panic attacks replaced by 
ring collecting and touch control. 
Free, windowSPhone.com

Wine Diary
blackberry 10.0.0+
unleash your inner quaff connoisseur 
by rating and taking notes on every 
glass of plonk. Scores are saved so 
you can remember your favourites.
£1.50, aPPworld.blackberry.com

StumbleUpon
wiNdowS PhoNe 7.5+
Enter a few of your favourite things 
and this aggregator will bring you  
new websites, videos and images  
that might just catch your interest.
Free, STumbleuPon.com

Eventseeker
blackberry 10.0.0+
enter the teams you support and 
your entertainment interests for 
local event alerts. even suggests gigs 
based on your phone music tastes.
Free, aPPworld.blackberry.com

Listropy
wiNdowS PhoNe 8+
Beautifully minimalist list-curator 
that gives you the tools to mark off 
to-dos you’ve already done and share 
your carefully crafted lists with others. 
Free, windowSPhone.com

Cashalyst
blackberry 10.0.0+
keep track of your spending with 
minimal effort by downloading 
transactions directly and securely 
from your bank account.
£1.50, diGicaSa.com

Connectivity
wiNdowS PhoNe 8+
Don’t pin all of your Wi-Fi, 3G and 
Bluetooth tiles to your main screen. 
This files the dull stuff all together, 
freeing up space for more games.
Free, windowSPhone.com
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When I was nine, I had a dream that 
has stuck in my mind ever since. I 
was floating in a spacecraft looking 

through a window back at planet Earth. 
No launch and no re-entry. It was just me. 
Floating. In silence. Staring at our planet. 

Many other kids probably had the same 
dream. Thank heavens biographer and 
journalist Tom Bower wasn’t around to 
critique our fantasies at the time. He probably 
would have said, “You idiot! You’ve only got a 
cardboard box to ‘fly’ in, and you aren’t even 
old enough to drive! How are you ever going 
to get into orbit? Pathetic!” 

That, pretty much, is what Bower’s said 
about Sir Richard Branson’s attempts to get 
Virgin Galactic literally off the ground in his 
new book on the spacebound entrepreneur. 
Bower reckons his craft won’t be lifting 
paying punters into orbit anytime soon 
because its engine just isn’t powerful enough. 

Now, it’s fair to say it’s certainly not been 
plain sailing for Virgin Galactic. When it 
“launched” as a company back in 2004, its 
target for commercial spaceflights was 2007. 
You may have noticed that it’s now Space  
Year 2014. To date its craft, SpaceShipTwo, 
hasn’t even been tested in space yet. ➜

{ I n s I g h t }

 Branson’s
 in no Pickle
Nay-sayers keep knocking the Virgin 
Galactic CEO but Science Uncovered’s 
editor says it’s time we cut him some 
slack – he wants to take us to space!
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{ t h I s  m o n t h }

Andrew Ridgway’s gazing at infinity
Chris Smith will destroy weak TV!

Duncan Bell is thinking of sex
Ben Furfie is here to help Microsoft

Edited by Duncan Bell

IlluSTRATIoN andrew gIbbs

Opinion
Talking Tech WiTh T3’s exPerT allies

andreW ridgWay
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on the other hand, Virgin Galactic is 
bullishly adamant its hybrid rocket, which 
interestingly burns a mix of laughing gas 
and rubber, is up to the job. After its third 
supersonic test flight earlier this year, 
it confirmed it was still on track to start 
commercial flights in space later in 2014.

Now, in these straitened times, I know 
it’s not fashionable to defend billionaire 
entrepreneur types, but we really need to cut 
Branson some slack here. After all, it’s not an 
easy thing that he’s trying to do.

As I said, I’ve long wanted to visit space. 
Not even for a long spell, either; just enough to 
see whether weightlessness matches up to the 
sensation in my dream. But in the five decades 
since Yuri Gagarin first orbited Earth, before 
plummeting to the ground, landing in a field 
and being offered tea by a farmer, barely more 
than 500 other people have made it up there. 

That is shocking. This is 2014! The date 
itself sounds like it’s in “the future”. Aren’t  
we supposed to be taking our hols in hotels on 
the Moon by now? Yet so far space has been 
the preserve of military pilots and those with a 
spare few million quid for a seat on a Soyuz. 

A few stats show the scale of the challenge. 
NASA puts the cost to launch each Shuttle at 

$450 million. Following the Shuttle’s demise, 
the space agency has been paying Russia to 
fly its astronauts to the International Space 
Station and back aboard a Soyuz, and even 
that costs $63 million per spaceman. 

But SpaceShipTwo will not be flying as  
far as either, taking passengers just over the 
boundary of space, 100km up, rather than 
hurling them into orbit, and will do so for 
$250,000 a ticket. Admittedly, Branson isn’t 
quite offering us a five-day stay in a hotel on 
the Moon (yet), but he is promising to make 
trips into space available to regular folk. Well, 
regular folk with a quarter of a million to spare. 

But if Branson’s right this time, regular 
commercial passenger flights into space will 
be here soon – possibly even by the end of the 
year. For many, even the lower cost he’s asking 
will still be way out of reach, but the same 
was true of early flights to Europe from the 
uK. We have to start somewhere. Branson’s 
pioneering spirit deserves our admiration 
even if not yet, for most of us, our money.
Andrew is editor of Science Uncovered, out 
now, and a lecturer in Science Communication

 F ace facts, guys. Despite superfast 
broadband and all that content on 
demand, we’re still slaves to the TV 

companies who insist we pay for stuff we 
don’t want, just to get what we do. An à la 
carte enlightenment is all we crave, but the 
TV industry wants no pic ’n’ mix revolution. 
If only there was a big company willing to 
nail America’s TV dinosaurs with a steel 
chair and start a war that will someday free 
us all from cable’s all-or-nothing tyranny…

What if I told you the outlaws at World 
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) were 
going to see to all that for us? You’d  
probably laugh in my face. But if you do 
that, I will destroy you with the following 
insights – and a diving forearm smash.  
At the Consumer Electronics Show in las 

Vegas, the company announced the WWE 
Network. It’s the first 100 per cent “over 
the top” network, streaming programming 
24/7/365, yet it flew under the radar amidst 
4,626 reports on CES’s plethora of 100-inch 
4K TVs no one will ever own. 

No matter. From February 24 in the 
uS, WWE Network will feature original 
programming, an ocean of archive content 
and all the company’s past, present and 
future monthly pay-per-view events. Those 
events usually run fans upwards of $40, but 
the network is priced at just $10 per month. 
It’s a risk for WWE, but a staggering value 
proposition for fans. Now that is how you 
tackle illegal streaming.

Now, you may say, “It’s only wrestling,” 
but dismiss the possible impact of WWE’s 
plans at your peril; these wrestle-maniacs 
have form. In 1984 the first WrestleMania was 
beamed live to theatres via CCTV, more or 
less inventing pay-per-view

on-demand “proper” sport is already  
big business in the uS. We’re way ahead of 
you, with baseball and basketball offering 
live streaming packages for viewers around 
the world. This is different, though: it’s 
an entire TV network showing content 
24 hours a day, just like HBo or ESPN. 
Significantly, it’s also the kind of unbundled 
content Apple and Intel are chasing for  
their IPTV projects, but have hit brick walls 
trying to procure. 

So, forget that this is the home of spandex 
and body slams for a minute and think of 
the network as a catalyst for a much larger 
shake-up that benefits us all. Soon this could 
you your favourite sport, network, or event. 

WWE’s global audience is huge, loyal, 
tech savvy and loud on social media. The 
network feeds a wider thirst for this freedom 
of consumption that so far only WWE has 
been willing to gamble on. It will succeed 
and others will follow. It’s time to put the 
legdrop of Doom on the greedy middlemen. 
Content providers and fans can form a 
formidable tag team of their own. 
Chris is a British journalist living in the US 

{ s t a t e s I d e }

 WresTling
 TV’s FuTure
Sometimes, tech innovation 
comes running at you from its 
corner, dressed in a leotard, 
waving a ring-side chair…

➜

IN THE 53 YEARS SINCE 
MAN REACHED SPACE, 
juST oVER 500 oF uS 
HAVE BEEN uP THERE
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{ g e t  I n v o l v e d }

haVe your say…

Do you want to pummel your TV 
provider into a pulp for your marked-up 
price pains? Think on-demand needs a 
good overhaul? Or just want to argue 
that wrestling is actually real and not 
pretend at all, thank you very much? 

Well, you’re in luck. As part of our 
desire to harvest more of your views, 
we’ve set up a hub at T3.com/opinion 
for you to comment. You can also 
remark, as ever, on facebook.com/
t3mag and “on the Twitter” @t3dotcom.

chris smiTh
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Opinion

 at the end of 2013, it emerged that some 
of the candidates vying for Steve 
Ballmer’s old job as Microsoft chief 

wanted to flog off its Xbox, Surface and Bing 
arms. Now, a prime driving force behind Bing 
and Xbox live, Satya Nadella, has got the top 
job. So why did those other candidates not 
“get” the firm’s most exciting divisions?

Microsoft is big. Speak to many of its top 
brass and you realise how out on the fringes 
its consumer products, other than Windows 
and office, actually are. It has a business-first 
mentality that drove it to ignore the web in the 
early days and, regardless of how good an idea 
it seemed to the numbers men, dumping Xbox 
and Surface would have been a further error. 

It’s no surprise departments that are 
scraping profits or losing money would be put 
under scrutiny, but making money is not the 
only goal in tech. look at Google and the way 
it juggles projects, many of which make little 
dosh and never will. It sees value in a different 
way, knowing that you may learn something 
from a barely-breaking-even service that will 
make you serious cash down the line. 

The war has moved on from the  office 
and the back room, and tablets, set-top 
boxes and phones are where the future of 
computing is now fought. The Xbox may have 
cost Microsoft billions, but it helped give it 
a toehold in this new world. Then the 360, 
Kinect and one made the megacorp that got 
it wrong about the web and touchscreens 
into a major force in online content delivery, 
cloud computing and interface innovation. 
Similarly, Surface and Windows Phone may 
be “failures” by many metrics, but you don’t 
give up on today’s key markets lightly. 

That’s why MS would be unwise to dump 
Xbox, Surface or Bing. These are the areas 
where it looks not to its past, but to the future.
Ben provides news and comment for T3.com

{ t r u t h }

 make a Pass
 in glass?
We’ll, er, pass thanks. Why is it  
that ‘intimate’ uses for tech are 
always such a turn-off? T3’s  
resident Doctor Sex looks into it

 Perhaps it’s just me getting older, but 
I increasingly struggle to understand 
exciting new techy ideas, and the 

recent app Sex with Google Glass joins the 
growing list of “innovations” that have me in 
a state of complete confusion.

Created at a “london hackathon”, of 
course, I initially presumed SwiGG, as I am 
going to call it, was a sort of Lawnmower 
Man-type device, whereby you and your 
partner, being apart due to you being away 
on business, or in prison, would each  
don Google’s info-specs. You would then 
pretend to have sex, humping the air like 
one of justin Bieber’s backing dancers, or  
Hugh Grant on heat, perhaps mumbling,  
“Do you take it up the Glass?” while trying 
to keep a straight face.

The screen on these miracle bifocals 
would, meanwhile, show your partner 
similarly pretending to get down to it, with 
advanced software making it appear that 
they were actually there in the room. After 
thinking about it for a while, I decided 
this would be preposterous. As the screen 
on Glass is rather at the periphery of your 
vision, it would be like having sex with 
someone who you could only see out of the 
corner of your eye, by squinting. A bit like 
mating with Ronnie Corbett, maybe.

I quickly realised that this Lawnmower 
Man idea I’d essentially made up in my head 
was ridiculous, I must have got the wrong 
end of the stick completely. But imagine 
my surprise when I read an article about 
SwiGG properly and realised it was, in fact, 
something even more creepy and mad.

This is how it actually works: you and your 
partner don Glass while in the same room, 
and say – I’m not making this up – “okay 
Glass, it’s time.” You then perform congress 
in your favoured manner. While filming each 

other. And seeing your partner’s point of  
view on Glass’s screen. In real time. 

Now, I consider myself a pretty open-
minded kind of chap, but one thing I am 
pretty sure I don’t want while making love 
is to have a small, grainy, looming close-up 
of my face, chest or john Thomas, coming 
at me from the periphery of my vision while 
trying to maintain a steady rhythm and 
ensure my partner is still awake. 

I then read on and discovered that when 
you are finished, you’re supposed to say, 
“okay Glass, pull out.” At this point, I had 
to throw up and then go and vigorously 
scrub myself with pummice in the shower 
– something that usually applies to my 
partners after sex, by a strange coincidence.

It’s not as if SwiGG is the first instance 
of tech meeting sex and spawning a 
monster. From Leisure Suit Larry to 3D 
porn and those websites where you watch 
a stranger knock one out while you type 
encouragement – erm, a friend told me 
about them – this is an area with a long 
history of shameful wrongness.

Now I can’t say for sure why it is that 
the tech/sex interface is always quite so 
repugnant, but I have arrived at a theory, 
and it is this: hardcore techies, of the type 
who code apps and go to “hackathons”, 
never actually have sex. They have no idea 
what it involves, at least not with a person.

That’s why, in their delight at the 
cleverness of their conceptualising and 
coding, SwiGG’s inventors missed the 
obvious flaw in their app: if you wear  
Google Glass, no way are you getting laid.
Duncan is T3’s managing editor
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Ben FurFieduncan Bell

{ F I n a l l y … }

 microsoFT:
 iT geTs iT 
Satya Nadella’s appointment  
as CEO of the Big M shows why  
it would have been mad to  
ditch Xbox, Surface and Bing
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 SamSung 
galaxy noTe 3

With Google Play’s finest, all painted 
across its giant, 5.7-inch AMOLED 
display, the Note 3 is made for app 
lovers. Pull out the S-Pen hidden in its 
chassis and it will automatically open 
ones that make use of the super-stylus, 
including a Memo Pad and the ability to 
doodle on the 13-meg camera’s snaps.
£390, samsung.com
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essential apps

essential insider downloads to changeyour life, as selected by experts. wantto rule at work, write that sitcom or ‘f1’your garage? there’s an app for that…

T h e  p r o  a p p  g u i d e  T o

PhOTOGRAPhY
RICHARD GRASSIE STYLING

MICHELLE KELLY hAIR & MAKEUP
GINNI BOGADO
WORdS
tHE t3 tEAM



deCoraTe 
like a pro

APP PHOtO 
MEASuRES
 ENdORSEd bY 
EMMA KAY, 
SHOPPING 
EDItOR, ELLE 
DECORAtION
take photos of  
your abode and 
sketch on the exact 
measurements of 
every nook and 
cranny to take the 
guess work out of 
picking furniture 
that fits. the app 
creates a 3D 
floorplan that you 
can zoom in or out 
of to view detail.
£2.99, android,

£4.99, ios  

grow your 
own eden 

APP MYSOIL
 ENdORSEd bY 
RHIANNON 
JAMES,  
EDItOR, CItY 
PLANtER.CO.uK
Knowing your soil’s 
pH level, texture and 
average temp is key 
to choosing plants 
that will flourish,  
but can involve more 
chemistry than an 
episode of Breaking 
Bad. this app uses 
your GPS location  
to gather accurate 
data from experts  
at the British 
Geological Survey 
and Met Office.
free, ios

waTCh 
anyThing

APP AIR 
VIDEO HD 
 ENdORSEd bY 
JAMES StABLES, 
fEAtuRES 
EDItOR, t3
Never again will you 
be scuppered by 
incompatible file 
formats. this neat 
app re-encodes 
movies stored on 
your devices and 
convinces them  
to play nicely with 
everything from 
iPads to Apple tV.  
It will even work its 
magic while content 
is downloading, for 
instant gratification.
£1.99, ios
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Cook up 
a STorm

APP ESCOffIER  
COOK’S COMPANION
 ENdORSEd bY  NICOLA 
tOuLSON-CLARKE, CAtERER 
fOR 10 DOWNING StREEt

this top culinary app, used  
by the folk that feed the ever 
increasing waistband of david 
cameron, gets the nod for its 
multiple timer feature, which 
will come to the rescue of 
anyone juggling several 
ingredients or dishes at once. 
your roasted swan is guaranteed 
to be moist and your lobster 
thermadore fresh. it will also 
convert measures and explain 
more complex cookery terms.
free, ios

h
o
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 BarBeCue  
like a BoSS
 APP StEAK tIME
 ENdORSEd bY  
PEtE DAVERSA, HEAD CHEf 
At tHE BIG EASY, LONDON

Omaha Steak’s app takes into account 
the weight and cut of your meat before 
determining exactly how long it needs 
to be cooked for. Never again will you 
reduce prime rump to boot leather.
free, ios, android

 SeCure  
your houSe
APP AtHOME CAMERA
 ENdORSEd bY  
MICHAEL fRASER fROM 
BBC’S BEAt tHE BuRGLAR

Your phone and tablet aren’t just 
burglar bait, they can be turned into a 
CCtV system. AtHome pumps a video 
feed over Wi-fi or 3G and can send you 
push alerts when it detects any motion.
free (pro version £5.49), ios, android

for fiT BodS
APP WItHINGS BODY SCALE

Need incentive to drop those final few 
pounds? Connect your Withings Wi-fi 
connected scales to this telly app and  
it will beam an update on your weight 
loss progress to the whole family 
during the EastEnders ad break.
free, panasonic

for muSoS
APP Muzu.tV

Music videos from all the major labels, 
plus specially crafted content from the 
likes of NME and the Official Charts. 
Includes constantly updated topical 
playlists. It’s what MtV used to be, 
before it sold its soul to reality tV.
free, all platforms

for film BuffS
APP BfI PLAYER APP

You won’t find the latest superhero 
movie here, but you do get access to  
the British film Institute’s archives with 
early classics from today’s big names 
and interviews with directors, from 
Scott to Scorsese. New film every week.
free, samsung

SmarT Tv 
app STarS 

 
WHEN YOuR tELLY’S tHIS 
CLEVER, tHERE’S NEVER 
NOtHING tO WAtCH…

 STarT your 
own f1 garage
APP DYNOLICIOuS
 ENdORSEd bY JEREMY 
LAIRD, CAR JOuRNALISt

Add a bit of formula 1-style telemetry 
to your motor without any wiring or 
technical know-how. using GPS and  
an accelerometer this can record your 
0-60 time, engine power and cornering 
credentials, with graphs you can share.
£5.99, ios
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 apple ipad air
Despite Google’s growing app enormity,  
the original App Store is still the daddy 
when it comes to quality choice. the  
iPad Air gets out of the way as much as 
possible, just 7.5mm thin and weighing 
a measly 469g (or, more catchily if 
you’re in the uS, 1lb). All that remains is 
the stunning 2048x1536 Retina screen  
and whatever you want to do today.
from £399, apple.com
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wriTe a  
hiT SiTCom

APP CELtx 
SCRIPt
ENdORSEd bY 
SAM ASHuRSt, 
DEPutY EDItOR, 
tOtALfILM.COM
Penning that tV 
script or play you’ve 
been stewing over 
for the past 20 years 
on a phone might 
seem like a bad idea 
at a glance, but this 
pared-down version 
of Celtx’s software 
makes it easy to dash 
off masterpieces  
on the fly, with 
auto-formatting for 
dialogue and simple 
cloud syncing. 
free, android, £2.99, ios

lay down 
a TraCk

APP tHuMBJAM 
ENdORSEd bY 
PAuL BOND, RED 
BOx GuItARISt
You don’t need a 
studio to cut a great 
record. this app 
features samples 
from over thirty 
instruments, 
realistic volume 
swells and authentic 
studio reverb. If 
you’ve crafted a 
beat elsewhere, you 
can import it via 
wi-fi and paste it 
straight into your 
tune, or join multiple 
devices together to 
layer your sounds. 
£5.99, ios

manage a 
Big projeCT

APP SLACK
ENdORSEd bY 
ANtHONY ROSE, 
zEEBOx fOuNDER
Collaborations are 
at the core of many 
great creative 
endeavours – take 
Bowie and Jagger’s 
Dancing In the 
Street. this app, so 
new it’s still in beta, 
is designed to get 
people working 
together more 
seamlessly, with 
instant messaging, 
file sharing and 
email all universally 
searchable across 
mobile and desktop.
free, ios, android

draw a
CarToon

APP LOOP
ENdORSEd bY BEN O’BRIEN, 
ANIMAtOR AND ILLuStRAtOR

you’re unlikely to create the 
next toy story on this basic 
animation tool, but it’s ideal for 
traditional ’toons. scribble every 
frame individually by hand  and 
layer them one on top of the 
other, like the skin of an onion. 
press play and you have your 
own digital flickbook. it’s fun, 
it’s simple and it produces 
endearingly clumsy little 
animated doodles. all you need 
is a good dose of imagination 
and a small amount of time.
69p, ios

C
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CreaTe a    
Colour SCheme
APP ADOBE  KuLER
 ENdORSEd bY LuKE 
O’NEILL, ARt EDItOR, t3 

Snap colour themes using the iPhone’s 
camera before syncing them with 
Adobe Creative Cloud, ready to use in 
your chosen design software. It’s like 
taking a colour swatch into B&Q to 
match your curtains to your wallpaper.
free, ios

produCe a   
   youTuBe hiT

APP ACtION MOVIE fx
 ENdORSEd bY RHI MORGAN, 
MuLtIMEDIA REPORtER, t3

If Hollywood is to be believed, it takes  
a few million dollars’ worth of CGI to 
create a blockbuster. this can do it for 
free. Pick a sequence (our favourite is 
Dragon fire) to add instant cinematic 
flair to your iPhone videos.
free, ios 

dj like a pro
APP IMASCHINE
 ENdORSEd bY DJ SHEPDOG

Aimed at everyone from first-time beat 
monkeys to wannabe producers, this 
puts 16 drum pads and more than 100 
samples at your fingertips – with more 
available via in-app purchases. You  
can export in WAV, import from itunes, 
and there’s a mini studio section for 
recording your best mixes.
£2.99, ios 
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microsofT 
XboX one

This next-gen home-invader isn’t all 
about cloud-fuelled games and killer 
1080p graphics, it wants to be the 
go-to hub for all of your living room 
entertainment, too. It will be taking a 
big step in that direction this year, with 
Now TV and BBC iPlayer set to join 
Netflix, Lovefilm and 4oD this summer.
£430, microsoft.com



discover
new music 

 
app DIsCoVr
endorsed by TIm INgham, 
eDITor, musIC week

How long has it been since you 
updated your playlists? this app 
will help you out of that musical 
rut. tell it artists you dig and it 
finds similar music you might 
take a fancy to, constructing a 
visual map of audio influences. 
if you stumble across a band 
you haven’t heard of, double tap  
to bring up a biog and full 
discography, with the option to 
add tracks to a playlist. it’s like 
Last.fm’s much cooler, cleaner 
and more cultured brother.
£1.49, ios

console 
apps To up
your game 

 
These are The fuN huBs 
ThaT CoNTroL aLL of your 
eNTerTaINmeNT. make sure 
They’Ve goT exTra smarTs…

 game away  
a commuTe
app fooTBaLL heroes
 endorsed by mILes 
JaCoBsoN, fooTBaLL 
maNager CreaTor

experiencing the after effects of super 
Bowl fever? halfway between a footie 
sim and a bash ’em up, this grid-iron fix 
has enough depth to occupy you until 
you touchdown at your destination.
free, ios, Android

 find The besT 
crafT beer
app ILoVegooDBeer
 endorsed by  meLIssa 
CoLe, TV DrINks exPerT

Life’s too short to chug bad brews. here 
you get news on craft beers and top 
ales, helping you locate the best pint 
around. Live in London? The app offers 
Bogof deals around the capital, with 
more cities to be included this year.
free, Android, ios

 boosT your 
indie cred
app DeVICe6
 endorsed by maTT 
hILL, eDITor, T3

Is it a book? Is it a game? It’s both! 
The thinking man’s commuter 
distraction, this is a stylishly designed, 
well-written, high-tech adventure  
that’s packed with puzzles that directly 
affect how the story will play out.
£2.49, ios

cheaT beTTer
 app maChINIma

snap these gaming experts to the side 
of your xbox one screen and it will 
work out what game you’re playing, 
giving instant access to thousands of 
hours of video walkthroughs specific  
to that title. Never get stuck ever again. 
free, xbox one

bring The beaT
app rhyThm Core aLPha 2

apple may be awash with music makers, 
but games consoles rarely nail it. This 
great stylus-powered sequencer with 
synth and drum machine bucks the 
trend, with mIDI export to sD card and 
touch grids primed for live showing off.
£9, 3ds, dsi

rise and shine
app wake-uP CLuB

gamification may have engulfed your 
fitness regime, but what about your 
sleep? This social alarm clock pairs you 
with 11 other Vita owners who want to 
be up at the same time and hands out 
trophies for beating the bunch.
free, ps vitA

never miss 
a goal

app fooTy LIghT
endorsed by 
DaVID orNsTeIN, 
BBC sPorT
after the demise of 
esPN goals many 
footie fans have 
converted to sun+ 
goals, but if you 
don’t want to pay a 
subscription for 
your info, footy Light 
is here to help. It has 
everything, from 
highlights of major 
games straight after 
they finish to the 
usual rolling dose  
of live scores and 
statistics from 
around the world.
free, Android, ios 

sTream 
american Tv

app hoTsPoT 
shIeLD VPN
endorsed by 
mark mayNe, 
eDITor, T3.Com
when it comes to 
on-demand content, 
our friends across 
the pond are getting 
a much sweeter deal 
than us. This VPN 
app will swap your 
location, tricking  
the likes of Netflix, 
hulu, and hBo  
into offering up 
more films and TV 
shows, whilst also 
encrypting your 
connection so that 
nobody finds out. 
free, Android, ios, 

become a 
sTargazer

app sTar waLk
endorsed by 
greg Du ToIT, 
wILDLIfe 
PhoTograPher 
of The year
open up the app, 
point it skywards 
and take an 
augmented reality 
tour of the galaxy, 
pointing you 
towards planets  
and constellations. 
It turns any evening 
stroll into an 
astronomy lesson. 
add your own 
deafening tunes for 
a proper Prof. Brian 
Cox-like experience.
£1.99, Android, ios 
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 become your 
own Trainer
app ImusCLe 2
 endorsed by remI moBeD, 
eNgLaND rugBy PhysIo

It might look like a gruesome gunther 
Von hagens art installation, but this 
app’s detailed map of 600 muscles, 
with specific exercises for each, will 
ensure you push it without overdoing it.  
Build and share your own workouts. 
£1.49, Android, ios

 win The daily 
raT race
app sTraVa
 endorsed byJames 
haskeLL, eNgLaND aND 
wasPs rugBy sTar

It’s time to make your commute 
competitive. Parts of your daily cycle 
route will be set up as race zones, with 
your times compared with fellow riders 
on an online leaderboard. Be the best.
free, Android, ios  

share your
besT Tricks 

 
app  gIVIT VIDeo eDITor                  
endorsed by  
Pro-skaTeBoarDer  
Doug Des auTeLs

instead of waiting until you’re 
home from a skating adventure, 
you can edit and share footage, 
from your Gopro camera or 
iphone on the go – no pc 
required. the interface is simple 
to navigate and there’s barely 
any learning curve, just import 
your escapade – through the 
hubspot, if you’re rocking a 
Gopro – add in a few effects, a 
bit of music and it’s ready to go. 
internet stardom is guaranteed, 
especially if you faceplanted.
free, ios

 sculpT The 
perfecT Torso
app  ruNTasTIC sIx PaCk
 endorsed by  NICk 
huTChINgs, meN’s fITNess
watch hD videos of your honed 

avatar of choice performing squats and 
sit-ups, then do the same. There are 
three levels of buffness to start from, 
with workouts to suit your needs and 
social sharing to keep you motivated.
free, Android, ios

learn To run 
properly

app  seNsorIa
endorsed by 
kIeraN aLger, 
eDITor-IN-
ChIef, T3
Perfect running 
technique needs to 
be learnt. This app 
links via Bluetooth 
to high-tech socks 
with built-in sensors 
that track what  
your feet are doing 
while you run. That 
detailed biometric 
data is used to 
inform real-time 
audio coaching that 
will keep you on your 
toes – or forefoot, to 
be more precise.
free, ios, out ApriL

reTrain 
your brain

app  The  
TraIN TrIP
endorsed by 
James DuIgaN,  
CeLeB TraINer 
hypnotherapist and 
former personal 
trainer Terrance the 
Teacher’s app aims 
to change the way 
you think about 
food. Its audio 
“journeys” use 
persuasion 
techniques instead 
of specific diets or 
training regimes  
to help you shed 
weight. sensible 
eating and exercise 
will also help…
£8.99, Android, ios

grow your 
gun show

app IwoD
endorsed by 
DaNIeL 
aLDrIDge, 
former 
CommaNDo
This provides a 
workout of the day, 
as well as your very 
own digital spotter, 
recording reps and 
timing sessions 
for the best results. 
also includes tuition 
videos to ensure 
you’re using gym 
equipment properly. 
follow its daily 
prompts and those 
guns will be lethal 
weapons in no time.  
69p, ios
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 sony 
smarTwaTch 2

still arguably the nicest looking slice of 
wrist-mounted tech out there – we 
reckon it will cling to that title until an 
iwatch appears, too – the smartwatch 2 
makes good use of apps like runtastic 
Pro, Twitter and facebook. staying 
abreast of updates, tweets and PBs  
are as easy as checking the time.
£130, sony.co.uk
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for spies
app remoTe shoT 

Control your smartphone’s camera  
via Bluetooth using your watch. View a 
live feed from the camera on your wrist 
and  press the shutter at the critical 
moment. also useful for snapping 
perfectly timed group portraits.
£1.76, sony smArtwAtcH 2

for runners 
app ruNkeePer 

once paired with the accompanying 
android or ios app, this will keep you 
bang up-to-date with all your vital 
statistics – current run time, distance 
travelled and average speed – without 
you needing to break your stride.
free, pebbLe, GALAxy GeAr

for TypisTs 
app fLeksy 

staunchly refuse to remove your phone 
from your pocket? you can type replies 
on the galaxy gear’s 1.63-inch screen. 
Taking up three-quarters of the display, 
this keyboard app includes gesture 
controls and, thankfully, auto-correct.
free, GALAxy GeAr

waTch apps 
wiTh smarTs 

 
These TImePIeCes Do more 
ThaN JusT TeLL The TIme, 
ThaNks To a LITTLe heLP 
from ThIs LITTLe LoT…
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dress To 
impress

app sTyLe.Com
 endorsed by BeN Carr, 
meNswear Buyer,  
The shoP aT BLueBIrD

High fashion isn’t just obsessed 
with convincing you to wear 
suits with shorts or pvc jogging 
bottoms, it can also be a good 
indicator for more wearable 
trends. this app is the secret 
weapon of top fashion buyers, 
piping the latest news from the 
runways of milan, London and 
paris to your phone or tablet. 
view Hd videos of the shows 
then sagely point out the 
designer influences of topman’s 
latest range in six months’ time.
free, ios, nook coLour

li
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 never forgeT 
anyThing
app Do IT (Tomorrow)
 endorsed by DuNCaN 
BeLL, maNagINg eDITor, T3

Do your to-do lists set unrealistic 
expectations on your time? This app 
lets you stack all your jobs up and then 
more reasonably push the least urgent 
ones to the next day. warning: not 
advised for serious procrastinators.
free, Android, ios

 be an online 
daTing don
app say someThINg
 endorsed by aNDy JoNes, 
grazIa DaTINg CoLumNIsT

keep striking out on Tinder and 
TrueView? This hones your dating 
patter in a “virtual training  
mode” that’s not as creepy as it 
sounds. The feedback is very real and 
occasionally brutal, but helpful.
free, ios

 make easy 
money
app swagBuCks
 endorsed by Tara  
eVaNs, moNey eDITor, 
gooDTokNow.Co.uk

earn rewards by watching videos  
or filling out surveys. you’re paid in 
“swagbucks”, which can be exchanged 
for gift cards from retailers; 849 
swagbucks = a £5 amazon voucher.
free, Android, ios

1

2

3

work ouT 
your TaXes

app uk Paye 
saLary wages 
NI  & Tax 
CaLCuLaTor
 endorsed by 
gareTh shaw, 
whICh? moNey
Better known as 
Listen To Taxman, 
this app helps you to 
calculate your salary 
and breaks down 
exactly what you 
should be coughing 
up. start using it 
now and you can 
avoid becoming one 
of the 1,566 people 
that filed their 
online tax return  
on Christmas Day.
free, ios

geT a high-
flying job

app CITy JoBs
 endorsed by 
sara mCPhee, 
ToP 500 
reCruITer
Does a five-figure 
salary and a private 
yacht appeal? well, 
you’re not going to 
win the Lottery, so 
it’s time you earned 
it. The fastest way to 
do that is with a job 
in the City. The top 
banks all use this to 
find high-calibre 
staff for big paying 
roles, so it’s the 
place to be seen. 
Qualifications and 
aptitude required.
free, ios

Travel 
smarTer

app TrIPIT
 endorsed by 
keVIN rauB, 
LoNeLy PLaNeT
Create a complete 
itinerary of your 
holiday, then share  
it with friends and 
family, without 
exerting any effort. 
simply forward all of 
your hotel bookings, 
tickets and activities 
to plans@tripit.com 
and it will helpfully 
and automatically 
organise them by 
date and time, with 
offline maps to help 
you on your way. 
 free, Android, ios, 

wp8, bLAckberry
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look beyond the all-
conquering ipad at this wealth 
of android and windows 8 
slates. there’s something to 
suit just about any taste…

tablets, as with app stores, pride 
themselves on having something 
for everyone. whether you’re a 
workaholic, photo fanatic, avid 
reader or time-waster, there’s a 
slate here for you. choose your 
operating system, from various 
flavours of android or windows, 
and then get busy downloading 
all the killer apps we’ve revealed 
over the previous 10 pages… 

WoRds david phelan
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for simplicity

AmAzon 
Kindle Fire 
HdX 8.9
from £329, AmAZoN.co.UK

still the easiest tablet to operate, with 
the “customer service does skype” 
mayday mode making it virtually 
idiot-proof. it’s now bigger than ever, 
too, with an 8.9-inch screen packing 
339 pixels into every inch. Amazon’s 
heavily skinned version of Android puts 
chosen apps and content in a simple 
carousel – you can’t access everything 
on Google play, but there is free online 
storage for your Amazon-bought stuff, 
so the 16GB version is a real steal.

A 2.2GHz quadcore processor 
keeps everything running smoothly, 
while there’s an eight-meg camera on 
the rear, a 720p video cam up front and 
the option of 4G for a bit more moola.
T3 SayS Big, easy and excellent 
value for money

for pHotoGrApHers

sAmsung
gAlAXy 
noTe 10.1
£400, sAmsUNG.com 

the 2014 edition of this established 
tablet is very slick, with a lovely leather 
back and an eight-megapixel rear 
camera that trounces the other tablets 
on test for picture quality. the software 
may be no match for the elegant new 
interface samsung revealed at ces, 
but Android Jelly Bean is no slouch, 
especially with a 2.3GHz quadcore 
processor backing it up. 

there is unfiltered access to Google 
play apps and the option to multitask 
in split-screen mode, which looks great 
on the 10.1-inch 2560x1600 screen. 
there’s also an s-pen (or stylus, if 
you’re platform agnostic); remove it and 
compatible apps start automatically.
T3 SayS Great-looking tablet 
with camera skills

For simpliciTy

For 
pHoTogrApHers

1 2

test
winner
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for tHe BAsics

Kobo Arc 10Hd
£300, WHsmitH.co.UK

smith’s spin-off brand has been 
fighting Amazon in the e-reader wars 
for some time and now the skirmish  
is spilling over into tablet territory.  
this 10-inch slate has a Kindle 
fire-matching 2560x1600 screen  
and a similar concentration on its own 
content – in this case a vast ebook 
library, but no video or music. But 
unlike the fire it has access to all of 
Google play’s apps, with no restrictions. 

elsewhere, the comparisons are 
less favourable: 1.8GHz quadcore 
processor, a 1.3-megapixel camera, 
storage that’s capped at 16GB and no 
4G option. it’s heavier than rivals, but 
the skinned version of Android Jelly 
Bean is surprisingly elegant. 
T3 SayS Good, but still plays 
second fiddle to Kindle

for UNfUssy stUdeNts

TosHibA encore
£250, tosHiBA.co.UK 

the only Windows 8.1 tablet on test, the encore is a decent introduction to its wares. 
the eight-inch display looks good but not outstanding, while the quadcore Atom 
processor lacks power. that said, it does come with the full version of Windows 8.1 pro, 
plus microsoft office Home & student, plus you have full access to the Windows store, 
where there are some strong offerings, if not the quantity found on Android and ios. 

for undemanding users looking for a portable, affordable device for work and 
downtime, it’s worth a look, but definitely won’t be most people’s first choice.
T3 SayS hardworking but underpowered

for peNNy piNcHers

Hp slATe 10 Hd
£230, Hp.com/UK 

don’t be fooled by the Hd in the title: the ten-inch display here isn’t a patch on the 
Kobo, samsung or Amazon devices. in fact, it only manages 151 pixels per inch, and is 
also the only tab on test with a dual rather than quadcore processor, running at 1.2GHz.

the power button can be hard to locate, but with a 12-hour battery life once it’s on, 
it’s likely to stay on. other specs are, in Hp’s own words, “practical”: 16GB storage, an 
sd slot to expand, a five-meg rear camera, two-meg front and Android Jelly Bean os. 
likewise, the red, dimpled back is distinctive and tactile, if not particularly high end. 
T3 SayS practical and cheap, but uninspiring

For THe 
bAsics

For unFussy 
sTudenTs

For penny 
pincHers
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the icar cometh
Today’s smarTesT drives are 4G- and BlueTooTh-connecTed TechmoBiles, 
wiTh a BooT-load of apps and clever GadGeTry, yeT The icar class is only 
jusT BeGinninG iTs journey. T3  invesTiGaTes The nexT 20 years of auTo 
advancemenT, from cars ThaT converse To The reTiremenT of red liGhTs    
WoRDs jeremy laird
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nissan

Se amleS S Syncing
Nissan doesn’t just want to sync your phone and 
tablet with its hot new concepts; it wants them 
to be fully integrated. The TeRRA SUV sports a 
plug-in tablet that doubles as the instrument 
panel, while the sleek Friend-ME packs a 
massive touchscreen across which passengers 
and drivers can share content. Whether it’ll run 
iOS or Android remains to be seen – turn to  
p73 for the latest on the in-car format war…

nissan.co.uk, expected 2018

volksWagen

Fatigue de tection
Driving tired can be deadly, but Volkswagen’s  
on hand to pass you a big mug of techno-coffee. 
Its Fatigue Detection system evaluates steering 
wheel movements continually, along with other 
signals including drifting out of lanes, when 
you’re travelling over 40mph. If it reckons you’re 
beginning to doze, an alert will flash on the 
dashboard and a loud “BONG!” will issue forth. 
In future it will also take temporary control.

volkswagen.co.uk, out now

volvo

Zero FatalitieS
These Swedish middle-class-mobiles are 
synonymous with safety and can already detect 
pedestrians and cyclists, applying the brakes 
automatically before unpleasantness ensues. 
But soon Volvo will pack a full array of sensors, 
from infra-red night vision to radar and lasers, 
to build a detailed picture of your surroundings. 
Computers can then take control of steering, 
throttle and brakes if your driving is error-strewn.

volvo.co.uk, expected 2020

lexus

he adS-up diSpl ayS
In-car tech is great, but not when it tempts us to 
take our eyes away from the road. The solution? 
To project drive-critical info on to the windscreen. 
Japanese outfit Lexus already offers a heads-up 
display in its cars that shows navigation cues 
and vehicle speed. It even has touch control with 
steering wheel sensors that mimic your finger 
movements, allowing you to select functions 
without any distraction from the task at hand.

lexus.co.uk, out now

hyunDai

google gl aS S
How about a heads-up display that you can use 
outside of the car? That’s Hyundai’s vision of 
the future. The South Korean firm has already 
announced plans to support Google Glass in 
upcoming models, with the smart specs hooking 
up to its Blue Link in-car system via Bluetooth 
and sharing vehicle-specific data. Not only will  
it put a satnav and vital stats in your eyeline, it 
will also record crashes for insurance purposes.

hyundai.co.uk, expected 2015

bmW

no more jamS
The German car kings are at the forefront of 
next-gen GPS services, building in satnavs that 
track road users’ mobile phones. This gives 
detailed, up-to-the-second traffic news, so you 
can be routed intelligently via the path of least 
resistance. The next step will be communication 
with a central hub over 4G, allowing for truly 
comprehensive mapping of traffic, so jams can 
be not just be detected but actually prevented.

BMw.co.uk, expected 2015

mazDa

car-to-car commS
What if the vehicle in front could send a signal 
telling your own to throw on the anchors and 
prevent a rear-end collision? It’s this kind of 
inter-car chat that is the first step to full 
automation and Mazda’s already planning for 
the future with i-ACTIVSENSE. The tech itself 
isn’t complex, communicating over Wi-Fi or  
3G, but if more manufacturers co-operate on 
similar systems, the results could be life-saving.

Mazda.co.uk, expected 2025

the route to 
Smarter carS

teSl a model S bmw i3
Hitting speeds to put 
the frighteners up the  
Mercedes E63 AMG and 
BMW M5, this electric 
supercar also boasts a 
17-inch HD touchscreen, 
3G connectivity and ace 
Google Maps navigation.
£49,900, teslaMotors.coM

This e-Bimmer has 
great connectivity, 
carbon-aluminium 
construction and clever 
touches like navigation 
that takes into account 
battery range and 
charge points. 
£25,680, BMw.co.uk

connecteD caRs alReaDy Rocking ouR RoaDs
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foRD

in-car wellneS S
The S-Max Concept MPV from Ford keeps an eye 
on your health, awareness and stress levels as 
you drive, with an electro cardiogram (ECG) heart 
monitor and even a blood sugar level sensor. The 
ECG is wired into the driver’s seat and cleverly 
functions without the need for direct skin 
contact. The blood-sugar monitor, meanwhile, 
will be Bluetooth enabled for easy pairing with 
Ford’s already popular SYNC media system.

ford.co.uk, expected 2030

auDi

red light alert S
The German motor-meister already offers traffic 
sign recognition via hi-def cameras built into its 
cars, but Audi is also working on a smart system 
that hooks into urban traffic-light networks’ 
control systems via 3G. The data it collects 
means it will know when the lights are changing 
before you’ve even seen them. Hence it’ll be  
able to judge what speed you should maintain  
to ensure green lights all the way. Handy.

audi.co.uk, expected 2025

techmobiles

the opal monza concept’s dash 
features 18 leD projection displays 
for driving information and in-car 
entertainment alike

audi  S 3 mercedeS-benZ c-cl aS S
All hail the first UK 
Audi with 4G. Vital 
stats for this mini 
super-saloon: 
155mph, 0-60mph  
in under five seconds,  
and up to 60Mbps  
in selected areas.
£33,240, audi.co.uk

Best-in-class 
connectivity, with  
the ability to power 
 a multimedia system 
from your iPhone 
that’s even better than 
Merc’s own COMAND 
Online effort.
£26,855, Mercedes.co.uk



c onnected car appS

integr ated appS

jam busteRs!

350 million
number of connected cars 
worldwide contributing 
data to satnav survivor 
tomtom’s traffic service

50 million
Worldwide number of Waze 
users helping others avoid 
delays through their apps

buy! buy! buy!

2.2 million
total number of cars  
sold in the UK in 2013

2,500
electric cars sold in 2013  
(so that will be a corking 
0.1% of the market)

get connecteD!

98%
percentage of the UK 
population that will be  
able to get on 4g networks 
by 2015. after all, a 
connected car’s no use 
without a connection. 

Waze
Crowd-sourced 
driving-info app tracks 
your progress, noting 
delays. Helpful users can 
inform others of police 
traps and road works.
Free, iOS, Android

Mercedes drive 
KiT Plus

Plays your iPhone’s 
music through the car’s 
speakers and reads out 
tweets, with content 
displayed on the dash.

confused.coM 
MoTorMaTe

Insurance companies 
tracking you sounds 
Orwellian, but this can 
cut your premiums if 
you’re a safe driver.
Free, iOS, Android

My BMW reMoTe
Locate and unlock your 
car using your phone, 
switch on the air-con  
in advance and send 
directions to the in-car 
satnav. Very smart.

WiTness driving
Records driver’s-eye- 
view video and GPS info 
on your phone to use in 
case of a crash. Does 
rather drain battery life. 
69p, iOS, Android

sPoTify on ford 
sync WiTh aPPlinK

Play your favourite 
playlists, search for  
new artists and swap 
between tracks using 
easy voice controls.

go fasteR!

267.8mph
top speed of the Bugatti 
Veyron Super Sport, the 
world’s fastest car

155mph
top speed of the audi S3, 
the UK’s first performance 
car with 4g

19mph
the average speed of 
daytime traffic on central 
london’s streets

300mbpS
the speed of ee’s 
upgraded 4g network  
in east london, said to  
be the world’s swiftest 
mobile internet

no hanDs!

6 4 mileS
Distance driven by a 
driverless mercedes-Benz 
S-class at the Frankfurt 
motor Show last autumn

500,000 
mileS
the distance so far 
racked up in testing by 
google’s driverless car

safety fiRst!

1,75 4
number of deaths on 
UK roads in 2012

0
number of fatalities  
Volvo is aiming for with  
its new cars by 2020

DRive-time DoWnloaDs

267.8
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connect,
Stat!

le xuS lF-nx renault K wid
Beneath the alien 
exteriors of these 
future-Lexi are clever 
additions such as 
hybrid power and  
a revised, PS4 touch 
pad-style take on  
a remote interface. 
due 2016, lexus.coM

A car with a drone 
attached to its roof? 
Don’t mind if we do. 
This mini SUV has  
a remote-control, 
cam-equipped ’copter 
that scans the road 
ahead for traffic. 
due 2019, renault.co.uk

caR concepts foR the fReeWays of tomoRRoW



it’S  google vS apple (ag ain)

or how we Stopped loving icarS and
le arned to worry about ‘the Future’

in-caR os WaR

the DaRk siDe of DRiveRless
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Sometimes tech moments really blow your mind’s bloody 
doors off. Sitting in the passenger seat of Audi’s driverless 
A7, being given a police escort along the Las Vegas strip, 
certainly did. Our “pilot” took his hands off the wheel and 
kept them off. Destination: the future.

Forget everything you’ve seen of Google’s autonomous 
car with its ugly, roof-mounted radar system. Audi has 
taken 16 sensors, able to keep track of surroundings, and 
hidden them in the prototype A7, maintaining its trademark 
slick look. There are 12 ultrasound sensors, two radar – 
the production model will drop that to one – a camera, 
and a laser scanner. It not only looks better than Google’s 
prototype, it’s also 300 times cheaper to produce. 

Inside, the cockpit looks pretty much like any other Audi, 
but two cameras focus on you, using face recognition and 
motion sensing to spot if you’re dozing off – even if you’re 
wearing sunglasses, it’ll see your head droop. Should that 
happen a warning bleep is fired, giving you ten seconds to regain 
control. If you don’t, it’ll come to a controlled stop. We saw this 
in action on a busy highway and it’s damned impressive. 

The most striking thing was how natural it felt to be  
sat in a car with a driver who’s hands were nowhere near  
the wheel. It’s a leap of faith, but one that was surprisingly 
easy to make. In Audi’s vision of the auto-piloted future, 
drivers will still need to pay attention, with in-car alerts 
keeping them engaged. So, no, the machines won’t be in 
complete control… not yet, anyway.

Kieran alger, ediTor in chief, T3 

‘hanDs off’ exclusive
driverless on The 
las vegas sTriP

techmobiles

So, the future of motoring is 
bright and connected – what 
possible down sides could there 
be? Well, there are one or two 
potential horror stories. For 
starters, any device that’s 
connected to the web can, of 
course, be hacked. Having your  
PC or smartphone’s security 
breached might be hazardous 
to your financial health, but a 
hacker taking control of your 
connected car with self-driving 
capability is even more of a risk. 

Thankfully, the big car brands 
are well aware of this. Craig 
Daith, connected tech expert  
at Ford, explains: “We build in 
firewalls and application white- 
lists to separate vehicle control 
systems from infotainment 

functionality and connectivity. 
Cryptography is also used to 
restrict unwanted updates to 
multimedia software or access 
to potentially sensitive info.”

Then there’s the broader, 
GCHQ-fuelled worry of being 
tracked. Car insurance apps, 
such as Motormate (see above 
left), already allow you to opt in 
to firms following your driving, 
but this may become mandatory. 
Insurance companies could 
demand to monitor your road 
skills so they can provide, or 
refuse, cover based on actual 
evidence. Could that be a loss 
of control too far? And who is 
liable if you crash in driverless 
mode – you, the car firm or  
the software company? Hmm. 

We’re all casualties of the great 
smartphone and tablet format 
war, but prepare yourself for a 
re-run in the next car you buy. 
While the motoring community 
is agreed that in-car tech needs 
to sync seamlessly with your 
other gear, there’s not yet any 
consensus over what operating 
system to run. Google first 
announced its Open Android 

Alliance in January this year, a 
partnership between itself and 
fellow tech firm Nvidia with 
General Motors, Honda, Audi 
and Hyundai all signed up. It 
aims to get cars boasting full 
Android integration on our 
roads by the end of this year.

Apple, characteristically,  
has been less forward about  
its plans beyond saying it has 
some. So far, iOS integration 
has simply meant iPhone 
syncing via Bluetooth, but last 
year Apple announced iOS in 
the Car – catchily abbreviated 
to iOSitC – and filed a patent 
for in-vehicle navigation and a 
“digital dash”. Unofficial videos 
of iOS running on in-car displays 
are online, and rumours of a 
partnership with a major car 
player are rife. Watch this space.

audi  allroad Shooting br aK e toyota F v2
A virtual cockpit with 
twin 12.3-inch LCDs 
stars in the far-out 
interior for Audi’s 
concept controls 
coming to the next TT. 
Ta-ta, dials, then, and 
hello gesture controls. 
due 2014, audi.co.uk

This futuristic Del Boy 
features an array of 
sensors to gauge the 
driver’s mood for a 
symbiotic relationship 
twixt car and driver, 
like that between  
rider and horse.
due 2020, toyota.co.uk

eddy cue unveils 
iositc at WWDc





grindmaster flash
All hail the hottest new ways to get your coffee fix at home

Your monthlY existence enhancer

Are you a bit “bean there, done that” with 
coffee makers? Time to upgrade your cup. 
From the front, then: do you want “espresso” 
on the “go” via the medium of A Modo Mio 
pods? Then you want the lavazza EspressGo: 

12 volts, 16 bars, textbook. Meanwhile, the 
starbucks V-600 Verismo applies 18 bars  
of pressure to turn your kitchen into a coffee 
chain; for the full experience, put on Katie 
Melua, ask yourself your own name, then 

scribble it on your cup in felt-tip incorrectly. 
Finally, the sage dual Boiler takes matters 
caffeinated to a higher level, with pinpoint 
temperature and pressure control, plus a 
powerful steam generator for cappuccino.

This month...

hoW to
Shoot clay pigeonS p76

oBsession: 
Wild 

camping
get intenSe, in tentS p77

tech dad
BaBy theremin p78 

upgr ade
luggage SolutionS p80

pulse
real-life Bat cape, 

ultimate golf tech p81

test: drills
penetrate SurfaceS 

with aplomB p85 

home
home office gear p86

driVe
Jeep grand cherokee, 

“Budget” lamBo p88

the cost-a coffee

lavazza eSpreSSgo
£129, podS from £3.89 for 16, 
Storeuk.lavazza.com

StarBuckS v-600 veriSmo
£99, podS from £5.99 for 12, 
StarBuckSStore.co.uk

Sage By heSton Blumenthal 
dual Boiler
£1,199, uSeS actual coffee, 
SageapplianceS.co.uk
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Tech lifeGadGeT of The monTh



The TechquaTion
Nurture a connected garden

drifT like a demon
Alistair Graham from the British Drift 

Championship helps you perfect your slide 

1/ Nail your speed. Too slow and your drift  
will fall short, too fast and you’ll crash. There  

is no “correct” speed, it’s all about feel.
2/ Initiate the drift. This can be done by either 

kicking the clutch with the throttle wide open, or 
jabbing the handbrake – it depends on the corner.

3/ Stick to the clips. Drifting is judged by your 
car’s proximity to pre-defined clipping points.  

Use your momentum to shift towards them.
4/ Spin to win. Keeping your rear wheels 

spinning is crucial to maintaining a drift. If your car 
starts to bog down, a clutch kick will light up the 
rear tyres. Use the throttle to adjust your angle.

5/ Power out. Once you reach the end of the 
corner, keep the throttle open and loosen your 

grip on the wheel to let the car centre itself.

Build an ios app
Think you can do better than that  

Flappy Bird bloke? Follow these steps…

1/ Sign up for an Apple Developer account ($99 a 
year, apple.com). Without this you won’t be able 

to upload to the App Store. You’ll also need to 
download the iPhone SDK (developer.apple.com)

2/ Get Xcode (Free, Mac App Store) and test  
some of their files to work out how you want  
your app to look and function. You can check  

out iphonedevsdk.com for extra tips. 
3/ Start coding using Objective-C. Check out 
tryobjectivec.codeschool.com for a basic run 

through, or Manchester City College runs courses. 
4/ Debug your app so it runs smoothly and glitch 
free. Apple’s developer forum (developer.apple.com/ 

devforums) is great for working out your 
problems, but can be a time-consuming process. 
5/ Sign off with Apple’s engineers, who check  
for binary problems. Note: be sure to conform 

strictly to Apple’s user interface guidelines.

massacre clay pigeons
Shooting coach Abbey Burton (abbeyburtonclayshooting.co.uk) always hits her target

1/ Learn safe gun handling etiquette and how to load/unload a firearm carefully.
2/ Master your sights. When you shoot, take note of whether you’re shutting one eye or keeping them 
both open – both is ideal for tracking the clay’s current position as well as its flight path. But remember  

to always use protection for your eyes (from $199, hidefspex.eu) and ears (£399, censdigital.com).
3/ Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart – left leg slightly forward for right-handed shooters,  

right leg forward for lefties – and balance 60 per cent of your body weight on the front foot.
4/ Pick your weapon. Ensure your gun fits comfortably in the shoulder, with your eye looking directly 

down the middle rib of the barrel; this will help make your aim more accurate.
5/ Develop a rhythm. Lock on to your target and move with it, aiming slightly forward of your  

clay prey to compensate for the time it will take for your bullet to intercept.

 
I trIed thIs! 
James Stables, features editor
Chez StableS haS long been  
a teSting ground for new 
dySonS and thiS one provideS 
the uSual, pleaSing mix of 
vigorouS SuCtion, enjoyably 
butCh induStrial deSign and 
many, many headS. it’S hard to 
Say whether the abSenCe of a 
filter improveS performanCe 
but it doeS mean that one need 
never bother about Cleaning  
or replaCing it again, and that  
Can only be a boon.

Dysons have always claimed to give better suction for 
longer thanks to the absence of a bag. Now this one dumps 
the filter as well, losing the last thing that could conceivably 

have ruined your dust-sucking experience by becoming 
clogged with filth. With vibrating heads on the 54 cyclones 

giving dust no place to reside but the bin, Dyson claims 
performance will be as strong in ten years as on day one.

£419, dyson.com

power-up of The monTh 
Dyson Cinetic

tool of the month

dewalT alligaTor saw dwe397 
This burly beef of a saw is powered by a 900W motor, with its two blades running  

in opposite directions at once to slice through tree branches with the minimum  
of potentially dangerous juddering. £350, dewalt.co.uk

Joy of Plants Plant Finder 
To help you discover  

what fauna will flourish in 
your greenery. £2.99, iOS

Koubachi Wi-Fi sensor
Updates your phone on 
your plants’ wellbeing. 

£100, koubachi.com

Hydrofarm Thermostat
Monitors soil quality to 
improve germination.
$40, hyrdrofarm.com

Guaranteed 
green fingers

Compliments about your 
blooms will flood in 
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hoW to
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1/ Camelbak All 
Clear Water Purifier 
Bottle Uses the sun’s 
rays to clear even the 
murkiest of water of 
contamination. Add wet 
stuff, wait 60 seconds. 
£95, camelbak.com

2/ Snugpack Special 
Forces 2 Reinforced-
construction sleeping  
bag that’s shaped for 
ultimate heat retention. 
£155, snugpak.com 

3/ BioLite Basic Kit  
A wood-burning stove 
that will put any excess 

energy to good use, 
charging your phone or 
tablet via USB to boot. 
£200, biolitestove.com

4/ Terra Nova Zephyros 
2 Lite This tent is light 
and sturdy, yet won’t 
feel overly cramped at 
night. Tested in the most 
blustery of winds, too. 
£220, terra-nova.co.uk 

5/ Osprey Xenith 88 
Rucksack Its LightWire 
frame spreads weight 
equally over your back,  
so you can carry more. 
£220, ospreypacks.com

#31
wild Camping
Want to make the open countryside your campsite? This ingenious  
kit will make you feel as at home in the wild as Bear Grylls, but with  
no need to climb inside an animal carcass or drink your own urine…

ObsessiOn
BECOME THE KING OF... survival tips

Heed Mountain Rescue’s advice and 
hopefully you won’t require their help…

1/ It’s paramount you pack a map, compass, 
torch and enough food for the trip. A mobile 

and GPS can be handy, but don’t rely on them 
to get you out of trouble as signal’s hit and miss.
2/ You may get lost, so remember to leave a basic 

sketch of your route with someone at home.
3/ Water is heavy to carry, but dehydration is a 
real risk, even on cold days. Take a small bottle 
and refill it – streams on hills are drinkable, if 
they run fast over stony beds (Mmm filtered).

4/ Take a whistle and learn the signal for 
rescue: six good long blasts, stop for one 

minute, then repeat. Carry on until someone 
reaches you and don’t stop because you’ve 
heard a reply – rescuers may be using your 

blasts to gauge your location. At night you can 
produce the same signal with torch flashes.
5/ Suffering from disorientation, shivering, 

pale complexion, loss of circulation in hands  
or toes, or discarding of vital clothing yet 

nowhere near a pub? It’s hypothermia  
not drunkenness, you fool. Act fast! 
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want to go wild camping on 
home turf? know your rights…

setting up camp while not on 
designated campsites is illegal 
in the uK, But that doesn’t mean 
you’re completely out of lucK. 
anyone is free to asK permission  
of any land owner and if they 
say “yes”, you’re in the clear; as 
long as there’s no livestocK or 
crops, you stand a good chance. 
however, if you want to maKe 
things simple, head to dartmoor. 
the national parK encourages 
wild camping, with handy  
guides on where to pitch up. 
alternatively, go to scotland 
where it’s legal to tent-up 
anywhere, within reason.

WhAT YoU’LL need…
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The Tech
Time to take your Beamz technical exam

1/ All about the timing
Each instrumental sound bite plays in time with 
the relevant backing track, helping beginners to 
accurately beat match. You will still need good 

timing to avoid making a racket, though.

2/ Big up the app
The Beamz works with Mac or PC, or you can 

play it using the free iOS app. You can even play 
using just the app, tapping virtual beams on 
screen, but it’s less fun than the real thing.

3/ Cover versions
The software comes loaded with eight backing 

tracks using 12 separate instruments, but 
recognisable song packs are available as in-app 
purchases (from £7). Note: they’re all slightly 
iffy cover versions to avoid paying loyalties.

Endorsed by US rapper Flo-Rida, The Beamz 
by Flo looks like a cross between a theramin 
and a laser-harp, but is, in fact, a motion-
controlled mixing device for digital DJs. Wave 
a hand dramatically across the four low-class 
laser beams, each pre-loaded with up to three 
tracks, to compose either a beautiful mash-up 
or a complete din – the results depending on 
rhythmic timing and musical ear. Mastery of 
this rather modern instrument might not look 
as good on your nipper’s Oxbridge application, 
but it sure is cooler. £150, thebeamz.com

Techlife

WORDS derek AdAms

dear Tech dad,
I’m an electrician and I’ve been trying to 
locate a toy to teach my six-year-old son 
the basics of electricity. Any bright ideas?
ROB/NORWIch
Squishy Circuits uses conductive play dough, 
wires, terminals, motors, LEDs and buzzers 
to create a variety of low-voltage circuits – no 
shocks. It’s only available via the US website, 
though. From $25, squishycircuitsstore.com

dear Tech dad,
my two kids have just started school and 
I’m after a novel way to transport them.
cLAUDIA/MILTON KeYNeS
Try the Nihola Family kid-carrying trike. This 

Danish three wheeler has a cabin, attached 
above the two front wheels, that’s large 
enough to fit two kids up to eight years old. 
Going uphill? The kids might have to get out 
and push. £2,200, kidsandfamilycycles.co.uk

dear Tech dad,
I’m looking to buy a new pushchair, one 
that’s blinged-up to the max. Any ideas?
JAcK/LITTLehAMPTON
iCandy has just introduced a configurator  
on its website. Select from one of three base 
chassis, then add your choice of accessories 
– changing bag, cup holder – in any colour. 
Add them all for the most tricked-out buggy 
on the block. From £470, icandyworld.com

WAve
MAchINe
Cancel the violin lessons; the 
laser-controlled mixer’s arrived…

I’LL ONLY TeLL YOU ONce…
With decades of gadgeteering knowledge, Tech Dad has the answers to all your familial conundrums

Tech DAD SeLecTS
More ways to make sweet music…

Light and sound drum 
A toddler-sized, plastic bongo. Bash it for a beat, press 
for silly sounds, or roll for a light show. £14, elc.co.uk

easy karaoke
Plug in an MP3 player and sing along to a choice of 

tracks, with a dual mic slot for duets. £70, argos.co.uk
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Tech dad

IT’s for The kIds, 

honesT





1/ Antler Tiber  
Boasting a carry shell in 
the same polycarbonate 
used to craft the iPhone 
5C, this wheely case 
gives you a flexible, 
glossy finish in a choice 
of three colours, along 
with superior strength 
and durability. Multi-
directional wheels 
mean it’s easy to parade 
through the airport, too. 
£180, antler.co.uk

2/ Rimowa Topas 
This German brand 
has been producing 
functional but stylish 
luggage for 60 years 
and the clever herrs 
have learned the key to 
successful case making. 
That is: a lightweight 
aluminium exterior and 
adjustable innards with 
lots of compartments,  
storing everything  
from suits to chargers. 
£705, rimowa.de

3/ Filson Wheeled 
Carry On Combining 
the relaxed look of a 
duffel bag with the 
wheelability of a case, 
this carry-on is rugged, 
long-lasting and water-
repellent, made from 
twill finished with 
protective cotton oil. 
Its sturdy wheels won’t 
catch on curbs, either.
£450, filson.com

4/ Steamline Luggage 
Correspondent Looking 
a tad like a 19th-century 
explorer’s companions, 
this retro set is hauled 
into modernity thanks 
to an easy-care Japanese 
Pasco fiberboard body 
and TSA-approved locks 
for zipping through 
security. From £190, 
streamlineluggage.com

5/ Mulberry Scotch 
Grain Duffel
A halfway tech house 
between a wheeled carry 
case and a classic duffel 
bag, this sleek hybrid 
will do the trick whether 
you’re hopping off for the 
weekend or something a 
little longer. The cotton- 
backed polyvinyl outer 
is treated with a Collonil 
Waterstop spray, reducing 
dirt and water stains 
wherever you end up. 
£795, mulberry.com

6/ Tumi Astor San 
Remo Soft Duffel 
Believe in shouldering 
your own luggage, rather 
than dragging it around 
on tiny wheels? This 
stylish canvas weekend 
bag with leather trim will 
fit all you need but is still 
small enough to be used 
as a carry-on. Its unique 
code may help you locate 
it if lost in transit, too.
£795, uk.tumi.com

in for the 
long haul
Rule the luggage carousel with 
tooled-up hard cases and holdalls
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TRakdoT luggage TRackeR

Make space in your case for 
this tiny gps-laden gizMo  
and it will constantly beaM 
its location to an app on  
your Mobile. you can then 
hunt down and repriMand  
the idiot who took the wrong 
bag froM the overhead locker 
in a flash. £45 plus $9 for 
activation and $13 annual  
fee, trakdotluggage.co.uk 
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UPGRADE
Fix up,

Look smart



Pulse
TeCH PuT THROuGH

ITs PACes
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PROfessIOnAl bIRdmAn  
And wInGsuIT desIGneR  
JARI KuOsmA’s flyInG TIPs

1. Find a drop Zone near you, 
sign up For a skydiving course 
and make at least 200 jumps 
beFore moving on to wingsuits.
2. develop an understanding 
of your body’s aerodynamics, 
which takes many wing jumps.
3. move on to b.a.s.e jumps, 
where you throw yourselF  
oFF bridges and buildings.  
this is the most challenging 
and dangerous but, in turn, 
also the most rewarding.

Birdman, the high-flying firm of Finnish skydive legend Jari Kuosma, produced the first 
wingsuit, The Flying Squirrel, back in 1999 and has been tweaking its aerodynamics to fly faster 
and longer ever since. The Birdman Katana is its most advanced suit yet, an Evil Knievel-
looking construction of super-durable nylon, polyester and sail material that’s designed with  
a brand new drag reduction system that channels air over the top of its large, ribbed wings. 
Jump out of an aircraft or off a cliff wearing this and you’ll be lifted up on air currents like a  
very well-designed paper plane. Just remember to strap on a parachute… £1,390, bird-man.com

fly liKe 
an eagle
Don’t just jump, soar, with 
Birdman’s aerodynamic wingsuit

drop zone 
gadgets

Taking the plunge? Make sure 

you have these essentials with 

you on the way down…

2/ Birdman BC-B2-13 watch
Made from aerospace-grade steel, this 
offers super-accurate timing for jumps. 

£328, bird-man.com

1/ Alti-2 Altimaster 2
Time your freefall to perfection with 

this hand-mounted timing tool.
£109, chutingstar.com

3/ Cookie Atomic Helmet
Carbon-fibre protection, a pocket  

for your altimeter and a cam mount  
for selfies. £228, flycookie.com
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 join the club
Pocket the latest pro-grade golfing kit to bring  
down your handicap. Not a bit of rough in sight…

f
y

i

PGA ProfessionAl Golfer 
dAvid boot’s tiPs for PickinG 
the Perfect driver…

1/ Lots of peopLe have swing 
fauLts that cause them to sLice 
or hook tee shots. the uLtimate 
soLution is to fix your swing, 
but an easier fix is a driver  
with an adjustabLe head, which 
Lets you open or cLose the cLub 
to correct your shots.

2/ A liGhter, more flexible 
shAft will GenerAte more  
club heAd sPeed And should 
increAse distAnce, but it’s eAsy 
to lose control. if you do find 
shots GoinG wild, A stiffer 
shAft heAd is AdvisAble.

3/ a driver with a higher Loft 
reduces baLL spin in the air, 
which shouLd equate to better 
fLight and greater distance; 
even tour pros are adopting  
a higher Loft these days. 

4/ try out A fliGhtscoPe At 
your locAl Golf store. it will 
record your lAunch AnGles 
And swinG sPeeds, GivinG you 
the stAts you need to mAke An 
informed PurchAsinG decision.

the drivers

the rest

Words pete dreyer

the drivers
Aim: 18 holes in under 80 shots
1/ Callaway Big Bertha Alpha  
Back in 1991 the first Big Bertha 
inspired a generation of intimidating 
steel and titanium lead-off clubs. Now, 
23 years later, Callaway wants to make 
an equally big statement with the tech-
tastic Alpha driver. the first club to let 
golfers easily adjust its centre of gravity 
vertically as well as horizontally, its 
Gravity Core tech gives massive control 
over flight trajectory and spin, making 
it easy to curb those wayward swings.
£399, callawaygolf.com

Aim: 18 holes in under 90 shots
2/ taylorMade sLdr
Following on from last year’s r1 driver, 
the sLdr is adjustable to the extreme. 

the nozzle at the bottom of the shaft 
alters your loft – up to 12 degrees, 
if you so choose – while the sliding 
mechanism underneath the head 
moves the centre of gravity between 21 
different positions for easier draws and 
fades, which is ideal for trickier holes.
£349, taylormadegolf.co.uk 

Aim: 18 holes in under 100 shots
3/ ping G25
Available in multiple lofts, the G25 is 
designed for high handicappers and 
tour pros alike. the oversized head is 
a large part of this, somehow forgiving 
enough to generate real distance even 
when you don’t contact dead centre. 
You also get 0.5 degrees of tweaking 
room to fine tune all of that raw power.
£230, ping.com

the rest
4/ Zepp Labs sensor
Clip this sensor to the back of your 
glove and it will map a 360-degree 
diagram of your swing, measuring 
everything from the club speed to the 
rotation of your hips. the Zepp Golf app 
then scores your efforts for sharing, 
learning and competing with buddies.
£92, zepp.com 

5/ prazza Golf Ball Finder
shanked a shot into the trees? if you 
have Prazza balls you’ll be able to find 
them in even the roughest terrain. each 
one is embedded with a radio wave-
emitting microchip, which connects to 
the Finder and points you in the right 
direction (up to its 100m range, natch).
£249, prazza.com 
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PlAy the uk’s most 
recoGnisAble courses

cArnoustie
the 18th hoLe where jean  
van de veLde infamousLy  
seLf-destructed during  
the 1999 open championship.
£73.50 in winter, £147 in summer, 
carnoustiegoLfLinks.co.uk

royAl birkdAle
jack nickLaus famousLy 
conceded a short putt to tony 
jackLin at this course to haLve 
their 1969 ryder cup match.
£145 in winter, £205 in summer 
(add £30 for a weekend round), 
royaLbirkdaLe.com

st Andrews
the 17th hoLe, nicknamed ‘the 
road hoLe’, is one of the worLd’s 
most famous, responsibLe for 
many a finaL round meLtdown.
£77 in winter, £160 in summer,
standrews.org.uk 

wentworth
this beautifuL course is home  
to many pros, incLuding ernie 
eLs, who redesigned it in 2005.
£195 in winter, £360 in summer,
wentworthcLub.com

6/ Cleveland Golf smart square 
the adjacent squares atop this putter 
help you line up the path of your putt 
more accurately, while the copolymer 
face adds a more consistent contact  
for improved distance control.
£85, clevelandgolf.com 

7/ Maui Jim Breakwall
PolarisedPlus lenses cut out 100% 
of Uv rays and 99% of glare, but also 
help you pick out wayward balls in the 
rough. that precious polarised layer is 
also sandwiched between two lenses,  
to protect against mid-round scratches.
£118, mauijim.com 

8/ Nike vrs Covert
the Fuelband firm’s new irons are built 
to be forgiving, without sacrificing 

distance. Most people hit an iron shot 
between the centre and the toe of the 
club head, so their lowered centre of 
gravity should help you hit further. 
£650 for seven irons, nike.com/golf 

9/ Garmin Approach s4
The smartwatch for the tech-savvy 
golfer, this has data for over 30,000 golf 
courses – with pin-point yardages and 
Greenview, which shows every hole in 
advance – plus emails and sMs alerts 
so you can pretend you’re working.
£290, garmin.com

10/ Caddytrek 2000BA
No longer able to convince family 
members to carry your clubs? this 
obedient robotic caddy uses motion 
sensors to follow you as you stroll 

around the fairways, with a battery  
that lasts for at least 27 holes to boot.
£1,525, caddytrek.com

11/ vpAr app
Log in before your round to view 
distance data for every course in the 
country. it will also update a live 
leaderboard automatically as you input 
your shots, calculate stableford rules 
and send you a scorecard via email.
Free, vpar.com 

12/ Wilson FG tour Ball
Built for low handicap golfers, but still 
offering responsiveness for those with 
slower swing speeds, the ultra-soft 
urethane core minimises spin and the 
aerodynamic dimples make it fly.
£25 for 12, wilson.com
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TechlifePowerful tools

TesTLife gear on tech triaL

makita 18v Lxt two-speed combi 
This is lightweight, but capable of chomping 
through up to 13mm of pure steel. it comes 
with two Li-ion batteries, each rebooting in 
just 22 minutes thanks to the air-cooled 
charger. Better make it a short tea break…
£210, makitauk.com 4/5

Bosch GsB 10 cordless combi
This frisky thing will tackle all but the most 
intensive diY tasks. at 10.8 volts, it isn’t as 
perky as the big boys here but it’s beautifully 
balanced, with built-in Led torch, extra Li-ion 
battery and a hip holster. excellent VFm. 
£185, bosch-professional.com 5/5

DeWalt 18V xr premium hammer  
This sturdy, hammer-action, Li-ion-powered, 
500-watt demon is so powerful it’ll snap a 
six-inch coach screw if the torque setting 
hasn’t been adjusted correctly – that’s tasty. 
its brace of batteries last for days, not hours. 
£280, dewalt.co.uk 4/5

Hitachi 10.8V drill/driver 
Low-ish voltage and no hammer action for 
masonry work here. However, a two-speed 
gearbox, 12 torque settings and 40-minute 
charge time – two batteries included – make 
the Hitachi a very decent budget option. 
£117, hitachi-powertools.co.uk 4/5

milwaukee k540s  
sDs max hammer drill

Formidable, non-wireless, do-it-all 
monster (NB: do not use one-handed). 

£455, milwaukeetool.eu

stanley single pinion hand drill 
go back to hole-making basics with this 

bicep-building, vintage-style drill. 
£21, stanleytools.co.uk

 cordless drIlls
the power to puncture solid walls like they’re made out of 
meringue is in your hands. as long as you have one of these 
high-voltage, low-hassle weapons in said hands, of course…

Film set designer and DIY expert 
Steve Hudson offers some penetrating 
advice on what to look for when 
investing in a killer driller… 

Voltage – the higher it is, the 
more torque it will proVide for 
drilling through tough materials 
like steel, concrete and brick. 
howeVer, 10 Volts is ample for 
most casual diY jobs.
Battery – Li-ion Batteries are 
Lighter than nickeL cadmium (ni-cd) 
packs. they aLso hoLd their charge 
when not in use and don’t mind 
Being topped up from haLf fuLL. 
functions – most drill-driVers 
will deal with wood and steel, 
but You need a hammer drill 
(often known as a combi) if You’re 
planning to take on masonrY. 
spend a little more and go for  
a model with Variable speed; it  
makes things easier during initial 
alignment with the pencil mark.
easy of use – aLL modern cordLess 
driLL drivers are a doddLe to use. 
they’re aLso, thankfuLLy, Less 
aggressive in operation than a 
mains-powered equivaLent. some 
are even designed for one-handed 
operation, shouLd you want to  
get proper fLashy.

TesT
Winner

penetr atIng 
alternatIves
go lo-fi and do it yourself, or 

turn the power all the way up…
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1/ Ikea office Nobody 
finds ways to use your 
spare area for “bidniz”, 
as they say in Sweden, 
better than Ikea. This 
workspace seems to have 
been crammed into a kind 
of lounge-cum-spare-
bedroom (the chaise 
longue in the foreground 
can be slept on) to create a 
three-in-one omni-space. 
Skol! Hemnes desk £225, 
Gregor swivel chair £75, 
Alex drawer unit £90, Arod 
work lamp £40, ikea.co.uk

2/ Cornell swivel chair 
For office retro-chic for 
not too many pounds, this 
walnut number is quite 
literally “the business” 
(that you run from 
home). £199, made.com

3/ Diffrient World chair 
All-mesh swishness from 
the late Niels Diffrient, 
“the granddaddy of the 
ergonomic revolution”. 
Adjusting to your bulk as 
you sit yourself down, for 
perfect lumbar support 
and comfort, this has just 
80 parts – two-thirds less 
than your standard task 
chair – for greater ease  
of use and durability. 
Soon to be available  
from John Lewis, too. 
£340, humanscale.com

4/ Be by Bisley Seven 
years in the making, this 
could be the office of the 
future – and might also 
fit quite nicely in your 
cupboard under the stairs. 
It’s a modular storage 
and work system that’s 
powered, so you can add 
anything from lighting to 

your laptop, and setup is 
easy and hugely flexible. 
£POA, bisley.com

5/ Desktop essentials 
“Now, listen here, I didn’t 
get where I am today 
sharpening pencils, 
punching holes and 
stapling things using 
my own effort. I want 
electric power, I want it 
here, and I want it now, 
or you can clear my desk. 
Your desk.” Rexel Wizard 
stapler £15 and hole punch 
£25, rexeleurope.com, 
Swordfish Sketch £50, 
swordfishlondon.com

6/ Fellowes Powershred 
79Ci If you’re serious 
about security, privacy 
and the creation of 
confetti, you need a 
serious shredder. If you 
use one that only slices in 
one direction, you frankly 
might as well hand your 
most sensitive documents 
to Dodgy Kevin the 
Blackmailing Identity 
Thief. This cross-cuts 
14 sheets of A4 at a time 
into 4x38mm fragments 
and is 100% jam-proof. 
£190, fellowes.com

7/ Asus Zenbook UX301 
Cut a dash in meetings 
with this blue-tinged 
metallic ultrabook. The 
Intel i7 processor and 
2560x1440 resolution 
of the 13.3-inch screen 
are entirely OTT for 
most work purposes 
but what the hell? It’s 
a business expense and 
therefore legitimately 
tax-deductible. Cheers! 
£1,499, asus.com/uk

Do your 
home work
Whether self-employed or just  
duvet daying it in your pants, here’s 
the kit and fittings to succeed

hot Desks
The Float here could literally put years on your  

life. Why? Cos staying seated for long periods 

reduces life expectancy and this rises, at the touch 

of a switch, so you can work standing up. The other  

two? Well, they’re just nice desks…
3/ Scrub Desk by Autoban  
From £3,282, delaespada.com
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BETTER LIVING THROUGH TECHHOmE

1/ Float by Humanscale  
£1,500, humanscale

2/ Darby desk in antique gunmetal   
£239, made.com



stone-ColD stor age
File your home office’s essential documents  

(and your Blu-rays, records and boxes full  

of tech you don’t use so much anymore) in  

an achingly modern manner
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1/ Kriptonite K1
 From £400, unit shown £1,527, 

kriptonite.com

2/ Tolix pigeon holes  
by Xavier Pauchard  

£1,855, scp.co.uk

3/ 606 Universal shelving 
system by Dieter Rams 

£POA, vitsoe.com



2/ Peldon

1/ London

The gr and masTer
With weather trends in the UK edging towards the dicey end of the spectrum, it’s time  
to stop grumbling about the effects of climate change and arm yourself with an SUV 
that’s ready for anything. The all-American Jeep Grand Cherokee is up to the task…

rouTe masTer
The Grand Cherokee demands to be tested 

in mud – which is why we escaped the  

metropolis of London and stole away to the 

picturesque village of Peldon in East Anglia. 

In the rolling farmland, navigated via poorly 

maintained bog-like country tracks, the 

Cherokee was in its element.
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PRICE of tEst CaR £48,095
toP sPEED 126mph 
0-60MPH 8.2 seconds
ENGINE 3.0-l V6 dohc 
TURBodIesel enGIne 
GEaRBoX ZF eIGhT-speed 
AUTomATIc WITh oVeRdRIVe
PoWER 240Bhp
toRQUE 570nm
fUEL CoNsUMPtIoN 37.7mpG
CaRBoN EMIssIoNs 198 G/Km
WEIGHt 2,949KG

DRIVE
TEch To 

TAKE YoU 

PLAcES



First glance at the Jeep Grand Cherokee  
and you’d be forgiven for feeling an instant 
pang of eco guilt. Its styling is unashamedly 
aggressive: very big and very, well, American.

It’s the same story under the bonnet, 
where an all-American three-litre V6 
TurboDiesel engine resides, belting out 
247bhp and a 0-60mph of 8.2 seconds. 
Despite that raw grunt, Jeep claims it still 
manages 37.7 miles per gallon, which trumps 
British SUV rival, the Land Rover Discovery.

This rivalry continues elsewhere, with 
Jeep’s Selec-Terrain system throwing two 
fingers up at Land Rover’s own DIY off-road 
setup, letting you select a surface type – snow, 
mud, sand, rocky terrrain – then simply  
drive with the car’s high-tech internals  
doing the thinking for you. It works, too, 
adjusting wheel height, power and steering 
intelligently. We’re still not convinced by 
automatic off-roaders in general, but the 
Grand Cherokee handles things well, giving 
you enough control of the four-wheel drive 
that you don’t feel completely out of the loop.

It’s not just the off-roading that’s been 
given a smart tech upgrade, either. Inside the 
cabin there’s a 8.4-inch touchscreen sitting 
next to the seven-inch instrument panel. It 
runs Jeep’s Uconnect in-car OS, giving you 

access to DAB radio, satnav directions, music, 
movies and Bluetooth phone calls, direct 
control of heating for the seats and wheel, 
plus a mirror dimmer that removes the glare 
of headlights from the cars behind you. 

That instrument panel is rather flash, too. 
As well as displaying your speed and revs, it 
will keep you abreast of tyre pressures and 
the strain on the suspension. Hell, the seats 
even come with a dual-USB port for charging 
your smartphone or tablet. 

If that long list wasn’t enough then here’s 
the clincher: that all comes as standard. In 
fact, the only optional extra we added was the 
£2,400 Adaptive Cruise Control pack, which 
uses a combination of radar and sensors to 
allow the car to brake and accelerate on the 
motorway intelligently, detecting vehicles  
in front and matching their speed until they 
move out of the way.

While we’ve investigated the future of 
connected cars on p69, Jeep’s yankie SUV  
is the future you can buy right now.
£48,095, jeep.com

ThE chERoKEE cAn 
DEAL wITh ToUgh 
TERRAIn – IT won’T 
nEED YoUR hELP

Three To 
TesT drive

The great off-road 
adventure continues… 

1/ Audi Q7 S-Line
German styling coupled 

with a three-litre V6 
engine and Audi’s 

Quattro tech. This is a 
Chelsea tractor for more 

than the school run.
£55,250, audi.com

3/ Volvo XC90 R 
Design

Quad-exhausts are 
countered here with 
the latest safety tech 
including Adaptive 

Cruise Control.
£43,615, VolVocars.com

2/ Land Rover 
Discovery HSE

The classic off-road 
countryside staple, 
boasting 600Nm of 

torque and a premium 
Meridian sound system.

£53,750, landroVer.com

The Tech 
inside

1/ Big noise
A 8.4-inch touchscreen 
controls the Cherokee’s 

nine-speaker media 
system, boasting DAB, 
FM, USB, SD card, CD 
player and Bluetooth

2/ Tough mudder
Selec-Terrain adjusts the 
ride height automatically 
and Quadra-Trac 2 sends 

enough torque to the 
wheels to give grip in 
any kind of conditions

3/ Easy rider
Adaptive Cruise Control 

means you can set a 
speed and the car will 
brake or speed up to 

match the car in front 
using radar. Magic
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hur acÁn 
force
The new entry-level Lamborghini 
is a supercar with two wheels in  
the past and two in the future

DRIVE
TEch To 

TAKE YoU 

PLAcES

ToyoTa fcv
The concept car that runs on pure air

1/ Toyota plans to use hydrogen fuel cells to make a new breed of 
hybrid car, with its FCV (Fuel Cell Vehicle) concept planned for 2015.
2/ Fuel-cell cars are powered by hydrogen, which reacts with oxygen 

from the atmosphere to produce nothing but electricity and water. 
3/ On paper, fuel cells have all the zero-emissions advantages of  

an electric car, but with faster re-fuelling and a longer range.
£TBC, toyota.co.uk

So there’s a new “budget” Lambo in town and it’s stolen a trick from 
those dirty, hippy hybrids. The Lamborghini huracán boasts the 
traditional dollop of sheer power – 610bhp and a top speed of over 
200mph – and six-figure price tag, but blends it with some very modern 
touches, from a 12.3-inch LCD screen to a robo-controlled gearbox, 
hybrid aluminium and carbon construction, and start-stop tech that  
kills its beast of an engine dead at the lights. £165,000, lamborghini.com

The aLL-new 
Lambo in deTaiL

1/ modern makeover
The Huracán includes computer-assisted 

everything, including the suspension. There’s a 
12.3-inch LCD for quick-toggling between the 
instruments and features, from rev-counter to 
3D maps, simplifying the supercar experience.

2/ old-school muscle
It may be a modern supercar from its aluminium 
top to its carbon-fibre toes, but it’s not watered 

down performance. The V10 engine hits 60mph 
in three seconds flat and it will make it up to  

the top speed of 200mph in a flash, too

3/ Low-carbon supercar
A dual-clutch robo-gearbox with paddle 

shifters on the steering wheel may be 
commonplace for supercars now, but the 

addition of start-stop tech is new. That said, 
at 290g/km of C02 you can forget about 

squeaking in under 100g/km and sidestepping 
the London congestion charge.
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WAR!HUH!
WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?

(mAkInG yOUR FAvOURITe GADGeTS)

toy soldiers

Military r&D isn’t just for raining 

Death on people we Disagree with 

politically, it can also proDuce 

heaD-turning innovations. t3 hits 

boot caMp for a full Debrief on the 

consuMer tech the arMy inventeD, 

anD where it plans to take us next…

illustrations by eboy, w
orDs gary Marshall



THe TecH 
THAT WAR 
bUIlT 
there are no conscientious objectors 
when it coMes to new playthings. 
the Military has been Driving innovation 
for years, shaping the gaDgets 
you know anD love

1. 1991: desert storm power
now: rechargeable batteries
operation Desert storm exposed a major 
weakness in modern military planning: 
forces in iraq couldn’t carry enough 
batteries to charge essential tech on the 
go. the us invested heavily in a solution, 
with firms such as bren-tronics 
engineering rechargeable nickel-cadmium
batteries, the forefather of lithium-ion.
bren-tronics.com

2.  1959: magnesium alloy missiles
now: microsoft surface 2
Magnesium alloy is a super-lightweight and
crazily strong material, a combo that was 
put to good military use crafting aircraft 
fuselages, jet engines and missiles. now 
it’s locked on to the consumer market, 
with Microsoft’s “vaporMg” process using 
it to form the surface’s rugged chassis.
£359, microsoft.com

3.  1990: biometric ids
now: apple touchid
fingerprinting was first used in 14th-century
china, but today’s biometrics owe more of
a debt to the military. the armed forces
poured cash into firms such as authentec, 
formerly part of government contractor 
harris. it was purchased by apple for $365m
in 2012, its capacitive scanner patents 
helping put touchiD on the iphone 5s.
from £549, apple.com/uk

4.  1945: sniper scopes
now: bmw night Vision
the scope deployed to soldiers in 
1945 was rudimentary, with a puny 100m
range and requiring infra-red lights so 
large they had to be mounted on trucks. 
but it was the precursor of tech that’s now
used to warn drivers of hazards at night. 
for more car tech, head to p69.
bmw 7 series from £58,270, bmw.co.uk

5.  2009: military laser radar
now: xbox Kinect sensors
the original concept for kinect was based
on military “time of flight” laser radar 
systems, but the version that made it 
into living rooms was developed by
primesense, a company composed of
former israeli military engineers. it uses an
infra-red projector and camera, teamed
with a microchip, to track movement. in a
pleasing full circle, the military are now  
investigating ways to utilise the new kinect.
xbox one £430, xbox.com

toy soldiers
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6.  1919: air ministry data
now: weather apps

the air Ministry monitored the skies for 
the royal air force up until 1964, using

data from the uk Met office. weather data 
collection points, using radar, surface and

air observations, and computer modelling,
were placed around airfields. Many of 

these are still in use today, providing info 
for apps like bbc weather.

free, ios and android

7.  1940: adVanced radar systems
now: microwaVe oVen

a cavity magnetron generates high-power 
pulses, harnessing the interaction of 

electrons and a magnetic field. it allowed 
for precise radar during wwii. after 

the war, percy spencer put it to another 
use: inventing the radarange microwave, 
which nuked the first of many tv dinners.

from £80, russellhobbs.com

8.  1960: nasa space drills
now: blacK & decKer dustbuster

Despite popular myth, nasa did not invent 
the cordless drill, that was black & Decker 
in 1961. yet the space bods’ demand for a
 portable drill that could extract samples 

from the moon’s surface did lead to the
 invention of a low power-consumption

 motor that helped in the development of
 the first Dustbuster handheld vac.

from £24, blackanddecker.co.uk

9.  1975: digital stills
now: digital cameras

the first digital camera was invented at 
kodak in 1975, but the concept is much

older. nasa jet propulsion lab engineer 
eugene lally first described the use of

photosensors, which translate incoming 
light into electrical charges that can be 

processed into an image. the same basic
idea can be found in modern cMos sensors.

£599, canon.co.uk  

10.  2001: blacK-ops headsets
now: google glass audio

bone conduction, which transmits sound 
through the wearer’s cheekbones rather 

than through air, was embraced by the
military for its stealth benefits, enabling 

tactical troops to hear instructions 
without wayward sound giving their 

location away. similar tech now graces
the faces of google glass wearers.

$1,500, google.com/glass

11.  1980: darpa noise cancelling
now: Jawbone icon

the noise-cancelling tech in jawbone’s 
bluetooth headsets is based on

algorithms created by Darpa. originally
designed to ensure helicopter pilots’ 

orders weren’t drowned out by the drone 
of their vehicles, it identifies nuisance 

noise and neutralises it by playing 
inverted sound waves over the top.

£60, jawbone.com

12.  2009: flexible displays
now: plasticlogic papertab

the us army worked with hp labs and 
raytheon to create flexible wrist-mounted 

computers for use in the field. they work 
by replacing glass with pliable polyethylene

terephthalate (pet) and are the starting
 point for plastic logic’s bendy tablet.

£tbc, plasticlogic.com
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HOme 
FROnT
OF THe 
FUTURe
toDay’s cutting-eDge Military gear will 
eventually bring the fight into your living 
rooM anD on to the streets, with 
labour- anD life-saving aDvanceMents

1. now: adaptiV camouflage
by 2030: inVisibility cloaKs
bae systems’ aDaptiv camouflage can
make a tank disappear in what is currently
the world’s best magic trick, using a
honeycomb of tiles able to display an
image that matches its surroundings.
it could, with the advancement of flexible
polymer displays, make you invisible, too.
baesystems.com

2. now: argus-is drone cam
by 2020: gigapixel compact cams
this drone-mounted digital cam has a whopping
1.8-gigapixel resolution, created by 368 five-meg
 sensors, peering through four lenses connected
to two image processors – one on the drone and
one on the ground. it can see something 15cm tall
from a height of over 6,000 metres, with just two
of these drones able to snap all of Manhattan in
one shot. stick that sensor in a consumer cam!
darpa.mil

3. now: wi-fi guided firearm
by 2020: wi-fi guided cars
trackingpoint’s precision guided firearm
adjusts your aim automatically to account
for wind speed, humidity and other
environmental factors, enabling novices
to take out targets from nearly 1km away.
its combination of a laser range-finder, hD
cam and on-board computer could be as 
useful and less lethal in self-driving cars.
tracking-point.com

4. now: darpa warrior web
by 2030: super-strength for all
the Darpa-funded exoskeleton, that gifts 
soldiers super-human strength using hydraulics, 
took its first steps in 2013. the next step is
domestic applications, from assisting people 
with disabilities – sir james Dyson award-
winner titanarm aims to help rehabilitate
back injuries with a protoype costing just
 £1,200 – to spicing up extreme sports.
darpa.mil

5. now: socom cubesats
by 2035: real-time street View
the us special operations command is putting
tiny satellites into orbit to tag and track persons
of interest. Dubbed “cubesats”, they’re cheaper 
and less complex to launch. pop a gigapixel 
camera onboard (see above) and google Maps 
live becomes a possibility, with drones filming 
live, real-time street view.
socom.mil

toy soldiers
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6. now: raytheon 3d audio
by 2015: next-gen Virtual reality
oculus rift is close to cracking the visual

side of virtual reality gaming, but
raytheon’s 3D audio system, designed 

to boost pilots’ situational awareness by
 bouncing sounds around a 3D aural 
stage, prioritising the rat-a-tat-tat of 

incoming fire, is nailing the sonics. scary
 during dogfights, but it promises to make 

fps games almost as unbearably tense.
raytheon.com

7. now: meshworm stealth bot
by 2020: adVanced prosthetics

traditional robots are rigid, large and easy
to break, but not Meshworm, an Mit
robotics project. its earthworm-like 

body uses peristalsis to move, artificial 
muscles expanding and contracting to

push it along. it could be used to create
prosthetic limbs and implants that move

with the fluidity of real muscles, or it could 
just be the world’s first spy worm.

mit.edu

8. now: bio-patch
by 2030: plasters that heal bone
it’s still in development, but the university 

of iowa’s bio-patch uses a combo of
 collagen and Dna-infused nanoparticles 
to regrow damaged bone. so far it’s only
been tested on animals, but its fracture-

fixing plasters could one day make it to
your home’s first aid kit. 

uiowa.edu

9. now:  boston dynamics ’bots
by 2025: robo butlers

the engineering firm’s collection of 
robots,including bigDog and the more

human atlas, are so far aimed at 
military customers. but now it’s been

purchased by google, dexterity and 
software should improve, meaning we see

security and cleaning in its future.
 bostondynamics.com
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 builders
Drones can go anywhere anD the swiss FeDeral 

institute oF technology believes that makes them 
perFect builDers. it has alreaDy DemonstrateD 

teams oF Drones that weave structures From 
metal cables, while project heaD FeDerico 

augugliaro envisages squaDs oF Flying brickies
 constructing briDges anD connecting skyscrapers.

it’s 3D printing on an epic scale, with Drones Doing 
everything but wolF-whistling at passers-by.

 delivery vehicles
 in november, amazon hit the heaDlines with prime 

 air (right), a Drone that jeFF bezos promises will one
 Day Deliver packages to your Door. it may sounD Far

 FetcheD, but in china courier companies are alreaDy
 using Drones. one tech-savvy bakery in shanghai 

even attempteD to Deliver its £200-plus cakes 
 robotically by air, although that bright iDea was soon 
 grounDeD by health anD saFety-minDeD/hungry police.

 super spies  
 Drones are smaller than traDitional aircraFt, but 

 still easy to spot anD shoot Down. this is changing.
 Designs such as prioria robotics’ maveric resemble

 birDs, making them much harDer to spot, anD northrop 
 grumman’s rq-180 (right) is DesigneD to be the 

stealthiest Drone arounD, with a combination oF 
 jamming equipment anD top-secret technology.

THe DROneS 
ARe cOmInG…

… anD they have a lot of jobs to Do

5

9

7
6
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Rated

Ahead of 
the curve? 

the bendy phone revolution 
is upon is, but Can lG turn  
a Corner with its banana 

kiCk of a blower, the G flex? 

M A R C H 2 014 T3 10 3WoRds Thomas Tamblyn PHotogRAPHy neil Godwin

edited by libby Plummer

the latest teCh from the t3 test lab

must buy

Very good

decent

below aVerage

oh dear

{RaTings}

{also Reviewed This monTh}

sony Xperia Z1 Compact p107 
motorola moto X p107

Panasonic Viera wT600 p108
laptops supertest p111

The Q Camera p118
sony Ps Vita ‘slim’ p119

humax Freetime hb-1000s p119

smartphone
special



leading the new and rather 
novel curved-screen smartphone 
insurgency, lG’s G Flex could be 
a harbinger of a new generation 
of flexible phones and portable 
devices in all manner of exciting 
shapes and sizes… 

Alternatively, it could be a gently kinked 
mobile that fits to your face slightly better 
when making calls and gives some arguable 
benefits when watching video, but is otherwise 
indistinguishable from any other reasonably 
high-end smartphone. But which will it be? 

Actually, it’s not like the g Flex is even the first 
bowed phone. samsung’s galaxy Nexus hit in 
2011 and had a distinctly non-flat screen. since 
then, the same firm has released the galaxy 
Round, which arcs horizontally like a toilet roll 
that’s been cut in half. the Lg’s bend is more 
noticeable than the former and more subtle 
than the latter, with the huge, six-inch display 
taking a crescent moon-like appearance. 

so, yeah, it’s a bit bent. At 177g it feels 
surprisingly light but neither curvaceousness 
nor clever use of materials can disguise  
the fact that this is a big phone. It’s the elephant 
in the room, almost literally, 
and that size affects most 
key aspects of using it, from 
typing to taking pictures to 
watching video. sometimes 
it’s a blessing, sometimes 
something of a curse. 

Build quality is not bad, 
although plastic has perhaps 
been employed a bit over-
enthusiastically. Around 
the back there’s Lg’s much 
trumpeted “self-healing” 
material, which wards off 
the attentions of keys and 
coins. But while scratches 
disappear after a few hours, 
anything more significant 
is there to stay. the look is 
similar to Lg’s last handset, 
the g2: neither unattractive 
nor particularly inspiring. 

there are plenty of 
positives, though, especially 
if you favour the phablettier 
end of the phone-to-tablet 
size spectrum. the six-inch 
PoLEd (Plastic organic 
LEd, obvs) curled display 
may be 720p resolution 
rather than 1080p, but 
while you may notice some 
pixelation and fonts can 
seem a little less crisp than 
on full-Hd phones, colours 
look fantastically rich and 

www FoR MoRE REvIEWs go to t3.CoM
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{specificaTion}
Processor/ram  
2.26 GHz quadcore 

Qualcomm Snapdragon 
800/2GB

os Android 4.2.2
screen 6 inches, 1280x720, 

245 ppi POLED
storage 32GB 
camera, rear 

13-meg, 4K
camera, front 

2.1-meg, 1080p
connectIVItY 4G LTE, 

Bluetooth 4.0 BLE, dualband 
N Wi-Fi, Miracast, 

SmartShare, 3.5mm audio
BatterY 3,500mAh 

Li-Polymer (life not quoted) 

{dimensions}

HeIgHt 161mm
WIdtH 82mm
dePtH 8.7mm
WeIgHt 177g



 

➜

contrast levels are great. the plastic screen 
should be far less prone to cracking, too, and 
it’s another factor that keeps the weight down.

Lg has tried to compensate for the  
g Flex’s considerable size by providing a bevy 
of features that allow one-handed usage, like 
planting a smaller keyboard to one side of  
the screen. However, it’s still hard to use 
without employing both hands; send  
a long text and your wrists tire by the end, as 
the Flex threatens to forcibly remove itself from 
your single mitt. the kinky screen is supposed 
to make the phone easier to hold, but we beg  
to differ. on a smaller device this could be 
correct, but at this size it becomes moot. 

so what is the curve actually good for, 
then? Media viewing angles, for one, hence 
the tv industry’s growing interest. But 
while watching video is undoubtedly a great 
experience on the Flex, is that because the 
screen is six inches across and as vibrant as 
oLEd screens always are, or because it has a 
slight wobble to it? the jury’s out.

Away from the headline features, Lg’s 
skinned version of Android 4.2.2 is identical to 
that used on the g2. Among the range of extra 
features are the ability to split apps across the 
screen and slide Aside, which lets you easily 
swap between open apps. some additions, 
notably Quick Remote and KnockoN, are 
genuinely useful (see p106 for more features). 
Many feel like unnecessary clutter, though, 
and with no microsd slot, the fact they’re 
taking up space in the storage is irksome. 

Elsewhere, specs are again similar to the 
g2. there’s a healthy 2gB dollop o’ RAM, a 
blistering 2.26gHz quadcore processor and 
32gB storage, which is good despite being non-
expandable. It’s speedy and smooth to use, a 
situation that’s probably helped by the lack of 
a full-Hd display and its processing demands. 
that lack of pixels also assists battery life, 
which already has a head start over the g2 
thanks to the employment of a custom-built, 
curved 3,500mAh unit. As a result, you’re 
looking at some seriously impressive run time. 

on the back you’ll find what seems to be 
the same camera as on the g2. It’s a middling 
13-megapixel effort with slow and lag-prone 
software that could use an upgrade, and a 
tendency to struggle in low light. yet it does 
have some neat software features in tow. It 
shoots 4K footage, for one, though you best 
play it back on the Panasonic tv on p108, as the 
Flex’s non full-Hd screen won’t do it justice. 

 there’s also the ability to zoom in and 
track a specific object when shooting video, 
and you can also use an “audio zoom” to boost 
the volume of specific shooting subjects. Both 
these features require extremely steady hands 
and very slow movement, so if you’re hoping 
to track the singer at a gig, best think again. 

{deTails}

1

self-sufficient
a special polymer coating 
on the g flex’s rear means 

that it can “heal” itself, 
rebuffing scuffs and 

dispatching scratches

2

flex appeal
the curved PoLed display 
is clearly the party piece 
here. It may be lacking in 
pixels at 720p, but is big, 

bold and immersive

3

going the distance
a similarly curved 

3,500mah battery has 
been custom-built to fit 
the bendy chassis and  
is more than up to the  
task of granting a full 

day’s usage

4

KnocK-KnocK
the Knockon feature 

works well with the 
rear-mounted lock button, 

bringing the phone to  
life with a double-tap  

of the display

2

4
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the g Flex is a solid phone, if a tad too big 
for us – although we’re aware there’s a swing 
towards paving slab-sized handsets. that 
said, we’d put this below the sony Xperia Z 
Ultra and galaxy Note 3 in the phablet pecking 
order. the one thing that might sway you is 
the non-flatness of the screen, but as UsPs go, 

slight display curvature is up there with having 
the lock button on the back, which this also 
does. It’s cool and different but it’s not going 
to change your life radically. the size, lack of 
full-Hd and average camera performance are 
likely to be more important to most users. 

the g Flex feels like Lg is putting its finger 
up to the wind. With its “self-healing” back 
and curved display, it hints suggestively at 
a futuristic device that rolls up when you 
don’t need it and is impervious to harm. We’d 
pay big for that phone, but unfortunately 
this isn’t it. If, however, you’re a curve-loving 
early adopter with their heart set on a more 
expensive but undulating g2, dive right in.
£530, Lg.com/uK

the G flex’s Curve is 
different but won’t 
ChanGe your life as 
muCh as the size will

loVe vibrant, large, curved PoLEd screen. 
Impressive battery life. shoots 4K video, no less
haTe too big. display only 720p. so-so camera
T3 says a decent enough upsizing of the G2, 
even if the curved design adds little

➜

www FoR MoRE REvIEWs go to t3.CoM

is this the device to kickstart the curved phone revolution? will there even be 
a curved phone revolution? “no” and “doubtful” respectively, i’d say. bendiness 
is not a must-have feature, especially on a phone so big it requires two-handed 
wrangling. add to that an average camera and 720p screen and even the 4K 
recording capability can’t make the G Flex more than a nice but niche concern.

{The final woRd}

libby plummer, reviews editor

{KilleR feaTuRes}

some flex please, we’re british…

1 
Qtheater
swipe out from the lock 
screen, a bit like opening 
curtains, and gain instant 
access to movies, including 
Youtube, and images.  
the hefty, six-inch, 720p 
PoLed (“plastic organic 
light emitting diode”, 
obviously) display makes 
the most of your media.

2
dual-window
Quadcore processors have 
their uses, one of which is 
being able to show two apps 
running side by side. open 
dual-Window, choose your 
dynamic duo and flick them 
to either side of the screen; 
you can then share and swap 
content between the two  
till your heart’s content.

3
4K handles
take 13 big megapixels, add 
serious hardware wizardry 
and you have one of the first 
smartphones with 4K video 
capture. Whilst the stills 
suffer a bit, 4K video looks 
great on the, er, 720p 
screen. audio Zoom lets you 
boost audio just by zooming 
in on your chatty subject, too.

LG G FLex LG G2 GooGLe Nexus 5 (by LG)
PRiCe,  

URl

£530 

lG.Com/UK

FRom £470 

lG.Com/UK

FRom £299

GooGle.Co.UK/neXUs/5

disPlay The crowning glory of the  
G Flex is its six-inch POLED 
display. Not full-HD but 
immersive nevertheless

The G2’s 5.2-inch full-HD 
display is bettered only by  
the almost-invisible bezel  
that surrounds it 

A stunning, 4.95-inch display 
along with a class-leading 
445ppi make this even better 
than the “G” thangs

PRoCessoR A very powerful, 2.26 GHz 
quadcore gives this 
considerable oomph

The 2.23 GHz quadcore zips 
through apps and LG’s own  
UI with considerable ease

Again, a Herculean 2.26 GHz 
quadcore means no irksome 
graphical glitches or lag

baTTeRy A huge 3,500mAh cell plus a 
not-so-huge-res 720p display 
means impressive battery life

3,000mAh is a lot but the 
full-HD screen means you’re 
lucky if you last the day

Alas, the battery only clocks 
in at 2300mAh. Start looking 
for a plug by about 3pm

CameRa There’s no lack of pixels but 
the sensor is let down by poor 
software and low-light issues

A lagging interface and poor 
low-light shots again hold this 
back from greatness

The eight-meg cam is usable 
at best, though Google’s 
software updates are helping

sToRaGe 32GB should be more than 
enough. Thanks to a lack of 
microSD, it’ll have to be

16GB or 32GB is on offer  
with no option to add any 
more via removable cards 

Either 16GB or 32GB is 
backed up by a hefty 50GB  
of Google Drive cloud storage

T3 VeRdiCT It’s pretty much the G2 but 
too big, more expensive and 
curved for no obvious reason

A great screen and intuitive 
design, let down a touch by 
size and a cluttered OS

The Android phone to beat, 
it’s ludicrously well-specced 
fo a very reasonable price

RaTinG

{Rivals}

lG’s three-way tussle with itself 
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The G Flex. an only child,  
waiting by the park?



r A T e dReview

love Premium waterproof design. Brilliant 4.3-inch 
display. Quadcore processor
hate No Android 4.4. Sony’s interface feels dated
t3 says this android smartphone is smaller,  
but just as capable as the full-size Xperia Z1

 

love Impressive battery. Attractive. Runs Android 4.4
hate Underpowered. Average screen. Quite chunky
t3 says a decent phone with a commendable battery life,  
but there's little evidence of the X factor here

 

the march towards 
giant phones doesn’t 
appeal to everyone. 
But for those allergic 
to its giant flagship, 
the Xperia Z1, sony’s 
released a Mini Me…

Firstly, smaller does not 
mean less powerful. The 
Z1 Compact’s camera is 
the same 20.7-megapixel 
Sony Exmor RS Sensor 
you’d find on its big bro, with 
performance equally impressive thanks to the 
2.2 GHz quadcore processor. It runs Android Jelly 
Bean rather than KitKat, but we’re hoping for an 
update soon. The screen is the same not-quite- 
full-HD res as the Moto X, but Sony’s TRILUMINOS 
and X-Reality tech make the most of every pixel. 

Build quality is just as premium as the Z1, 
with an overall footprint that’s only a smidgeon 
larger than the Apple iPhone 5C, and keeps its 
immunity to water, too (up to 1.5 metres for half 
an hour). At £450 the price tag isn’t far shy of the 
£570 you’d pay for the five-inch Z1, but then this 
isn’t a budget phone, it’s a flagship device that 
happens to fit more easily in your pocket.

this is the first flagship 
android phone released by 
Moto since Google purchased 
the firm back in 2012. should 
we take the fact that the big 
G’s already sold it to lenovo 
as a bad sign? Perhaps…

Launching first in the US while we 
made do with the cheap but nice Moto G, 
the X won over reviewers, compensating 
for mid-rangey innards with the Moto 
Maker custom service, which lets you 
choose from a range of colours and wood-
effect finishes. For UK customers the 
choice is reduced a tad: black or white? 

But without the fancy paint job, the Moto X fails to overly 
impress. Its specs are solid, but feel out of date; strange 
given as they power the latest version of Android. The 4.7-
inch AMOLED screen has a 1280x720 display, falling short 
of full-HD. The ten-meg Clear Pixel camera is no slouch, 
offering 1080p video recording and slow-mo capture, but 
struggles in low light. There’s only a dualcore processor 
fuelling things, but the reduced power means battery life 
is good. This is further helped by the Active Display, which 
shows notifications when the phone is locked but only 
lights the necessary pixels to conserve vital juice. 

This is a perfectly good phone, but with competition  
so tight, at this price good isn’t always good enough.

{SpecificationS}
OS Android 4.3

PrOceSSOr/ram  
2.2GHz quadcore/2GB

Screen 4.3-inch, 1280x720 
rear cam 20.7-meg/1080p
FrOnt cam 2-meg/1080p
StOrage 16GB, microSD

cOnnectivity Wi-Fi, DLNA, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 3G, USB

Battery Up to 12 hours
DimenSiOnS 

127x64.9x9.5mm/137g

for the 
eXtended 
review 
head to 
t3.CoM 

for the 
eXtended 
review 
head to 
t3.CoM 

{SpecificationS}
OS Android 4.4

PrOceSSOr/ram 
Dualcore X8 Mobile/2GB

Screen 4.7-inch, 
1280x720 OLED

rear cam 10-meg/1080p
FrOnt cam 2-meg/1080p
StOrage 16GB or 32GB, 

plus 50GB Google Drive free 
for two years

cOnnectivity AC Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 4G, USB

Battery Up to 24 hours
DimenSiOnS 

129x65mm/130g

WORDS thoMas taMBlyn

 Motorola  Moto X
£380, mOtOrOla.cO.uk

 Sony Xperia Z1
 CoMpaCt
£450, SOnymOBile.cOm
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height 960mm 
width 1,468mm 
depth 425mm 
weight 43kg

T er A T e d

{Dimensions}

1 2 3

{Details}

{Panasonic tX-l65Wt600}

points of interest

Words steve may

head over to 
t3.com for 
an extended 
review 

 It’s 4K, 
 but faster
panasonic’s Ultra HigH- 
Definition tellybox  brings 
its HigHer frame rate to  
tHe yarD. anD Damn rigHt,  
it’s better tHan yoUrs…

Design
A super-narrow bezel 
ensures that the build 

doesn’t detract from the 
4K imagery on show

speakers
The front speakers are 
THX-certified, but little 
more than functional.

Disappointing at this price

ConneCtions
There are four HDMI ports, 

including one that’s  
HDMI 2.0 compatible, plus  
a 4K-capable DisplayPort

{sPecifications}
 

Screen 65-inch, 
3840x2160

3d Active Shutter
tuner 2x Freeview HD, 

2x Freesat satellite
web tV My Home Screen

Audio 20W
connectionS Wi-Fi,  

4x HDMI, 3x USB, 
DisplayPort, AV adaptor  
for component/scart/

composite, digital optical 
audio, Ethernet, SD

Love stunning 2160p high frame rate 4K. 
Personalised My Home screen interface.  
Twin Freeview Hd and Freesat tuners
hate Weedy audio performance
t3 says Panasonic has redefined 4K picture 
quality before there's even anything to watch
 

with a native 4K tv service, most likely  
from sky, still a year or more away and an 
upgraded Blu-ray specification looking 
similarly tardy, there might seem little point 
to Ultra hd beyond upscaling existing hd 
content. if you do have the money to invest  
in a 4K tv, though, and want something to 
show off on it right now, there are options.

Panasonic has its own 4K streaming 
service delivered via its connected portal, 
comprising of demo clips. you’ll need a fast 
fibre-optic broadband connection to view 
them and you’ll soon bore of the choice,  
but there’s also youtube’s 4K channel and 
the promise of 4K netflix on the horizon.

{focus}

what can you watch in 4K?

we’re all on board with 4K tvs 
providing the finest image quality 
you can get, right? well, now you 
can go one better, with a 4K telly 
able to handle higher frame rates, 
too. the best just got even better, 
but sadly no less pricey.

Panasonic’s TX-L65WT600 is the first TV 
to offer compatibility with high frame rate 
4K, splashed across its 65-inch 3840x2160 
screen. Expected to be embraced by sky 
and other broadcasters in 2015 – although 
nothing’s confirmed as yet – 50/60Hz  
Ultra Hd adds a silky smoothness to the 
already astonishing clarity of 4K images. Test 
footage of high frame rate 4K looks absolutely 
brilliant and, importantly, the WT600 also 
does a terrific job with upscaled Blu-rays.

The connections befit a future-proof smart 
telly, with four HdMIs, one of which is HdMI 
2.0, and a 4K-capable displayPort, which can 
be used to play 4K games at 60 frames per 
second via a tricked-out PC and graphics card. 

Panasonic’s My Home screen interface lets 
you pick the content you prefer – currently 
that won’t include anything 4K, though – and 
includes a hi-res web browser. The inclusion of 
multiple tuners allows for MultiView windows, 
watching two shows at once on one screen, or 
one on the TV and one on your smartphone. 

This is a top TV, but with scant 4K content 
available, let alone at the high frame rate the 
WT600 is capable of, we’d advise waiting.
£5,499, pAnASonic.co.uk

3

1
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Your office pep may be on  
the wane, a drab, strike-laden 
February having worn you down, 
but there’s no excuse for your 
laptop to be anything but on top 
of its game. We suggest it’s time 
for an upgrade: faster processor, 
more RAM, better versatility.

All of the laptops on test here are at the 
forefront of their individual fields, whether that 
be offering professional-level performance, 
top-notch PC gaming credentials, the hybrid 
versatility of a laptop and tablet in one, or 
simply a wallet-pleasing price. There truly  
is something for everyone… ➜

lenovo 
ideapad 
yoga 11s

£550

hp 
chromebook 11

£229

toshiba 
satellite 

nb10t a-102
£349

chillblast 
defiant mini 

13-inch
£899

apple 
macbook pro 
13-inch retina

£1,099
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{contenders}

Meet the new 
iT crowd

r A T e d

 The PC
pick & mix
whether your demands are 
power, portability or price-
driven, we have a laptop to 
suit your exacting standards. 
please enquire within…
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a very middle-of-the-road 
500gB hard drive on board. 
Connectivity is a little more 
impressive: Bluetooth 4.0, 
N Wi-Fi, one UsB 3.0 and 
a couple of UsB 2.0 ports, 
plus vgA for hooking it up to 
computer monitors.

But there’s not a lot to 
get excited about here. From 
the conservative build to 
the average spec list and 
slightly washed-out screen, 
this is a basic laptop defined 
by its very pleasing price 
tag. It could be a sensible 
option for businessmen on 
a budget and students, but 
the only passable three and 
a half hour battery life limits its usefulness.
Ultimately, if you’re on board with cloud 
computing, the hP Chromebook 11 is a more 
interesting option at this kind of budget.

love Bargain price for an ultra-portable with a 
touchscreen. Plenty of ports
HATe Nondescript styling. Washed-out screen
T3 SAYS not exciting, but a sensible option with 
an added touchscreen for not much dosh

{dimensions}

{specification}
Os Windows 8

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768  
touchscreen

PrOcessOr/ram 2GHz 
Intel Pentium N3510/4GB

GraPhics Intel HD Graphics
stOraGe 500GB HDD

cOnnectivity N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, USB 3.0, 2x 

USB 2.0, HDMI, VGA, memory 
card slot, 3.5mm

quOted battery 3.5 hours

A traditional no-frills, low-spec 
laptop for those on a budget

Traditional laptop sales are on the slide, with 
recent figures quite damning, but they’re still 
a better option than a tablet for anyone with 
a limited budget and a desire to get down 
to some serious work. At £349, the Toshiba 
satellite NB10T A-102 costs about the same 
as a basic Windows 8 tablet, but here you get 
a full-fat Windows 8.1 operating system and 
a sturdy, workmanlike keyboard – there’s no 
backlight and keys are a little shorter than we’d 
like, but they still beat virtual keys.

In a nod to tablets, you get a touchscreen: 
an 11.6-inch one, with a 1366x768 resolution. 
Colours don’t have anywhere near the same 
pop as the Lenovo IdeaPad yoga 11s, but it is 
crisp and clear. Unfortunately, the glossy finish 
does mean the satellite NB10T suffers from 
reflection issues, with the screen not quite 
bright enough to offset them. 

What you don’t get at this price is all-out 
performance. There’s a quadcore mobile 
Pentium processor, more than adequate for 
running everyday applications smoothly, 
and basic Intel hd graphics. They make a 
passable combination, but don’t expect to 
manage playing any great games. There’s no 
sign of speedy solid state storage, either, with 

heiGht 25.1mm 
Width 284mm 

dePth 208.6mm
WeiGht 1.3kg

{details}

{accessorise}

kensington 
Slimblade 

Bluetooth mouse
slinging this toshiba laptop 
into a briefcase and heading 
off to make a presentation? 

throw in this compact 
mouse that doubles as a 
presentation remote, too.  

£35, kensinGtOn.cOm

1
Design

nothing special here, it’s 
the plain one on test, but it 

does feel compact and 
suitably durable 

2
screen

colours are washed-out 
and the touchscreen 

serves little purpose, but 
we’re glad it’s there

3
KeyboarD 

better than a virtual one, 
but there’s no backlighting, 

keys are lacking in travel 
and the touchpad is small

Toshiba saTelliTe Nb10T a-102
£349, tOshiba.cO.uk

3

2

1
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during more intense gaming 
sessions, but the keys are a 
touch on the narrow side due 
to an extra row of function 
keys running down the 
right-hand side. The full-size 
cursors are preferable to the 
half-size efforts, though.

The only other grumble is 
about the stereo speakers. 
Placed underneath the 
laptop, they produce a sound 
akin to two tin cans and a 
length of string. Use the 
built-in Bluetooth to hook up 
a headset and you’ll never 
have to bother with them.

While certainly not the 
most ferocious gaming 
laptop you can buy, this is definitely one of the 
most portable. If you want to take your games 
on the road, you’d be hard-pushed to find a 
better spec for the outlay.

love Plenty of power in a portable frame. Bright, 
vibrant display. hybrid storage speeds things up
HATe Cramped keyboards. Awful built-in speakers
T3 SAYS great gaming performance for the price. 
earns a spot near the top of the leaderboard

{dimensions}

{specification}
Os Windows 8.1

screen 13.3-inch, 
1920x1080

PrOcessOr/ram 2.4GHz 
quadcore i7/8GB

GraPhics Intel HD 4600/
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 765M

stOraGe 1TB hybrid 
HDD/SSD

cOnnectivity N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 3x USB 3.0, 

USB 2.0, HDMI, VGA, memory 
card slot, 3.5mm audio in/out
quOted battery 5 hours

The power to play the latest 
games at a price you can afford

The Chillblast defiant mini is the odd one out 
in this company. despite the 13-inch screen, 
it’s a bit of a bruiser, almost 32mm thick and 
weighing in at 2.1kg. While clean lines and an 
understated finish keep things looking classy, 
there’s no denying that bulk. But then there’s 
simply no way to cram the kind of performance 
on offer here into anything smaller.

The defiant is designed to handle the latest 
games, yet still be as portable as possible. 
Powered by a quadcore i7 processor and 
Nvidia geForce gTX 765m graphics, it packs 
a 1TB hybrid hard drive for good measure – a 
valuable addition, since it combines ample 
storage space with the performance boost of 
an 8gB ssd cache. That basic spec means 
it can play current-gen graphics with bags of 
detail even at high frame rates, though not 
always in the screen’s native resolution.

The 1920x1080 display complements the 
processing power on offer nicely. Bright and 
clear, it’s easy to view even from off-centre. 
The anti-glare finish is welcome, too, as being 
blinded momentarily by your screen when 
playing Battlefield 4 can prove fatal.

The back-lit keyboard is again reliably 
solid, capable of taking a serious bashing 

heiGht 31.9mm 
Width 330mm 
dePth 227mm
WeiGht 2.1kg

1
Design

clean, compact styling, 
but at over 2kg it’s far too 

heavy to comfortably carry 
around all day

2
screen

the crisp full-hd display 
makes the most of the 

latest games and limits the 
amount of glare

3
KeyboarD

although very durable, 
keys are overly cramped. 

you can switch off the 
touchpad when gaming

{details}

ChillblasT DefiaNT MiNi 13-iNCh
£899, chiLLbLast.cOm

{accessorise}

Razer kraken 
pro headset

supplant the defiant’s 
woeful speakers by 

plugging in a comfortable 
gaming headset with a 
retractable boom mic. 

£66, raZerZOne.cOm

1

2

3

T eLaptops r A T e d
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{dimensions}

2

3

1
Design

a clean combo of white 
plastic exterior and tough 
magnesium interior, with a 

splash of Google colour

2
screen

small and not full-hd, but 
it’s bright and vibrant 

nevertheless, with wide 
viewing angles

3
KeyboarD

it’s not back-lit and the 
touchpad has limited 

gesture controls, but the 
keys are well-spaced

heiGht 17.6mm 
Width 297mm
dePth 192mm 
WeiGht 1.04kg

playback. A 16gB ssd may 
also seem stingy, but you do 
get 100gB of free google 
drive storage for the first two 
years – after that it’ll cost 
you $4.99 a month. Just two 
UsB 2.0 ports offer scant 
connectivity options and the 
11.6-inch screen falls short 
of a full-hd resolution, just 
1366x768, although it still 
looks pretty good.

Compact and light, the 
Chromebook 11 sports a 
gloss white case, clean lines 
and a magnesium frame, 
which means it’s built to last. 
It even charges conveniently 
via microUsB, like a 
smartphone or slate. It’s more like a cheap 
tablet alternative than a “proper” laptop, but 
if you’re a not-so-demanding user, this is well 
worth considering.

hP ChroMebook 11
£229, GOOGLe.cO.uk

{details}

one for the cash-poor, internet-
savvy generation

The hP Chromebook 11 is by far the cheapest 
laptop here, but then it isn’t a laptop in the 
traditional sense of the word. Rather, it’s a 
seriously pared-down ultra portable running 
the tightly locked-down google Chrome os. 

To get the most out of a Chromebook you 
need to be connected to the internet. While 
some may gawp, this isn’t actually that big a 
problem: you have Wi-Fi at home, at work, in 
most coffee shops, there’s the option of adding 
4g connectivity, heck, you can always tether 
it to your phone if you’re really struggling 
(although watch those data bills, mind). 

google has a comprehensive suite of web-
based productivity, email and entertainment 
apps, and a multitude of others run seamlessly 
in the Chrome browser. you can edit google 
drive documents and view appointments in 
your calendar without a web connection, but to 
get serious work done you’ll need to go online.

Basic specs aren’t that impressive, but they 
have been reduced cleverly to keep the cost 
and weight down without seriously impacting 
everyday performance. you get a dualcore 
processor based on the ARm Cortex-A15, 
which will struggle to play complex online 
games, but has few problems with hd video 

{specification}
Os Google Chrome

screen  11.6-inch, 1366x768
PrOcessOr/ram 1.7GHz 

dualcore Exynos 5/2GB
GraPhics ARM Mali-T604

stOraGe 16GB SSD
cOnnectivity N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, 2x USB 2.0, 

SIM slot, micro USB
quOted battery 6 hours

{accessorise}

Huawei e5756
built-in 4G is available on 
the chromebook 11, but if 
you decide against it you 

can plug in this mi-Fi 
dongle at a later date, 

allowing PayG mobile data.
FrOm £79 (tariFFs vary), 

three.cO.uk

love elegant styling. very light, yet sturdy. Reduced 
spec is still up to most day-to-day tasks
HATe Reliance on a web connection. Lacking in grunt
T3 SAYS it’s web-dependent, and no power player, 
but this laptop is cheap and very cheerful

1



➜

1
Design

Laptop, tablet and 
video-viewing “tent” 

modes add versatility. it’s 
like high-tech origami

2
screen

this is not one of the 
highest resolution screens 

on test, but it’s touch-
sensitive, crisp and clear

3
KeyboarD

better than a touchscreen 
for prolonged typing, but it 

makes for a bulky tablet

love Tactile finish and good looks. more well thought 
through than most hybrid devices
HATe Weaker spec than proper laptops on test
T3 SAYS A smart Windows 8 contortionist that 
offers more than most hybrid devices

Finding it hard picking between  
a laptop and a tablet? don’t…

The yoga is so-called because of its impressive 
flexibility, both figurative and literal. The 
11-inch touchscreen can fold back through a 
full 360 degrees to sit flat against the laptop’s 
underside, turning a traditional laptop design 
into a slightly-dumpier-than-normal tablet. 

Thankfully the sharp lines and bright 
orange case are easier on the eye, and despite 
being a bit thick and heavy to hold in one 
hand, the arrangement works well. Watch 
yoga spokesperson and sometimes steve 
Jobs impersonator Ashton Kutcher using it 
in the telly ad and you might wonder when 
putting a keyboard facedown on a grimy café 
tabletop became an innovative idea. yet the 
yoga can also be propped up in a tent-style 
arrangement for viewing videos, or in a classic 
netbook layout. The keyboard and touchpad 
are disabled automatically when you switch 
to tablet mode, so there’s no risk of typing or 
clicking something inadvertently either.

The keyboard isn’t backlit, but it’s otherwise 
up to scratch and the keys are a good size with 
plenty of feel. The large touchpad is a success, 
too, doing away with separate buttons to 
increase the usable surface area. meanwhile, 
on the flip-side, the 11.6-inch touchscreen has 

leNovo iDeaPaD Yoga 11s
£550, shOP.LenOvO.cOm

{specification}
Os Windows 8

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 
touchscreen

PrOcessOr/ram 1.4GHz 
Core i3/4GB

GraPhics Intel HD 4000
stOraGe 128GB SSD

cOnnectivity N Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth 4.0, USB 3.0, USB 
2.0, HDMI, 3.5mm, SD slot

quOted battery 6 hours

{dimensions}

heiGht 15.6mm 
Width 298mm 
dePth 204mm
WeiGht 1.35kg

{details}

a 1366x768 resolution that’s 
bright, clear and reasonably 
vibrant, although the glossy 
finish means it does suffer 
from distracting reflections. 

spec-wise, the yoga 11s 
is closer to a tablet than 
a laptop. The dualcore i3 
processor is capable but 
never flys and the Intel hd 
graphics are relatively weak, 
but capable of playing all 
but the more demanding 3d 
games. Ports are thin on the 
ground, with an hdmI, UsB 
2.0 and UsB 3.0 covering 
eventualities, and you get 
128gB ssd storage as well.

you’ll need it, too, as 
there’s the full version of Windows 8.1 inside, 
no watered-down RT here. If you’re unsure on 
getting a laptop or tablet, this isn’t perfect, but 
it does offer one of the better compromises. 
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{accessorise}

Wacom 
Bamboo Stylus

make the most of the 
yoga’s touchscreen with a 

stylus that comes with 
different tips for drawing 
and careful note taking. 

£35, WacOm.cOm

1

2

3

T er A T e dLaptops
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1
Design

sleek, durable and 
aluminium wrapped. its 

looks are oft mimicked but 
rarely matched

2
screen

the retina display has a 
2560x1600 resolution, 
producing crystal clear 

text and stunning pictures

3
KeyboarD

bright, well-proportioned 
keys and a massive, very 

responsive trackpad  

love Retina display. excellent processor and ssd 
performance. surprisingly good value for money
HATe Tough to upgrade. screen glare. gets hot
T3 SAYS now cheaper, but no less luxury, the 
MacBook pro with Retina is a real star

Seeking a professional with style 
and substance? look no further

Apple updated its macBook Pro 13-inch last 
october, slapping its stunning Retina display 
up front. Little else has changed, but then little 
else needed to – it’s a bit lighter, a bit thinner 
and quite a lot cheaper, with the price of this 
basic model more in line with the macBook Air.

The Pro’s iconic construction makes use of 
sleek aluminium, inside and out, while the large 
keys of the back-lit keyboard are still among 
the best to be found on any laptop. 

Classic Apple build quality aside, the main 
draw of the new macBook Pro is that screen. 
Its native 2560x1600 resolution is put to 
use displaying a virtual 1280x800 picture 
that, while not mind-blowingly high quality, 
is extraordinarily crisp. mapping one virtual 
pixel to every four miniscule real ones means 
os X can carry out font-smoothing at a level 
that eliminates all rough edges to the naked 
eye. The result is text that looks as crisp as 
the printed words you’re reading now. The 
sheer brightness also helps negate reflections, 
although working at this intensity for extended 
durations can be tough on the eyes. 

The macBook Pro’s second calling card is 
its serious power. here, on the basic model, 
there’s a 2.4ghz Intel Core i5 dualcore 

{specification}
Os OS X 10.9 Mavericks 

screen 13.3-inch, 
2560x1600

PrOcessOr/ram 2.4GHz 
dualcore i5/4GB

GraPhics Intel Iris 
Graphics 5100

stOraGe 128GB SSD
cOnnectivity AC Wi-Fi, 2x 

USB 3.0, 2x Thunderbolt, 
HDMI, SDXC card slot, 3.5mm
quOted battery 9 hours

{dimensions}

heiGht 18mm 
Width 314mm 
dePth 219mm
WeiGht 1.55kg

{details}

processor, 4gB RAm and 
128gB of PCI express 2.0 
ssd storage that makes 
applications launch near 
instantly, although its chassis 
can get a bit hot. despite 
its speed, this remains a 
machine for pros and even 
those specs might be a little 
underpowered for some. 
If you think you’re likely to 
outgrow the basic setup, 
decide now, as the macBook 
Pro’s memory is soldered 
right on to the motherboard, 
making upgrades tough; 
choose to upgrade to 8gB 
RAm when configuring and  
it will cost just £80. 

Now that Apple’s flagship macBook is more 
affordable, it’s easier than ever to recommend. 
A well balanced package of power, looks and 
portability, it’s worth the extra investment.

{accessorise}

Henge docks 
Horizontal 

docking Station
make the macbook Pro 

retina the centrepiece of a 
desktop setup, with this 
futuristic dock that adds 

six extra usb 3.0 ports, too. 
$249, henGedOcks.cOm

3

2

1

aPPle MaCbook Pro 13-iNCh reTiNa
£1,099, aPPLe.cOm/uk

test
winner
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1 
Performance – An Intel 
haswell processor and 
fast PCI express 2.0 ssd 
mean there’s less waiting 
time when multitasking 

2 
Battery life – Apple 
reckons up to nine hours 
Wi-Fi web surfing is 
possible and we’d 
actually agree with them

3 
Connections– you get 
two Thunderbolt 2 ports, 

each offering 20gbit 
bandwidth, and great 
expansion potential

4 
Retina display – Amazing 
picture quality and cystal 
clear text. even this 
smaller 13-inch screen 
looks outstanding

5 
 AC Wi-Fi – Wireless 
networking with the 
speed of gigabit ethernet 
means there’s no longer 
a performance penalty

6
os X mavericks – That 
it’s not Windows 8 will be 
enough for some, but 
Apple’s latest os is damn 
slick in its own right

7
style – still one of the 
best-looking laptops 
around, and one of the 
most well constructed

8
Price – £150 cheaper 
than old macBook Pro, 
despite the better spec

{reasons}

Why the Apple 
MacBook pro 
13-inch Retina 
is our winner

it’s time to have a long, hard think about your 
actual mobile computing wants and needs. 
There’s an option here to fulfill any brief, each 
with its own merits, but the deciding factor  
will be you. Still not sure? let us recap the 
highlights while you continue to ponder.

our winning laptop, the MacBook pro with 
Retina, is the finest but also the most pricey. 
its screen is beautiful and its specs unlikely to 
disappoint but, despite its now lower price tag, 
may still be too rich for some tastes.

Representing the gaming fraternity is the 
Chillblast defiant Mini, with a zippy processor 
and plenty of storage. it isn’t the highest 
performing gaming laptop out there, but it  
is both affordable and portable. 

if the latter points are more important than 
specs, though, there’s the Hp Chromebook 11, 
which makes up for its web dependency with a 
chic build and low cost, or the Toshiba Satellite 
nB10T A-102, which has budget on the brain.

Still vacillating? Finally there’s the lenovo 
ideapad Yoga, a device for those of you who 
aren’t just struggling to decide which laptop  
to buy, but whether or not they want one at  
all; maybe a tablet with a keyboard is what  
you need? The decision, as ever, is yours…

{final Word}

what’s your laptop poison?

1. better batteries 
the future is tiny graphene 
power supplies for each 
laptop components, all 
recharging in seconds and 
eliminating the need for  
a single bulky battery.

2. Dual operating 
systems
Flitting between Windows 
8 and android? try the best 
of both worlds. microsoft 
and Google may yet quash 
this intel initiative, mind. 

3. next-gen intel chips
intel’s new processor, 
codenamed broadwell, 
with improved graphics 
and reduced power 
consumption (so we’re 
told) arrives late 2014.

4. wigig
ac Wi-Fi is fast, but with 
a theoretical throughput 
of 7Gbit/s, the new WiGig 
standard works at 60hz 
and blows it away. it’ll 
arrive by the year’s end.

{extra}

Where next for laptops?

T e d

MAke And Model

Toshiba saTelliTe 
Nb10T a-102

ChillblasT DefiaNT 
MiNi 13-iNCh hP ChroMebook 11

leNovo iDeaPaD 
Yoga 11s

aPPle MaCbook Pro 
13-iNCh reTiNa 

pRiCe, uRl £349, ToSHiBA.Co.uk £899, CHillBlAST.CoM £229, google.Co.uk £550, SHop.lenovo.CoM £1,099, Apple.CoM/uk

oS Windows 8 Windows 8.1 Google Chrome Windows 8 OS X 10.9 Mavericks

SCReen 11.6-inch, 1366x768  
touchscreen

 13.3-inch, 1920x1080 11.6-inch, 1366x768 11.6-inch, 1366x768 
touchscreen

13.3-inch, 2560x1600

pRoCeSSoR/RAM 2GHz Intel Pentium 
N3510/4GB

2.4GHz quadcore i7/8GB 1.7GHz dualcore 
Exynos 5/2GB

1.4GHz Core i3/4GB 2.4GHz dualcore i5/4GB

gRApHiCS Intel HD Graphics Intel HD 4600/NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX 765M

ARM Mali-T604 Intel HD 4000 Intel Iris 
Graphics 5100

SToRAge 500GB HDD 1TB hybrid HDD/SSD 16GB SSD 128GB SSD 128GB SSD

ConneCTiviTY N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, USB 
3.0, 2x USB 2.0, HDMI, VGA, 
memory card slot, 3.5mm

N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, 3x 
USB 3.0, USB 2.0, HDMI, VGA, 
memory card slot, 3.5mm

N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, 2x USB 
2.0, SIM slot, micro USB

N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0, USB 
3.0, USB 2.0, HDMI, memory 
card slot, 3.5mm

AC Wi-Fi, 2x USB 3.0, 2x 
Thunderbolt, HDMI, SDXC 
card slot, 3.5mm

quoTed BATTeRY liFe 3.5 hours 5 hours 6 hours 6 hours  9 hours

diMenSionS 25.1x284x208.6mm/1.3kg 1.9x330x227mm/2.1kg 17.6x297x192mm/1.04kg 15.6x298x204mm/1.35kg 18x314x219mm/1.55kg

love Bargain price for an 
ultra-portable with a 
touchscreen. Plenty of ports

Plenty of power in a portable 
frame. Bright display. Hybrid 
storage speeds things up

Elegant styling. Very light, yet 
sturdy. Reduced spec is still 
up to most day-to-day tasks

Tactile finish and good looks. 
More well thought through 
than most hybrid devices

Retina Display. Excellent 
processor and SSD 
performance. Surprisingly 
good value for money

HATe Nondescript styling. 
Washed-out screen

Cramped keyboards. Awful 
built-in speakers

Reliance on a web connection Weaker spec than “proper” 
laptops on test

Tough/expensive to upgrade. 
Some screen glare. Gets hot

T3 SAYS Not exciting, but a sensible 
option with an added 
touchscreen for not very 
much dosh at all

Great gaming performance 
for the price tag. Earns a 
spot near the top of the 
gaming PC leaderboard

It’s no power player, but  
this Google-powered, 
web-dependent but budget 
laptop is a real steal

A smart Windows 8 
contortionist that offers more 
functionality and specs than 
most hybrid devices

Now cheaper, but no less 
ultra-luxe, the updated 
MacBook Pro with Retina 
Display is a real star

RATing
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height 65mm 
width 100mm 
depth 16mm 
weight 132g

T er A T e d

{Dimensions}

1 2 3

{Details}

{the q camera}

points of interest

Words simon munk

head over to 
t3.com for 
an extended 
review Selfie 

addict
the q camera is a flashy 
innovation aimed squarely 
at digital narcissists, but 
should they take any notice?

Screen
The 2.7-inch display has a 

disappointing 320x240 
resolution that makes 

grainy pics look even worse

FocuS
Rotate the focus ring 

around the lens to choose 
between the three basic, 

Lomo-like settings

DeSign
The rubberised non-slip 
case come in nine bright 

colours and is both 
water- and dust-proof

{specifications}
 

SenSor 5-megapixel
Screen 2.7-inch,  

320x240 
LenS 24mm wide-angle F2.4

FLaSh LED Ring
connectivity 

3G (via SIM card), microUSB
Storage 2GB

Battery LiFe 200 shots

Love ring flash is very flattering. Controls are simple
hate Grainy and blurry shots are a common 
occurrence. No Wi-Fi. overly pricey
t3 says an interesting gimmick for the selfie 
generation, but not a particularly successful one
 

the Q camera’s distinctive design is 
dominated by the large Led ring flash circling 
the lens. it has been designed to light you 
with a more forgiving glow when taking selfies 
by producing a more evenly spread light than 
the dazzling flash on most compact cams and 
smartphones. in practical terms, this means 
you won’t look like a bleached-out zombie  
in close-up and the benefits are apparent 
immediately. that said, we still found the 
images to be a little grainy, although some 
may see this as an attempt to flatter the 
aesthetically challenged. to help you further, 
the flash counts down, telling you exactly how 
long you have left to strike a pose. vogue…

{focus}

now, this is a bit flash…

touted by its creators as the 
world’s first “fashion-forward, 
social camera”, the stylish Q has 
a ring flash for flattering, well-lit 
selfies, plus built-in instagram-
style filters and all your social 
networks on speed dial. 

Forget about autofocus, manual controls  
or a zoom, The Q camera has just four buttons 
and one slider control. shot options are 
simple: flash on/off, timed or not, focus set  
at either close, far or infinity, exposure limited 
to day, cloudy or night modes. The one smart 
addition is an LEd ring around the lens, which 
provides a more flattering light than a regular 
smartphone flash (more on that, below left). 

There’s no built-in Wi-Fi – hardly ideal for a 
camera that prides itself on being social – but 
you do get a slot for adding a sIM card. once 
you’ve paid for a data package, just take a pic 
and click the save button once to upload it 
to The Q Lab, an online archive of your shots 
and an effects studio with nine filters available 
so far. Click it twice and the same snap is 
sent to your social feeds –Twitter, Tumblr 
and Facebook are currently covered, but not 
Instagram, the spiritual home of the selfie.  

Five megapixels and a wide f2.4 aperture 
produce shots similar in quality to a mid-level 
smartphone, though they can be grainy and 
there’s no Hdr or video mode. Pricier than 
most compacts, yet with results that struggle 
to beat your blower, The Q is a bit of a #fail.
$199 (uS onLy), theqcamera.com

1
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love Easy to use Freetime platform. Integrated 
on-demand services. Cheap and sub-free
hate No built-in storage. Only a single tuner
t3 says Inexpensive and slick way to get  
your satellite tv fix without a subscription

 

love Great games. Improved battery. More storage. PS4 extras
hate No more OLED screen (weeps). Not so premium build
t3 says We’ve been big Ps vita fans since launch and while 
this second coming has some compromises, it's still a winner

 

satellite telly and 
easily digestible 
catch-up without the 
subscription fees,  
all for under £100…

Freesat has long been 
in the shadow of Freeview, 
its digital alternative, but 
now it’s making a play for 
stardom. This affordable box 
gifts you instant access to its 
170 TV and radio channels; 
eleven are delivered in 
HD, but the HD1000S can 
upscale the rest, with decent results.

Its interface apes the successful YouView 
format, with a seven-day EPG through which you 
can scroll forwards and backwards in time, loading 
catch-up shows or setting recordings as you go. 
There’s no built-in hard drive, but if you want to 
time-shift content you can record to a USB drive 
(a single tuner means you won’t be able to watch 
anything else, though). The box also boasts an 
online portal – the content cupboard is pretty 
bare, but internet clips upscale well. Sonically, 
the HB-1000S also excels, the receiver sporting 
a Dolby Digital Plus decoder and delivering 
multichannel 5.1 from HDMI and digital outputs. 

Of course, if you want access to Sky’s  
major channels you’ll still need to fork out for  
a subscription, but for those with a satellite and 
limited funds, this is a real televisual treat.

the Ps vita is dead; long  
live the Ps vita. originally 
revealed at last year’s tokyo 
Game show, the console 
formerly known as “slim”  
is sony’s rebuilt handheld… 

Sleeker than its predecessor, the 
revamped portable boasts improved 
battery life and slightly increased 
onboard storage, although you’ll still 
need to invest in memory cards. It’s not 
all upgrades, though, with some corners 
cut to get the production cost down (this 
will replace the old Vita in shops), if not 
the price that much just yet. Most notable is the screen, 
with the stunning OLED display replaced by a five-inch 
LCD. Its 960x544 resolution is crisp, but it’s a step down.

The build quality has taken a slight hit, too, with the  
new black plastic finish not as satisfying to the touch, 
although the smaller rear touchpad is a notable 
improvement. Shoulder buttons feel more solidly built and 
more natural to use, too, and it now charges via microUSB. 

But the biggest appeal is the Vita’s well-stocked games 
library that benefits greatly from the PS Plus subscription 
service’s free games haul. You can play your PS4’s games 
over wi-fi via Remote Play, too, while PS Now’s streaming 
promise winks from the horizon. No reason to upgrade for 
Vita vets, then, but should entice those yet to indulge.

{SpecificationS}
tuner Satellite 

CatCh-up BBC iPlayer,  
ITV Player, 4OD, Demand 5
Web serviCes YouTube, 

Picasa, Flickr and more
storage None

ConneCtions F-connector, 
HDMI, phono AV, USB, 

optical digital, Ethernet
File support MKV, AVI, 

MOV, MP4, WMV, MP3, WMV
Dimensions 

200x33x155mm/485g

for the 
extended 
revIeW 
head to 
t3.CoM 

for the 
extended 
revIeW 
head to 
t3.CoM 

{SpecificationS}
sCreen 5-inch, 960x544 

LCD touchscreen
Cpu ARM Cortex-A9 

quadcore
gpu SGX543 MP4+
Cameras 320x240

at 120fps, 640x480 at 60fps
ConneCtivity N Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth 2.1, USB, SD
battery liFe 4-6 hours

Dimensions 
183x85x15mm/219g

Humax HB-1000S 
FreeSat HD Box
£99, humaxDigital.Co.uk

WORDS nICk CoWen aND steve May

Sony PS Vita
£180, uk.playstation.Com
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{the best of everything}

Smartphones p122 
Tablets p123 
Cameras p125
Laptops p126
Gaming p127
Headphones p128 
Home audio p130 
Home entertainment p131 
Televisions p132
Accessories p134

Top tens THE place to start researching your 
next gadget-buying jaunt. For an even more 
up-to-the-minute snapshot of our latest wish 
lists, check out t3.com/best-gadgets. 
Scores The products featured in The Guide 
are reassessed regularly against what’s new, 
hip and happening. As a result, we will re-rate 
older products to reflect the current market. 
Prices We scour the web for the best prices 
we can find at trusted retailers. Even so, check 
the most up-to-date deals before getting out 
your Solo, Access or Diner’s Club card.
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lg g2
 £475, lg.com/uk, tested christmas 2013

Sony Xperia Z1
 £570, sonymobile.com, tested december 2013

htc one
 £485, htc.com, tested june 2013

google neXUS 5
 from £229, google.co.uk, tested january 2014

SamSUng galaXy S4
 £407, samsung.com/uk, tested july 2013

love Powerful, stylish and well built. Superb camera and  
a large, high quality screen. Oh, and it’s waterproof to boot
hate Too large and pricey for some, potentially 
t3 says With awesome power in a slimline, sexy, water-
shunning case, this is sony’s best smartphone ever
specifications

processor 2.2GHz quadcore screen 5-inch, 1920x1080
camera 20.7-meg/1080p storage 16GB, microSD

love Chic metallic design. A fantastic, innovative camera. 
Great audio, with front-facing speakers
hate Average battery life. No expandable storage
t3 says a thing of beauty with brains to match.  
t3’s gadget of the year 2013 and still a top android
specifications

processor 1.7GHz quadcore screen 4.7-inch, 1920x1080
camera 4-meg/1080p storage 32GB or 64GB

love Incredible 1080p display. Android KitKat operating 
system. Affordable price tag
hate Average camera and no 64GB option
t3 says the best ever nexus phone is a top android 
blower, offering a heck of a lot for not much dosh
specifications

processor 2.3GHz quadcore screen 4.95-inch, 1920x1080
camera 8-meg/1080p storage 16GB or 32GB

love Powerful processor. Slick iOS 7. Looks premium, even in 
gold. Touch ID. One of the best smartphone cameras around
hate Pricing on higher-storage models is crazy
t3 says the innovations and improvements here justify 
the price gap over android rivals – just about – for now
specifications

processor A7 screen 4-inch, 1136x640
camera 8-meg/1080p storage 16GB, 32GB or 64GB
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apple iphone 5c
 from £469, apple.com/uk, tested december 2013

Sony Xperia Z1 compact
 from £450, sony.co.uk, tested april 2014

Sony Xperia Z Ultra
 £596, sonymobile.com, tested december 2013

motorola moto g
 from £135, motorola.co.uk, tested february

love Improved camera and 4G capability. iOS 7 looks good, 
works well and continues to improve. Cute colours
hate Not “cheap”, as anticipated
t3 says it’s the iphone 5 with a coloured back, at a very 
slightly lower price – and there’s not a lot wrong with that
specifications

processor A6 screen 4-inch, 1136x640
camera 8-meg/1080p storage 16GB or 32GB

love Premium waterproof design, just like its big brother. 
Brilliant 4.3-inch display. Powerful processor
hate Lack of Android 4.4. Sony’s own interface feels dated
t3 says the scaled-down version of the Xperia Z1  
loses very little of the original’s appeal
specifications

processor 2.2GHz quadcore screen 4.3-inch, 1280x720
camera 20.7-meg/1080p storage 16GB, microSD

love Stellar display does justice to pics and vids shot on the 
equally fine camera. Bags of power. Slim despite huge screen
hate It’ll be too large for some. Also by no means inexpensive
t3 says our current favourite massive-screened 
smartphone (although the note 3 lurks in the wings)
specifications

processor 2.2GHz quadcore screen 6.4-inch, 1920x1080
camera 8-meg/1080p storage 16GB, microSD

love Brilliant 4.5-inch HD display. Google app suite is 
excellent. Stylish, sturdy build quality
hate No 4G. Lacks storage, with no micro SD slot
t3 says proof that innovation needn’t mean a high price, 
this is comfortably the best budget smartphone
specifications

processor 1.2GHz quadcore screen 4.5-inch, 1280x720
camera 5-meg/1080p storage 8GB or 16GB

{buying tips}

Phone-camera video add-ons

1
mobislyder
portable camera slider for 
smooth, blur-free tracking 
shots every time. 
£54, glidetrack.com

2
rode ixy iphone  
stereo microphone
plugs directly into iphones 
(30-pin connection) for 
detailed audio recording.
£125, rodemic.com

3
the kick pocket-sized 
lighting studio
Wireless video light with 
adjustable colour. adds pop 
to videos on overcast days. 
£110, riftlabs.com

4
smartphone time-
lapse turntable
this rotating stand records 
a 360-degree party vid.
£20, fireboX.com

N e w  e N
t
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love Spectacular, high-resolution display. Cool gesture 
features. New camera tricks. Generally sound all round
hate Bit plasticky. Some features are a tad gimmicky
t3 says samsung’s best smartphone yet, even if it’s  
no longer quite the best android money can buy
specifications

processor 1.9GHz quadcore screen 5-inch, 1920x1080
camera 13-meg/1080p storage 16GB, microSD

05

apple iphone 5S
 from £549, apple.com/uk, tested december 2013

08

09

 Smartphones

love Bright, detailed screen. Quadcore power
hate Power/volume button on the back has dubious 
usefulness. Android isn’t as slick on this LG phone
t3 says offers a quadcore processor and top camera  
at a lower-than-average price
specifications

processor 2.26GHz quadcore screen 5.2-inch, 1920x1080
camera 13-meg/1080p storage 16GB or 32GB

06
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1
amazon kindle 
paperwhite
The best e-reader screen 
around, now backlit for 
late-night edification.
from £109, amazon.co.uk

2
barnes and noble 
nook glowlight
Great, backlit screen. Book 
store rivals amazon’s.
£49, BarnesandnoBle.com

3
amazon kindle
The cheaper, lighter kindle 
with an improved screen is 
a nailed-on bargain.
£69, amazon.co.uk

4
kobo aura
a top-quality e-ink screen 
with added touch control 
and backlighting. easy 
facebook/Twitter sharing.
£120, whsmiTh.co.uk

google nexus 10
  £319, GooGle.com/nexus, TesTed january 2013

aPPle IPaD aIR
  from £399, apple.com/uk, TesTed january 2014

samsung galaxy note 10.1
  £400, samsunG.com, TesTed april 2014

amazon kInDle HDx 8.9
  from £329, amazon.co.uk, TesTed april 2014

aPPle IPaD 2
 from £329, apple.com/uk, TesTed chrisTmas 2011

kInDle FIRe HDx
 from £199, amazon.co.uk, TesTed january 2014

google nexus 7
 from £199, GooGle.co.uk, TesTed novemBer 2013

aPPle IPaD mInI
 from £249, apple.com/uk, TesTed january 2013

nokIa lumIa 2520
 £399, nokia.co.uk, TesTed january 2014

aPPle IPaD mInI WItH RetIna 
 from £319, apple.com/uk, TesTed january 2014

love Stunning design. Blazing performance from the new 
A7 processor. Incredibly thin and lightweight
haTe No fingerprint sensor. Camera remains unchanged
T3 says That big retina screen. Those sleek, slimline 
looks. This is apple’s best full-sized ipad yet
specificaTions

os iOS7 processor A7 screen 9.7-inch, 2048x1536 
sToraGe 16GB, 32GB, 64GB or 128GB

love This 2014 Edition has been upgraded to a 2.3GHz 
quadcore processor, snazzy leather back and top-notch cam
haTe Expensive compared to Android rivals
T3 says a good-looking android tablet with outstanding 
camera skills and added s-pen action
specificaTions

os Android 4.3 processor 2.3GHz quadcore 
screen 10.1-inch, 2560x1600 sToraGe 16/32/64GB

love Larger, but still incredibly sharp screen. Quadcore 
processor and Amazon’s skinned Android fly. 4G option
haTe Limited app selection as ever
T3 says it’s big, nippy and incredibly simple to use, 
although not quite as portable as its smaller sibling
specificaTions

os Android 4.0, customised by Amazon processor 2.2GHz 
quadcore screen 8.9-inch, 2560x1600 sToraGe 16/32/64GB

love Decent battery, power and graphical oomph for its 
reduced price, with apps galore available. Thin, too 
haTe Rear camera is poor. Surpassed by powerful alternatives
T3 says still hanging in there and still appealing,  
this is now the cheapest way to get a full-sized ipad
specificaTions

os iOS 7 processor 1GHz dualcore  
screen 9.7-inch, 1024x768 sToraGe 16GB, 32GB or 64GB

love Simple operating system. Seven-inch display has very 
high pixel density for crisp images. Mayday is on hand to help
haTe Only approved apps (not many). No rear camera
T3 says amazon’s closed-system tablet is smarter than 
ever, but still incredibly simple. a good family tablet
specificaTions

os Android 4.0, by Amazon processor 2.2GHz quadcore 
screen 7-inch, 1920x1200 sToraGe 16GB, 32GB or 64GB

love Beautiful, high-res screen. Processing power boosted  
to 1.5GHz. Lightweight, compact build. Very affordable 
haTe Lack of tablet-optimised apps
T3 says The hardware is excellent, but there are too  
few tablet-specific android apps to topple apple yet
specificaTions

os Android 4.3 processor 1.5GHz quadcore  
screen 7.2-inch, 1920x1200 sToraGe 16GB or 32GB

love The pocket-friendly, 7.9-inch screen with ultra-slim  
bezel looks fantastic and works great. 4G LTE version available
haTe No Retina Display. Now only in 16GB version
T3 says apple’s first miniature tablet can still turn 
heads, but it’s been beaten on specs of late
specificaTions

os iOS 7 processor 1GHz dualcore  
screen 7.9-inch, 1024x768 sToraGe 16GB

love Tactile, attractive design. Speedy performance.
Nokia’s own-brand apps add to Windows 8.1
haTe Runs watered-down version of Windows 8.1
T3 says This is not the most powerful windows 
 tablet on the market, but it is the nicest to use
specificaTions

os Windows 8.1 processor 2.2GHz quadcore  
screen 10.1-inch, 1920x1080 sToraGe 32GB

love Retina screen. Speedy and sleek. More LTE bands and 
128GB option. Best app store going. Perfect size for everyday use
haTe Touch ID would have been nice, but not essential
T3 says apple’s smallest ipad is still its best, for us,  
with specs that match the larger ipad air
specificaTions

os iOS 7 processor A7 screen 7.9-inch, 2048x1536 
sToraGe 16GB, 32GB, 64GB or 128GB
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Best-selling ebook readersTablets

available online @ t3.com the ultimate buyer’s guide

07

08

love Outstanding, super-HD display. Jelly Bean OS is 
excellent. Smooth operation. Solid build
haTe Lack of dedicated tablet apps. No 3G option yet
T3 says like the nexus 7 this gives power on the cheap, 
but lack of tablet-specific apps makes it less desirable
specificaTions

os Android 4.2 processor 1.7GHz quadcore  
screen 10.1-inch, 2560x1600 sToraGe16GB or 32GB
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Game Changer of the Year

Best New Web Technology 

Open Source Project of the Year

App of the Year 

Best Online Portfolio

Side Project of the Year

Demo of the Year

Best collaborative project 

Redesign of the Year

Podcast of the Year 

Conference Talk of the Year 

Grassroots event of the Year 

Entrepreneur of the Year

Emerging Talent of the Year

Young Developer of the Year

Young Designer of the Year

New Agency of the Year

Developer of the Year

Designer of the Year

Outstanding contribution 

Team of the Year 

Agency of the Year

VOTING NOW OPEN
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Cameras

Canon Ixus 255Hs
 £181, canon.co.uk, tested september 2013

samsung nx300
 £492, samsung.com/uk, tested june 2013

Canon Eos 650D
 £530, canon.co.uk, tested october 2012

Canon Eos 700D
 £566, canon.co.uk, tested october 2013

sony sLT-a58
 £317, sony.co.uk, tested october 2013

Love Detailed, noise-free shots and built-in Wi-Fi mean  
this properly compact cam, with a 10x zoom, is a real winner
Hate Rather boring, “classic” design
t3 says modern, feature-packed point-and-shoot 
delivers top-quality pictures for not too much dosh
specifications

sensor 12.1-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 24-240mm 
screen 3-inch WeigHt 144g

Love DSLR-quality photos. Tiltable AMOLED  
touchscreen. Manual controls aplenty. Built-in Wi-Fi
Hate No viewfinder or built-in flash
t3 says cutting-edge camera features in an  
attractive, compact package; a winner
specifications

sensor 21.6-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 18-55mm 
screen 3.31-inch touchscreen WeigHt 284g

Love Superb image quality and great low-light shooting  
thanks to fine high ISO performance
Hate No longer Canon’s top dog
t3 says still an impressive dsLr with great image 
quality and swift, touchscreen control
specifications

sensor 18-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 18-55mm 
screen 3-inch touchscreen WeigHt 575g

Love APS-C CMOS sensor delivers cracking images. 
Jack-of-all-trades zoom kit lens. Touchscreen LCD
Hate Relatively bulky and pricey
t3 says an excellent beginner’s dsLr that takes 
semi-pro shots with reliable quality
specifications

sensor 18.5-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 18-55mm 
screen 3-inch touchscreen WeigHt 580g

Love Great value for money. Translucent mirror allows  
you to film video in a flash. Decent lens choice
Hate Smaller LCD screen, but a fairly bulky look
t3 says sony’s not-a-dsLr is feature-packed  
with great performance and a low price
specifications

sensor 20.1-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 18-55mm 
screen 2.7-inch WeigHt 492g

a P ri l 2 014 T3 1 2 5

oLympus sT yLus sp-820uZ
 £159, oLympus.co.uk, tested september 2013

panasonIC LumIx DmC-gx7
 £899, panasonic.co.uk, tested december 2013

sony rx100 II
 £649, sony.co.uk, tested marcH 2014

oLympus sT yLus 1
 £550, oLympus.co.uk, tested marcH 2014

Canon powErsHoT s120
 £450, canon.co.uk, tested marcH 2014

Love Massive 40x zoom, detailed snaps and excellent video  
at a more-than-reasonable price
Hate Plasticky. Too chunky to really be described as a looker
t3 says a bargain, powerhouse camera with a  
show-stealing zoom, but it’s no looker
specifications

sensor 14-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 22.4-896mm 
screen 3-inch WeigHt 485g

Love Great, hi-res viewfinder and tiltable screen. Takes 
excellent photos and HD video. Reliable Wi-Fi for instant sharing
Hate On the premium end of “mid-priced”
t3 says panasonic’s best csc yet performs to a very 
high level, then ticks connectivity boxes just to show off
specifications

sensor 16-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 14-42mm 
screen 3-inch WeigHt 490g

Love Rock solid construction. Tilting LCD and hotshoe  
(a rarity on a compact). Carl Zeiss lens
Hate Tiny buttons. No handgrip. Expensive for a compact
t3 says an a-grade combination of optics and features 
crammed cleverly into a pocket snapper
specifications

sensor 20.2-megapixel/1080p Lens 28-200mm in  
35mm terms screen 3-inch WeigHt 281g

Love Longer lens reach. Constant fast f/2.8 aperture 
throughout the zoom range. Classy, DSLR-like design
Hate Largest compact cam on test. High price tag
t3 says not the smallest or cheapest compact around, 
but it is a proper grown-up option
specifications

sensor 12-megapixel/1080p Lens 28-300mm  in 35mm 
terms screen 3-inch touchscreen WeigHt 240g

Love Truly compact size. Easy manual control using the  
lens ring. Above-average picture quality
Hate Pricey for its size. Lacks a handgrip
t3 says a seriously compact cam with features and 
picture quality that punch above its weight
specifications

sensor 12.1-megapixel/1080p kit Lens 24-120mm in 
35mm terms screen 3-inch touchscreen WeigHt 217g
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{buying Tips}

Cam cases and straps to savour

1 
a-mode backpack 
simple backpacks with 
removable padding for a 
dsLr and lenses. comes in 
a rainbow of colours.
£50, rigu.co.uk

2 
courser compact dslr 
shoulder bag
canvas army-style bag with 
built-in dsLr protection.
£32, courserbags.com

3 
crumpler light 
delight hipster sling
incredibly lightweight 
padded shoulder bag that 
will fit more than your sLr.
£59, crumpLer.eu

4 
couch seatbelt  
dslr strap
recycled seatbelt straps 
let your cam hang in style.
£14, etsy.com
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Apple mAcbook pro with 
retinA displAy 13-inch

 £1,249, apple.com/uk, tested january 2014

hp spectre xt
 £770, hp.com/uk, tested march 2013

Acer c7 chromebook
 £199, acer.co.uk, tested march 2013

toshibA sAtellite nb10t A-102
 £349, toshiba.co.uk, tested april 2014

Asus vivobook s200
 £400, asus.co.uk, tested january 2013

Apple mAcbook Air
 from £849, apple.com/uk, tested september 2013

dell xps 15
 from £759, dell.co.uk, tested october 2012

love Thinner, lighter, with more storage space packed inside
hate Prone to overheating. Battery life’s not brilliant
t3 says the new macbook pro is better and cheaper
specifications

screen 13-inch, 2560x1600 processor/ram Core i5 
2.4GHz/8GB storage 256GB SSD quoted battery 9hrs

love Attractive and sturdy all-metal design. Seriously thin  
and portable. Great battery life. Beats Audio. Reasonably priced
hate Tricky touchpad. Screen could be better
t3 says the smartest ultrabook. What it lacks in power 
it makes up for with style and portability
specifications

screen 13.3-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram Core i5 
1.7GHz/4GB storage 128GB SSD quoted battery 7.5hrs

love Incredible price tag. Decent screen and acceptable 
processor. 100GB of cloud storage
hate Chrome OS lacks support. Requires web connection
t3 says the sheer cheapness makes this a very good  
second machine, or one for undemanding users
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram 1.1GHz Intel 
dualcore/2GB storage 320GB HDD quoted battery 3hrs

sony vAio duo 13
 £1,299, sony.co.uk, tested december 2013

love Slimline Windows 8 hybrid. Fantastic touchscreen  
and enough battery to make it through the day
hate Lack of storage for that crazy price tag
t3 says got money to burn on an overpriced Windows 8 
hybrid? you could do worse than this
specifications

screen 13.3-inch, 1920x1080 processor/ram 1.6GHz 
i5/4GB storage 128GB SSD quoted battery 10hrs

love Bargain price for an ultra-portable with a touchscreen. 
Plenty of ports provided
hate Non-descript styling. Washed-out screen
t3 says not exciting, but a sensible option with an 
added touchscreen for not very much dosh
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram 2GHz Intel 
Pentium/4GB storage 500GB HDD quoted battery 3.5hrs

love Responsive touchscreen. Compact design
hate Overly heavy, underpowered and the screen looks dull. 
Battery manages just three hours of heavy use
t3 says an affordable Windows 8 laptop, but corners 
have been cut here
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram 1.8GHz 
i3/2GB storage 500GB HDD quoted battery Not quoted

love Slimline looks, great battery life, cheaper than last year’s 
model, comes in 11- and 13-inch sizes. Now with Mavericks.
hate No Retina Display
t3 says the world’s best, ultra-portable laptop 
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768/13.3-inch, 1440x900 
processor/ram Core i5 1.3GHz/4GB storage 128GB  
or 256GB SSD quoted battery 9 hours/12 hours

love Amazing screen. Excellent build quality. Top performer 
thanks to powerful processor and graphics card. Good VFM
hate Weighty. No SSD
t3 says an incredibly powerful laptop for the price. 
still gives most macbooks a run for their money
specifications

screen 15.3-inch, 1920x1080 processor/ram Core i7 
2.1GHz/8GB storage 1TB HDD quoted battery 8hrs 

 Laptops {buying tips}

The finest all-in-one desktops

1 
apple imac
optimum combo of style 
and spec. a 2.7ghz i5 and 
1tb hdd come as standard.
from £1,099, apple.com/uk

2 
sony vaio tap 20
a touchscreen Windows 8 
all-in-one whose screen 
detaches to become a 
hulking, 20-inch tablet.
£1,000, sony.co.uk

3 
dell xps one 27
Windows 8 looks great on 
the 27-inch touchscreen. 
apple-rivalling spec and  
a blu-ray drive thrown in.
from £1,399, dell.co.uk

4 
toshiba lx830-11d
solid all-in-one that 
moonlights as a freeview 
recorder and dvd player.
£759, toshiba.co.uk 
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lenovo ideApAd yogA 11s
 £550, shop.lenovo.com, tested april 2014

hp chromebook 11
 £229, google.co.uk, tested april 2014

love Tactile finish and good looks. More well thought 
through than most hybrid devices
hate Weaker spec than proper laptops on test
t3 says a smart Windows 8 contortionist that offers 
more than most hybrid devices
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram 1.4GHz Core 
i3/4GB storage 128GB SSD quoted battery 6hrs

love Elegant styling. Very light, yet sturdy. Reduced  
spec is still up to most day-to-day tasks
hate Reliance on a web connection
t3 says it’s no power player, but this budget,  
web-dependent laptop is a steal for the spec
specifications

screen 11.6-inch, 1366x768 processor/ram 1.7GHz 
dualcore/2GB storage 16GB SSD quoted battery 6hrsN E W  E N
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nintendo wii u premium
 £250, nintendo.co.uk, tested christmas 2012

microsoft XboX 360 250Gb
 £165, xbox.co.uk, tested november 2011

chillblast defiant mini
 £899, chillblast.co.uk, tested april 2014

alienware 14
 £1,099, alienware.com, tested december 2013

playstation vita
 £180, uk.playstation.com, tested april 2014

microsoft XboX one
 £430, xbox.com, tested January 2014

sony playstation 4
 £350, uk.playstation.com, tested January 2014

sony ps3 super slim
 £209, uk.playstation.com, tested January 2013

nintendo 3ds Xl
 £190, nintendo.co.uk, tested october 2012

apple ipod touch 
 from £199, apple.com/uk, tested christmas 2012

love Genuinely innovative platform. Full-HD graphics at last 
for Mario and co. Some very good, unique games from Nintendo
hate Pricey. Touch screen an afterthought. Game options slim
t3 says nintendo again reinvented the way we play, yet 
unfortunately few developers fancy joining in the fun
specifications

storage 32GB connectivity N Wi-Fi, 4x USB, HDMI, NFC 
gamepad Touchcreen 6.2-inch, 854x480 battery 3-5 hours

love Affordable but powerful gaming machine. A feast of big 
games, indie gems and media. Sky support. Ace online service.
hate No Blu-ray. About 97 in gadget years. Ad-laden interface
t3 says a slick and powerful games and media machine. 
it’s been outgunned, but it’s still hanging on for now 
specifications

storage 4GB blu-ray/dvd No/Yes 
connectivity HDMI, 5x USB, ethernet, N Wi-Fi, AV out

love Power in a portable frame. Bright display. Hybrid storage
hate Cramped keyboards. Poor built-in speakers
t3 says great gaming performance for the price,  
so earns a spot on our leaderboard
specifications

processor 2.4GHz quadcore graphics Intel HD 4600/
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 765M ram/storage 8GB/1TB 
battery life (gaming) 5 hours

love Fantastic performance. 1080p screen one of the best. 
Great connectivity. PCs offer great game variety at low prices
hate Hefty. Have to restart to change graphics modes 
t3 says powerful, well built, portable-ish – a winner!
specifications

screen 14-inch, 1920x1080 LCD processor Core i7 
3.4GHz graphics Nvidia GeForce GTX 765M 2GB ram/
storage 8GB/750GB battery life (gaming) 1 hour

love Lighter and thinner that the original Vita, with slightly 
more storage. Improved battery life. Growing game library
hate OLED screen replaced by LCD. Less premium build
t3 says not an upgrade, but a more enticing starting 
point for would-be ps vita players
specifications

screen 5-inch, 960x544 LCD touchscreen connectivity N 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2.1, USB, SD, NFC battery 4-6 hours

love Powerful spec. Vastly improved functionality. Kinect 2.0 
impresses. Gameplay sharing easy. Oodles of media potential
hate Brutish design. Lack of games. Eye-watering price
t3 says this completely outguns the xbox 360 in terms  
of spec but won’t overtake it till better games arrive 
specifications

storage 500GB blu-ray/dvd Yes/Yes connectivity  
3x USB 3.0, N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2.1, HDMI, ethernet, optical 

love Most powerful next-gen console. Ergonomic new controller. 
Stylish design. Remote Play with PS Vita is ace. Decent price
hate Light on games and media. Interface basic. Camera extra
t3 says stunningly powerful and stylishly built. the ps4’s 
potential is there, even if the games currently aren’t
specifications

storage 500GB blu-ray/dvd Yes/Yes connectivity  
2x USB 3.0, N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 2.1, HDMI, optical audio, ethernet

love A Blu-ray player and media server that’s 3D-ready and 
supports the rather nifty Move controller (£24). Oh, and you  
can play games on it, too, with some very good exclusives
hate Horrid plasticky quality to latest model
t3 says a top gaming/film option if you can bear the build 
specifications

storage 320GB blu-ray/dvd Yes/Yes 
connectivity HDMI, 2x USB, ethernet, G Wi-Fi, AV out

love Bigger screens look great. Ergonomic curved design. 
Boosted battery life. Increasingly impressive game selection
hate Looks a bit cheap. No AC adaptor. 3D is a gimmick
t3 says look past the kiddie graphics and you’ll find an  
ace handheld with arguably the best game line-up of 2013
specifications

screen 4.88-inch 800x240 3D/4.18-inch 320x240 touch 
connectivity G Wi-Fi, 3.5mm audio battery 4 hours

love Beautifully designed and now packing iOS 7. Bigger,  
bolder Retina Display. A5 processor. Tonnes of cheap games
hate Pricey. Lacks physical controls. Closed system
t3 says a modern portable that’s spawned a new gen  
of gamers who don’t consider themselves gamers
specifications

screen 4-inch, 1136x640 touchscreen connectivity 
N Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0 battery 8hrs (video), 40 hrs (audio)
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1 
Vindicator Backpack
roomy, durable and 
recognisably garish case 
by specialist alienware.
£75, alienware.co.uk

2 
Walsoon 1B1-WE
pro-gaming backpack with 
space for pc, keyboard, 
mouse, headset and more. 
note: strength required.
£30, amazon.co.uk

3 
astro Mission Bag
packing an eva-injected 
reinforced frame, giving 
extra protection to console 
and pc gamers on the go.
£65, astrogaming.co.uk

4 
BattlE dragon Bag
giant pack with separate 
compartments for a pc, 
keyboard and monitor.
$55, ttesports.com

{focus}

Best gaming rig carrier bags
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Headphones

philips fidelio s2
£130, philips.co.uk, tested january 2014

sennheiser momentum
£260, sennheiser.com, tested october 2013

Kef m500
£250, keF.com, tested auGust 2013

b&w p3
£169, bowers-wilkins.co.uk, tested september 2012

loveTight in-ear buds, impressive bass and superb sound
isolation. Comfortable fit/stylish design
hate Expensive for in-ear headphones
t3 says top styling, sound and comfort make these
in-ears worth spending a bit more on
speciFications

impedance 22 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 15-24,000Hz
cord lenGth 1.2m

loveGreat sound. Excellent build quality.Very comfortable
indeed withminimal sound leakage
hateMonster carry case.Hefty size and price
t3 says robust build, lightweight design and comfy
earcups make these great for music lovers on the move
speciFications

impedance 18 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 16-22,000KHz
cord lenGth 1.4m

loveDetailed sound quality.Memory foam increases comfort
andminimises sound leakage. Classic look
hate Pricey.Occasional headband slippage
t3 says accomplished audio + high-end materials +
restrained design = cans worthy of a £250 price tag
speciFications

impedance 32 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 20-20,000Hz
cord lenGth 1.3m

loveCompact and lightweight,but undeniably premium.
Comes in huge colour range: black orwhite
hate Head grippage could be overly firm for some
t3 says highly refined headphones with stunning
sound quality. the sign of a true audio gent…
speciFications

impedance 34 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 10-20,000Hz
cord lenGth 1.2m

focal spirit one
£139, Focal.com, tested september 2013

love Punchy sound with well-balanced bass. Compact,
foldable design.Minimum sound leakage
hate Chunky looks, premium price
t3 says balanced sound, beautiful style and tough
enough to travel, too. Great all-round cans
speciFications

impedance 32 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 6-22KHz
cord lenGth 1.2m
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05
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P3 Bowers &Wilkins have been established
as masters of sound engineering for almost
50 years. We are now able to bring that
same expertise to the world of headphones;
the same precision, the same care, the
same extraordinary range and depth of
detail is now available from an ultra-light,
highly portable set of headphones superbly
designed to fit into your life.
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1
Apple ipod Touch
aquality combo of music,
apps and games. latest
version is better than ever,
andmore colourful.
From £249, apple.com/uk

2
Apple ipod NANo
new, larger 2.5-inch
touchscreen. now only
available as 16Gbmodel.
£129, apple.com/uk

3
SAmSuNg gAlAxy S
wi-fi 5.0
excellent,android-powered
pmpwith Google play.
£250, samsunG.com/uk

4
SoNy wAlkmAN
NwZ-e474
clear audio and 36 hours
playback. just 8Gb storage
and a dated look, though.
£79, sony.co.uk

philips fidelio l1
£140, philips.co.uk, tested june 2012

b&w p7
£330, bowers-wilkins.co.uk, tested christmas 2013

parrot ZiK design by starcK
£240, parrot.com, tested november 2012

loveClear, transparent audio withmeaty bass and nicely
retro stylings.An anti-tangle cord adds further niceness
hate Easy-going soundmay not please everyone
t3 says super comfort and the highest audio quality,
now available greatly discounted from original rrp
speciFications

impedance 26 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 10-25 000Hz
cord lenGth 1.1m

love Superb sound reproductionmodelled on high-end hi-fi
speakers. Comfortable, premium build
hate Bit big for regular commuting
t3 says b&w’s over-ears are luxurious in both sound
and build quality, but a touch too pricey
speciFications

impedance 22 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 10Hz-20KHz
cord lenGth 1.2m

loveGreat audio. Swift, reliable Bluetooth pairing and active
noise-cancelling. Excellent on-ear touch controls
hate Battery life not brilliant. On the heavy/expensive side
t3 sayswith innovative controls and excellent sound
these wireless cans are a bit of a tech design classic
speciFications

impedance 32 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 10-20,000Hz
cord lenGthWireless

ei8htball eX811
£30, ei8htball.co.uk, tested january 2014

loveAll-metal build is stylish but low cost. Heavy bass.
Microphone for hands-free calls
hate Not themost well-rounded sound
t3 says Great value bass monsters for pumping out
dancefloor fillers and r&b flavas
speciFications

impedance 16 Ohms FreQuencyranGe 19-21,000Hz
cord lenGthNot quoted

bose sie21 sports
£104, bose.co.uk, tested january 2014

loveAsporty fit that refuses to budge. Free armband for
storing your phone on runs. Sweat resistant
hate Open backed design not ideal for commuters
t3 says a top choice for joggers and gym goers and the
best way to listen to your “active” playlist
speciFications

impedanceNot quoted FreQuencyranGeNot quoted
cord lenGthNot quoted

{buying Tips}

PMPswith real punch

available online @ t3.com the ultimate buyer’s guide

Hear the full
spectrum



PhiliPs AW9000
  £450, PHILIPS.co.uk, teSted FeBRuARY 2013

boWers & Wilkins A5 
  £399, BoweRS-wILkInS.co.uk, teSted FeBRuARY 2013

sonos PlAy:5
  £349 eAcH, SonoS.com, teSted mARcH 2010

PhiliPs Fidelio soundsPhere
  £430, PHILIPS.co.uk, teSted jAnuARY 2012

denon Ceol PiCColo
  £269 wItHout SPeAkeRS, £319 wItH, denon.co.uk, 

teSted FeBRuARY 2013

denon CoCoon streAm
  £249, denon.co.uk, teSted mARcH 2014

CAmbridge Audio minx Air 100
  £330, cAmBRIdgeAudIo.com, teSted mAY 2013

Love Six high-class drivers deliver outstanding sound quality, 
while the wood veneer speakers look classy
HAte DLNA set-up needs to be made simpler
t3 SAYS Buxom chunks of wireless sonic bliss. A fine 
alternative to the one-box streaming norm
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 100W connectIvItY N Wi-Fi, analogue, digital 
coaxial, digital optical, 3.5mm in SIze 300x210x350mm

Love Unfussy design and highly impressive sound.  
New app makes iTunes syncing easy
HAte Bass wobbles at higher volumes
t3 SAYS elegant audio executed excellently, the  
A5 is the little black dress of speakers
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 4x 20W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, auxiliary analogue, 
ethernet, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIze 300x180x120mm

Love Superb, multi-room sound. Spotify and Last.FM  
support. You can control it all using your smartphone
HAte Go properly multi-room and the costs pile up
t3 SAYS A simple, effective but costly way to pump  
well-rounded audio into every room 
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR N/A connectIvItY Wireless, ethernet (Sonos 
proprietary streaming), line in SIze 217x365x123mm

Love Powerful and articulate 100W sound, a classy design  
and a strong wireless connection for AirPlay streaming.  
Add the free Fidelio app and you get internet radio, too
HAte No LCD display means awkward setup. Not cheap
t3 SAYS Quality speakers with added AirPlay? Love ’em
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 2x 50W connectIvItY Line in, AirPlay
SIze 265x410mm

Love The original all-in-one Ceol has ditched the CD player  
but kept AirPlay, an iPod dock, 24-bit support and web radio
HAte Slightly dull looks
t3 SAYS multi-format mini marvel at a decent price
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 2x 65W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, USB, optical in, audio 
in, AirPlay, 3.5mm out SIze 180x90x234mm

Love AirPlay-enabled streaming speaker that also plays nicely 
with NAS storage and DLNA for Android devices via smart app
HAte Jelly bean-style design not to all tastes
t3 SAYS A crowd-pleasing streaming speaker that, 
sonically speaking, punches well above its price point
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 4x 25W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, USB, AirPlay, DLNA, 
3.5mm out SIze 451x236x170mm

Love Powerful, detailed sound quality. AirPlay and Bluetooth 
connectivity. Rugged, sleek design. Handy web radio buttons
HAte Multi-room is less straightforward than on Sonos
t3 SAYS Sounds great and packs more features than  
any other wireless speaker system on the market
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 100W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, AirPlay, Bluetooth, 
RCA, 3.5mm SIze 354x182x118mm
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Pure jongo t4
  £199, PuRe.com, teSted mARcH 2014

sonos PlAy:1
  £169, SonoS.com, teSted cHRIStmAS 2013

librAtone looP
  £399, LIBRAtone.com, teSted mARcH 2014

Love Multi-room wireless streaming on a budget (hello Sonos). 
Link two and you can achieve proper stereo sound, too
HAte Connectivity can be glitchy
t3 SAYS the affordable way to play digital dj for the 
whole house, with results that sound very good indeed
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 50W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ethernet, 
3.5mm in SIze 305x146x165mm

Love Great design and good sound. An affordable way to  
begin your Sonos multi-room setup
HAte It’s mono. Adding more zones can get pricey
t3 SAYS the cheapest way to get Sonos sounds good, but 
you’ll want more than one for better-than-good audio
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR Not quoted connectIvItY Ethernet, SonosNet 2.0 
wireless, power SIze 120x120x161mm

Love Fuzzy, circular deisgn appeal. The choice of an iDock and 
AirPlay connectivity, plus PlayDirect and DLNA for Android
HAte Pricey for what it is. Bass sounds stodgy at high volumes
t3 SAYS A design classic-cum-quirk of a dock, but the 
sound quality doesn’t totally justify that price tag
SPecIFIcAtIonS

PoweR 120W connectIvItY Wi-Fi, AirPlay, USB, DLNA, 
PlayDirect, 3.5mm in SIze 333mm circumference
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{buying Tips}

Portable speakers of plenty 

1 
Jawbone Jambox  
and Jambox mini
Small, brightly hued, great 
audio, easy Bluetooth 
pairing. winners, both.
£124, £150 mInI, jAwBone.com

2 
loewe speaker 2go
Incredible sound quality 
with size-defying bass and 
top clarity. Pricey, though.
£269, Loewe.tv/uk

3 
Jabra solemate
trainer-like design won’t 
suit all tastes but this sure 
is a loud speaker-cum-shoe.
£100, jABRA.com

4 
damson oyster
A 3d speaker that pushes 
the bass to the fore. Ideal 
for rave dads on the costa. 
£180, dAmSonAudIo.com
moRe mInI-SPeAkeRS on P148
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Virgin Media TiVo
  £199, virginmedia.com, tested november 2012

YouView HuMax dTr-T1000
  £229, youview.com, tested november 2012

SkY+ Hd 2TB wi-fi
  £180, sky.com, tested christmas 2013

Love Built-in modem. Recommends shows you might like
hate Expensive. Interface not completely intuitive. 
Occasional buffering and box glitches
t3 says state-of-the-art hardware, tivo’s intelligent 
programming, a huge content library and three tuners 
specifications

type Cable hd channeLs 50 tuners 3 
storage 1TB/250hrs HD recording

Love Retrospective EPG mixes catch-up and live telly. Excellent 
image quality and ease of use. All the big UK channels on board
hate No integrated Wi-Fi. Noisy running. Pricey
t3 says making this much content available without  
a subscription is a winning deal
specifications

type Freeview HD hd channeLs 5 tuners 2 
storage 500GB/125hrs HD recording

Love Seamless integration of Wi-Fi. Rapidly expanding 
on-demand content. Excellent all-round performance
hate 250GB usable hard drive space. Still only two tuners
t3 says our entertainment gadget of the year is  
also the best pvr choice, now with added wi-fi
specifications

type Satellite hd channeLs 67 tuners 2 
storage 2TB/350hrs HD recording
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{conTenT}

Oscar-nominated foreign films

SonY BdV-n590
 £399, sony.co.uk, tested december 2012

HuMax HB-1000S freeSaT Hd
 £99, humaxdigitaL.co.uk, tested apriL 2014

Love Five satellite speakers, a sub and net-connected, 3D 
Blu-ray player with great performance, at a groovy price
hate Satellites are a touch on the small side
t3 says a full 5.1 cinema system and blu-ray deck  
for £400? that’s a bargain in anyone’s book…
specifications

power 1,000W channeLs 5.1 connections 2x HDMI, 
Wi-Fi, 2x USB, optical, audio, composite, ethernet

Love Easy-to-use Freetime platform, blends catch-up and  
live TV. Integrated on-demand services. Cheap and sub-free
hate No built-in storage. Only a single tuner
t3 says inexpensive and slick way to get your  
satellite telly fix without a subscription
specifications

type Satellite hd channeLs 11 tuners 1 
storage None, compatible with USB drives

SonY BdP-S790
 £200, sony.co.uk, tested february 2013

Love 4K upscaling means amazing HD visuals at an  
affordable price. Built in Wi-Fi leads to a stack of web content
hate Full internet browser is nice, but awkward to navigate
t3 says a feature-packed, 4k-ready, future-proof 
blu-ray deck at a reasonable price
specifications

connections Wi-Fi, 2x HDMI, 2x USB, coaxial digital audio 
out, line out, ethernet size 430x193x42mm

Lg BP420
 £96, Lg.com/uk, tested february 2013

Love Neatly designed, fast-loading deck offers great HD  
and 3D visuals plus handy web apps at a budget price
hate No built-in Wi-Fi
t3 says a great value blu-ray deck, especially if you’re 
not bothered about wi-fi connectivity
specifications

connections HDMI, USB, composite, audio out, optical out, 
ethernet size 430x188x41mm

kef e305
 £900, kef.com, tested january 2014

MaxeLL MxSP-SB3000
 £179, uk.maxeLL.eu, tested january 2014

Love Oustandingly clear dialogue and serious boom for 
blockbusters. Designer style and 5.1 setup
hate Requires an AV receiver
t3 says designer look and price tag, but kef’s speakers 
deliver fantastically on sound
specifications

power 5x 100W + 250W sub channeLs 5.1 
connections RCA

Love Robust and well-balanced sound from a good-looking 
soundbar and meaty 100W wireless sub
hate No Dolby Digital decoder
t3 says maxell’s first soundbar is a corker, delivering 
on performance and value for money
specifications

power 2x 30W + 100W sub channeLs 2.1 connections 
3x HDMI, Bluetooth, Optical, Coaxial, RCA, 3.5mm

1 
the hunt
a false accusation of  
child abuse and a quiet, 
considered performance 
by mads mikkelsen. an 
unsettling danish gem.
£9.38 bLu-ray, out now

2 
the broken circle 
breakdown
the continual relationship 
woes of a tattoo shop owner 

and a flemish bluegrass 
banjo player. and you 
thought frances ha was 
painfully quirky…
£11.99 dvd, out now 

3
ernest & celestine
animated tale of a bear 
that befriends a mouse. 
john Lewis xmas ad with 
far more french charm.
£11.54 dvd, out now

Love Bombastic, 130W-per-channel oomph. Slick interface. 
Eight HDMI inputs. Can upscale images to 4K resolution
hate No AirPlay, unlike some rival receivers
t3 says a polished multichannel av receiver with all 
the modern trimmings, at an affordable price
specifications

power 130W per channel connections 8x HDMI, 2x USB, 5x 
composite, 4x digital audio, 5x analogue audio. Wi-Fi via dongle

onk Yo Tx-nr515
 £290, uk.onkyo.com, tested apriL 2013
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* New app subscribers only

Get more from  
your Mac

Try the new issue of MacFormat 
free* in the award-winning app!

macformat.com/ipad

Packed with practical tutorials and independent advice, discover why 
MacFormat has been the UK’s best-selling Apple magazine for six years!
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Televisions

03 08
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02

samsung ue46f8000
 £1,289, samsung.com/uk, tested july 2013

sony bravia KDL-55W905a
 £1,810, sony.co.uk, tested february 2014

Lg 55La740
 £1,199, lg.com, tested february 2014

panasonic viera tx-55Dt65
 £1,599, panasonic.co.uk, tested february 2014

panasonic viera tx-p60Zt65
 £3,199, panasonic.co.uk, tested july 2013

love Smartphone apps, twin tuners and the new  
Smart Portal 2.0 mean immediate content is abound
Hate The design is striking but also a little impractical
t3 says samsung’s slickest smart tv yet; fantastic 
picture quality and plenty to watch, anytime
specifications

screen 46-inch, 1920x1080 connections 4x HDMI, 
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component

love Strong on-demand and catch-up offering.  
Strong high-def performance. Top value for money
Hate Slightly muted blacks. Only one tuner
t3 says the perfect balance between killer tech, 
abundant content and affordability
specifications

screen 55-inch, 1920x1080 connections 3x HDMI,  
Wi-Fi, Scart, 3x USB, digital optical, digital audio, Ethernet

love Excellent picture performance. Distinctive design. 
Well connected. Top file support
Hate Limited catch-up TV. Single tuner
t3 says a great-looking screen with outstanding  
image quality and few flashy extras
specifications

screen 55-inch, 1920x1080 connections 4x HDMI,  
Wi-Fi, 3x USB, Ethernet, NFC, Scart, component

love Customisable smart TV interface. Twin tuners for  
viewing and use as a PVR. Looks highly stylish
Hate Lacklustre blacks. Limited catch-up TV selection
t3 says on-demand tv organised the way you want  
it. great! now we just need more content…
specifications

screen 55-inch, 1920x1080 connections 3x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
3x USB, digital optical/audio, Ethernet, component via adaptor

love Beautiful 1080p images from the plasma screen. 
Equally peachy design. My Home Screen interface
Hate Expensive. Some fan noise
t3 says it’s big, brash and expensive, but this  
plasma telly delivers a tip-top Hd performance
specifications

screen 60-inch, 1920x1080 connections 3x HDMI, 
WLAN, DLNA, Bluetooth, USB, digital audio, RCA, SD

{buying Tips}

Top projectors in the spotlight 

1 
Epson EH-TW5900
great video + high contrast 
+ engaging 3d = plenty  
of bang for your buck.
£900, epson.co.uk

2 
sony VpL-HW50Es
motion resolution is best  
in class for stunning action 
sequences. the 100,000:1 
contrast ratio also rocks.
£2,500, sony.co.uk

3 
BEnQ W1070
bargain projector that 
punches above its weight 
in 2d and 3d, despite slight 
lack of black detail.
£686, benq.co.uk

4 
Epson EH-TW8100
another high-end classic 
with splendid 2d and 3d 
picture and quiet operation.
£1,899, epson.co.uk

panasonic viera tx-L42et60
 £599, panasonic.co.uk, tested september 2013

phiLips 42pfL5008
 £700, pHilips.co.uk, tested september 2013

panasonic tx-L65Wt600 4K
 £5,499, panasonic.co.uk, tested april 2014

sony bravia KDL-47W805a
 £925, sony.co.uk, tested july 2013

phiLips 55pfL8008s
 £2,072, pHilips.co.uk, tested february 2014

love Smooth pictures, even when streamed from poorer 
sources. Well-designed interface
Hate Passive 3D suffers when not sat square on. Weak audio
t3 says classic mid-range telly, covering all the 
fundamentals. overall performance is solid as a rock
specifications

screen 42-inch, 1920x1080 connections 3x HDMI, 2x USB, 
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Scart, component, composite, optical, SD

love Crisp, frameless design with Ambilight. Kick-ass  
audio performance. Decent visuals, too. Simple as pie
Hate Limited web TV content. Basic user interface
t3 says a good telly for movie fans and those with an 
eye for design. not ideal for lovers of sport/catch-up tv
specifications

screen 42-inch, 1920x1080 connections 3x HDMI, 
2x USB, Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Scart, component, optical digital out

love Stunning 2160p high frame rate 4K performance.
My Home interface. Twin tuners
Hate Weedy audio performance. Very limited content
t3 says 4k telly with knobs on, at a price that few can 
afford. that said, it is truly impressive
specifications

screen 65-inch, 3840x2160 connections Wi-Fi, 4x HDMI, 
3x USB, DisplayPort, AV adaptor, digital optical audio, SD

love Crisp, involving picture that’s especially good for action 
and sports. Jam-packed internet TV portal
Hate Jumbled interface. Single tuner
t3 says outstanding motion handling makes this a 
great telly for action junkies
specifications

screen 47-inch, 1920x1080 connections 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
Ethernet, DLAN, 3x USB, component

love Three-sided Ambilight. Simple, minimalist design. 
Good audio performance
Hate Complicated picture modes challenge your patience
t3 says a fantastic light show and a pretty good  
smart tv if you ignore the picture modes
specifications

screen 55-inch, 1920x1080 connections 4x HDMI, Wi-Fi, 
3x USB, Scart, digital optical/audio, Ethernet
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LOGITECH PERFORMANCE 
MOUSE MX

 £58, logitech.com, tested july 2011 

jOby GORILLAPOD SLR-zOOM
 £44, joby.com, tested september 2011 

TURTLE bEACH EAR 
FORCE XP510

 £230, turtlebeach.com, tested christmas 2013

NIkE+ FUELbAND
 £129, nike.com/plus, tested march 2013

FITbIT ONE
 £60, fitbit.com, tested march 2013 

LOGITECH k360  
wIRELESS kEybOARD

 £22, logitech.com, tested september 2011 

MOGA PRO CONTROLLER
 £47, mogaanyWhere.com, tested noVember 2013 

loVe Great build quality. Customisable. Very comfortable. 
There are two ways of charging it
hate A little expensive
t3 says a versatile mouse that’s built like a tank
specifications

requirements Windows 7, XP, Vista, Mac OS X 10.3.9 or later

loVe Flexibility adds creative freedom. Lightweight  
enough to carry anywhere. Reliably stable
hate Lacks height
t3 says a solid yet flexible tripod for every imaginable 
surface, this grips and bends to suit your needs
specifications

supports Up to 3kg size 250x60x60mm
Weight 241g

loVe Full, 360-degree pseudo surround sound without  
the wires. Sound quality worthy of music as well as games
hate Slightly light, plasticky build
t3 says top-quality wireless gaming headset
specifications

connectiVity Wi-Fi, USB, Bluetooth, 3.5mm

loVe Free iPhone app. Ups your activity all-day, giving you 
motivational Fuel to burn
hate Not as good as Fitbit, although arguably more “blokey”
t3 says this snazzy bangle does exactly what is says on 
the tin: reminds you to be more active on a daily basis
specifications

connectiVity Bluetooth 4.0, USB 2.0 battery life 4 days 
size 147-197mm circumference Weight From 27g

loVe A pedometer on steroids with added sleep assessment 
and compatibility with other apps and Aria scales
hate Not one for pro athletes, clearly
t3 says growing app support gives the fitbit the edge 
over its equally sporty competitors
specifications

connectiVity Bluetooth 4.0 battery life 5-7 days 
size 48x19x10mm Weight 8g

loVe Works with PC and Mac. Good key spacing and battery life
hate Some might find the designs a bit garish
t3 says place the usb receiver in your desktop and  
type from anywhere on this comfortable keyboard
specifications

requirement USB port, 2x AA batteries

loVe Well designed X360-style controller that works with most 
Android devices. Long battery life and fast recharging
hate Slow Bluetooth connection. Limited game support. 
Doesn’t match the X360 controller’s feel
t3 says now the controller to beat for a proper console 
feel on your smartphone or tablet
specifications

0s Android 2.3+ connectiVity USB, Bluetooth 4.0

03

05

07

04 09

01 06

1 
usb typewriter
type on paper and screen 
simultaneously, and turn 
any typewriter into a usb 
one via the diy kit.
£47, usbtypeWriter.com

2 
steamworkshop  
usb flash drive
32gb storage wrapped in 
copper, brass and glass.
£160, etsy.com

3 
victorian retro  
phone handset
plug this metal and wood 
handset into your phone’s 
headphone jack.
$20, thinkgeek.com

4 
panasonic rp-htx7ae
classic, retro-look 
headphones in metal and 
leather. timeless style.
£25, panasonic.co.uk
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GARMIN NüvI 3598 LMT-D
  £235, garmin.com/uk, tested october 2013

loVe Real-time traffic updates without a data connection – it 
uses your car’s DAB radio. Free map updates for life
hate It’s accurate, but also very costly
t3 says expensive, but accurate, attractive and smart. 
We have reached our satnav destination of choice
specifications

screen 5 inches connectiVity Bluetooth
size 138x77x13mm

TOMTOM GO 500
  £190, tomtom.com, tested october 2013

loVe Maps are accurate and easy to read
hate Low-res screen and the real-time traffic updates require 
your smartphone’s data via Bluetooth
t3 says mapping is still reliably great, even if there’s 
little else to set this apart from cheaper satnavs
specifications

screen 5 inches connectiVity Bluetooth
size 145x90x20 mm

SUUNTO AMbIT 2 HR
 from £320, suunto.com, tested august 2013

loVe Rugged styling. Accurate, fast GPS. Customisation via 
apps makes it endlessly versatile
hate Epic price. Weedy battery. Considerable complexity
t3 says heading out on an adventure? save up, then 
make sure you pack this do-it-all gps watch
specifications

connectiVity USB, GPS, ANT+ battery life Up to 50 
hours tracking display 1.97-inch, 128x128 Weight 92g
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Shutdown

digging upwards – as 
soon as you’ve put the 
cloth away the dust has 
doubled, like the crows 
in Hitchcock’s The Birds.

7/
Untangling 
headphones 
If approached in a calm, 
methodical manner, 
we’re sure it’s possible, 
but, really, who does 
that? You thrash at them 
wildly, one-handed, 

4/
Getting voice 
control to work
Never more hard-fought 
than when trying to 
showcase your new 
phone or games console 
to your parents. Go on, 
Mum, ask it anything, 
you prompt. “What time 
shall we have tea?” No, I 
mean, ask it something 
else. “What’s the song in 
that advert about bread?’ 
No, you have to ask it 

of finding a specific pin 
in a stack of other pins 
while blindfolded and 
using only your mouth. 

6/
Cleaning living 
room tech
Just like you, household 
dust is addicted to the 
holy plastic-meets-metal 
trinity of stereos, 
televisions and set-top 
boxes. Trying to wipe it 
away is as pointless as 

n o . 6 3 
The 10 tech… 

Battles you will never win
1/
Making your 
smartphone  
stay silent
You can turn the 
volume down using 
the little side buttons. 
You can go to Settings 
and turn audio off 
completely. You can 
then turn your phone 
off, dismantle it and put 
the parts in a suitcase 
and throw it in the sea. 
But come your next 
big meeting, funeral or 
intimate clinch you’ll 
still hear “BEEP-BOP! 
BEEP-BOP!” to tell you 
there’s a new Easter-
themed version of 
Angry Clans available.  

2/
Remembering 
your set-top pin
Go on, tell us what it is 
without looking at the 
card stuffed inside?  
After a couple of failed 
attempts you’re on the 
brink of being locked out 
of your telly, forcing you 
to shut everything down 
and yank the card out 
frantically. Yep, you’ve 
now missed the 9pm 
box-office slot… popcorn 
back in the cupboard.

3/
Using mobile 
data in the 
countryside
With no wi-fi nor 3G 
available, you’re forced  
to deal with E, the lame 
horse of the downloading 
world or, worse, GPRS, 
the dead horse. Simply 
posting a tweet means 
holding your phone 
deathly still in one hand, 
like it’s a sleeping baby 
filled with plutonium, 
while you will it to 
function. After twenty 
minutes you’re told it 
hasn’t worked and will, 
of course, immediately 
try again. You could have 
written the tweet on a 
Post-it note and cycled 
around the UK showing 
it to people in less time. 

WoRdS rOB tEmPlE IllUSTRATIoN ChriS King @ illuStratiOnwEB.COm

something that you could 
more quickly and easily 
find out yourself, like  
the current time. “okay, 
what time is it?” No, you 
have to press it again… 
look, just forget it.

5/
Finding a spare 
memory card 
Put it anywhere other 
than inside your camera 
and it’s never seen again. 
You have a better chance 

before they annoy you so 
much that you tug a bit 
too hard and damage the 
cable. As a result, music 
only comes out of one  
ear cup, really capturing 
that sonic nostalgia of 
pressing your ear against 
the closed door of a gig 
after being physically 
removed. Happy days.

8/
Opening a car 
window the 
desired amount
We’re all for the iCar 
invasion, but electric 
windows still appear to 
have just two settings: 
“retract fully to unleash a 
hurricane through your 
motor” or closed. All 
other options see your 
passenger despairing  
as you repeatedly press 
buttons to find the sweet 
spot, before demanding 
that you do it up again 
because the field smells  
a little too fresh. By this 
point a wasp’s flown in, 
the ensuing panic causing 
you to crash into said field.

9/
Typing with  
one hand
After five failed attempts 
at inputting your still 
pathetically unsafe 
six-letter password, 
blood pressure reaching 
dangerous levels, it’s 
time to admit defeat and 
put the sandwich down.

10/
Re-boxing any 
gadget, ever
The tech equivalent of 
trying to get toothpaste 
back in the tube. out of 
the box came the device, 
a plug and a slim paper 
booklet, so why is it that 
now you want to get it 
back in there for Mr Ebay 
there’s a power brick  
the size of a microwave? 
Replacing polystyrene 
packaging is a task that 
reduces grown adults to 
tears of frustration faster 
than you can scream, 
“Get the crystal!”
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